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not high. We have a first-class Tailor
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easy and perfect fitting garments that
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A Poem

Washington, Nov. 9.
indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are fair weather, slightly

by Oliver Wendall Holmes.

The

Notice.

Special

members of tbe Pine Tree Ix>dge No, 11,
K. of P., are reiiuested to meet at tbe hall of
Bayard Lodge, Kerry Village, at half oast one,
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 10, to attend the funeral of
our late Brother, Franklin P. White. Members
of other lodges K. of P. are cordially Invited to
attend. J. W. PINKHAM, K. of K. 8., protein.
hov9
d2t

THE

DR. E. B. REED.
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
HRDICAI, BOtDIN

592 CONGRESS

ST^ PORTLAND, ME.

Dr. Heed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
belr to: all cases that are given up as incurable
by tlie allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. 1
will take their case lo treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-ceut stamp aud $2.oo.
Examination at tbe
office $1, and consultation free,
timer Moors—W H. u>. «o <• p. as. aplOsntf
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MTEAMEKM.

Steamship

Company.
with all roil
a. gnrannnh
point* iu .hr Houlb an,l Non.hwf.1,
and with rail and strainer lines la all
points la Florida.
The elegant new iron steamers of 2200
tons each, OATH CITY and CITY OF
MACON, w ill sail regalnrly every ThursFar
day. (ram Boston nnd Muvannnh.
freight or passage apply lo W.;H. RING,
HI..
Nickrtsss’s Whnrf, Congress
Boston,
Mass., or A. lleW. HAMFHOIV, 1801 Washington Htreet, Boston.

liars

to

ThSat&Tu3mo

sepSO

steamshTFcojipajiv

maii

For NEW YORK.
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Place ot
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Observation.!
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—LINE FOR—

California, Japan, China, Cenirai
and South America and Mexico.
COLON.sails Tuesday Nov. 9, noon.
From New YorK, pier hot of Canal St., North
Klver, for Man Pmariw* >’ia The Isthmus of
PUUUH,
Great reduction in rates to San Fiaucisco. Cabin
$60; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Rrannan Sts.
For Japnii unit Chinn.
CITY OF SYDNEY sails Saturday Nov. 20th,
at 2 p. m.
r For Freight. Fassage, or general informat ion
Kppiy to or address the General Eastern Agents.
JB. .%• ADA1UM & CO.,
115 Mtntc Nlrrct, Cor. Krond Ml., Ilostou.
dtf
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1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1886-7
Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

Londonderry.)

MAILING DATES

From

\

Liverpool.

stvimws

4th November, 'Oregon,
1 Htli

November, I VANCOUVER,
(Sarnia.

2d December.

[From Portland

|

HlUitaXi

vla

126th November.
;‘.)tli December.
!23d December.

BBIWTOI. SUKVKK, (Avonnioutb Dock.)
From Portland.
From Avoinn'tlil STEAMERS.
2d
December.
11'h November. Texas,
25th November. Dominion,
|16th December.
■Inti

s

of 1*11 Ns.ge

Cabin.$50andi$80 Return.. $C0 and $150

Ret urn. *<10
Met urn at lowest rates.
;8teerage.$13
or
For freight
passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of India street.
nov2d(f
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Portland. Me 29.95
Mt.Wastdu’u 29.80
Boston, Mass 30.02
New London 30.06
Albany, N. Y 30.06
New York... 30.10

Charleston... 30.28
Savanuah.tla 80.27
Jacksonville. 30.25

Ginehinati, O 30.22!
Pittsburg.... 80.20!
Buffalo, N.Y. 8 .04
Oswego. 80.00
Cleveland... 30.15
Detroit. 30.09
Alpena,Mich 29.90
Marquette.. 29.73
Chicago. Ills. 30.00!
Milwaukee. 29.94
Duluth. Minn 29.73
St.Paul,Minn 29.78
St. Louis. Jlo 80.07
Leavenworth 20.86
Omaha, Neb. 29.77
Yankton. 29.05
29.53
St. Vincent
Bismarck,Da 29.59
Cheyenne.... 29.73,
Nortlt Platte 29.04
Denver, Col.. 29.77
El Paso, Tex. 3Q."2'
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ATTENTION

GENTLEMEN.
Gentlemen's Boots and Shoes,
Which contains all the correct styles in all
qualities and prices. I am now offering
some sample pairs of

Patent Leather Hoots
—

AT

soon as he entered the State.
Lunch was
served at Worcester in the State car, but the
occupants of the President’s car did not
arise to partake of it. They were
awakened
at 6a. m.
by the porter and at G.15 Generals
Dalton, Holt and Nettleton entered the car
and the President greeted them.
After the
military salute General Dalton said: “Mr.
President I have been sent by His Excellency, the Governor, to welcome you to Massachusetts, and to inform you that he will
await you on your arrival.’’
The President formally acknowledged the
courtesy saying: “It affords me great pleasure to receive your
greeting and 1 extend
thanks
to
Massachusetts for her wel-

*T
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come.

The President then asked about the arrangements. “How about Faneuil Hall reception?” he enquired.
“I want to be
sure and give the
people a chance.” He was
nsssured that tiie opportunity would be giv-

Cloudy
Cloudy

Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

him.
As the suburbs of

en

Cloudy
Cloudy

Clear
Fair
Clear
x7 NW Lt Fair
x7 NW 10 Fair
x:) W
I.t Cloudy
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xl W | Lt Clear

Governor Robinson met him and said:

Church Burned.

inc

of Edward
on the railing of the canal

aged twelve years,
was

sitting

son

John,
Kelley,
bridge.
canal.

He lost his balance and fell into the
Life was extinct when the body was

re-

covered.

Belfast, Nov. 8.—During the
terrific
storm of Saturday night, the stable of G. IV.
Cottrell at Belfast, was struck by lightning
and a horse killed. The buildings were not
set on fire and no damage to them was done.
The Man Wanted on

Charge

of

Biga-

my Captured.
Waterville, Nov. 8.—Joseph Warren,
who escaped from Officer Williams, near
Skowhegan, last week, by jumping from the

rated with national colors and the room used
for breakfast was beautiful with bowers, the
tioral decorations probably
eclipsing anything of the kind ever seen
in Boston.
Neither Mrs. Cleveland, Mrs. O’Brien nor

wagon, wasiarrestedat Waterville Saturday,
by Deputy Sheriff Hill, who telegraphed
Sheriff Vaughan, who eauie and took him to
Norridge wock jail. He was wanted for bigamy, having been charged with running off

Mrs. Robinson

present.
The breakfast,
elegant little affair, was
served to the President, Colonel
Lai.ont,
Secretaries Bayard, Endicott and Lamar and
Governor Robinson. Mayor O’Brien, Hon.
Oliver Ames Lieutenant Governor Elliot
Brackett, Hon. N. P. Banks and others,
who had already breakfasted, awaited the
party in the ebony room across the hall.
Breakfast was finished at 8.30, and before
that tlie National Lancers were draw n up
outside, ready to do escort duty. At 8.40,
the||President,the Governor and Gen.Dalton
took seats |behind four prancing white
horses.. Commonwealth Avenue was by this
time alive with people, who greeted the President enthusiastically, The second carriage
held Gen. Holt and Secretary Bayard; the
third, iSecietary Whitney, Secretary Lamar
and Gen. Nettleton: the fourrli. Governorelect Ames, Gen. Banks, Col. Greenough;
the fifth. Mayor O’Brien, President of the

with another man’s wife, leaving his family
destitute.
Steam Mill for Rumford.

Rumford Centre, Nov. 8.—A steam mill
held at the
store of J. E.
Stephens at Rumford Centre, last Saturday,
to see what encouragement
the citizens
would give Abbott* Bennett towards building a steam mill in this place, for the pur-

meeting was

the

Senate

Mr. Blaine’s nephew, In talking
about his uneie said: "It has been said that
Mi- Blaine is here for political purposes.
I know that bp is nut, and thnt he come here
to look after some of his investments.
He
lias not expressed any opinion about the last
1 heard him bay the
election In this city.
other day most positively, that he was out
of politics, that he was not seeking the nomination for the Presidency by the Republi-

afternoo^i.

cans in 1S88.”
A Carener’e

Inquest.

Calais, Nov.*8.—The coroner.’s inquest
on the body of John Boyle, found on the
shore Thursday, is being held with closed
doors. A large number of witnesses are being Examined. Many rumors are in circulation but none can be verified. It is expected
the jury will finish tomorrow.
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the moot popular on the market. Don't fail
to give ns a call, we can please you
and will sell goods
AH

M.

LOW

O.

An
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LOWEST.

PALMER.
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WINTER.
Winter is coining and now is the
time to look for Gloves. Coe lias
an immense stock, and is selling
Driving Gloves for 76 cents.

COE,

No. 197 Middle Street.

Arrives

ter, and

were

saluted

Anniversary Chorus.

by

a

song from the

President, Cleveland
walked to his

place,
Judge Hevens.

entered the hall and
leaning upon the arm of

1 lie scene presented at the
opening of the
was one calculated to leave a lasting
impression upon the memories of those
present. No hall in New England ever held
such an array of
distinguished men. The
I resident s table bore a
long line of faces of
men whose names are household words all
over
America, and many of them of the civilized world. Jt was a brilliant dinner party,
possibly never again to be duplicated, and
made up a picture that many would have
given iimcli to have the privilege of witnessing. The lloi-al decorations, while not
extensive, were very tasteful. Music was
furnished by the Cadet Band aud the Anni-

banquet

Family Qyarrel.
»•—During a
family of 1 orne 1ms Dris-

IIavehiiill, Mass., Nov.

between the
coll and Daniel Tracy on Maple street, last
were fired,
night, four shots from a revolver
three of which took effect in Driscoll s person.
One ha!) passed through the front portion of ids Item, inflicting a serious and
row

personal

After the exercises in Sanders Theatre,ami
wniie the procession
was
re-forming to
march to the banquet
hall, the President and
Cleveland
visited j>resi(lellt an(1 Mrs.
Jit8- at their house.
Eliot
lhe association, with invited
guests, took
up the line to Memorial Hall, led by the Cadet hand.
ilie banquet hall was soon
readied. J lie invited guests were first to en-

United States revenue cutter Manhattan,
reported to have been foundered Sunday a.
m. in Long Island Sound, was seen by Captain llallett of the steamer H. 1' Bimock,
at Boston from New York, going through
Plum (Jut at 12.50 p. m. Sunday, ail right.
a

a

trueb"

Illy

SAFE.

New IlAVIi>, Conn., Nov. 8.—A report
from New York states that the revenue cutter Manhattan arrived at Greenport yesterday afternoon.

Shot In

say,

[^''e

at Creenport, N. Y.

HAND mm WAI KEATHAST 00008

all, f may

uei-uine»

sons

probably incendiary.

Revenue Cutter Manhattan

ito
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w e j18
have no politics here, hut the
of Harvard all
belong to a party which
admires courage, strength of
purpose and fidelity
to duty, and which
respects, wherever he he
tenaccm
J'.,atu"1
proixititi inan,
JrtJSb’.Ji18
who knows how to ft,
withstand the ih ium ardor
left
the
helm of state
He,ha8
with US here, aud
so loug as It Is Intrusted to
Ins hands
<uc §ure that, should the storm
come, he will say with Seneca's pilot, "0, Neptn« if you Will,
you may siuk
nVi’iV
"!(,>1sa,vewhWever
happens 1 shall keep
rucbler

Fire at Calais.

IS

—..'..ii.

my
duty to welcome In your name guests who have
come, some of them so far, to share our congratulations and hopes today. I cannot mime them all
ai.d gi ve to each his fitting phrase. Thrice wela’l! Tllcr® Is one name which It
“EH
wi!!!mt0i
would be
Indecorous not to intake an exception
lou all know that I can mean
the Pres9J*
ident of our country. His presenceonly
is a signal

Calais, Moy. 8.—A fire last night gutted
a double tenement house on Main street,
owned by John Prescott and occupied by C.
B. Gardner. The loss on the house is estimated at #1300. The loss on the furniture
8500. There is a fair insurance. The fire

SHE

Pillsbury,

very
address, which he concluded as follows:
II .•**« I.
*1.

VERY LOW PRICES.
These goods are samples from the leading manufacturers of this country, and are positively
great bargains for all who are fortunate enough to get fitted. Our

were
an

Col. Whipple: the sixth,
Speaker Brackett aud Secretary Dickenson.
Collector Saltonstall had arranged to meet
the party at Cambridge.
As tlie procession started,
Battery C fired a
salute. The procession moved rapidly on its
to
Cambridge. Every street through
way
which it passed was thronged with people,
and cheer after cheer went up as tlie carriages rolled by. As School street was passed, handsome bouquets of roses were handed the President and Governor. When the
city prowerlhad been passed through und the
bridge reached, the cavalcade struck a lively
pace and rattled away to Cambridge.
J be presidential
party arrived at Harvard
soon after 10 o’clock, and was received at
Gore Hall by President Eliot. The
procession to Sanders' Theatre was then formed
under the chief
marsbalsblp of Col. Henry
Lee. moving at 10.15 o’clock.
The literary exercises opened with
prayer
by Rev. Dr. Peabody, after which the oration
of tlie day was delivered
by James Russell
Lowell, lie delivered a
long, classical

Blaine in New York.
New York, Nov. 8.—James G. lilu ue
spent this morning in Wall street attending
11 several husluess ventures In which he is
Interested. He dined with his nephew this

was

—

to

repueu, inanking tue
cordiality and expressing

uneny

The cadets then wheeled into line and presented arms. The President and Governor
Robinson entered the first carriage, General
Holt, SecretariesBayard and Lamar the second carriage and Colonels Courier and
Rockwell. General Nettleton and Colonel
Lamont the third.
A cordon of mounted police led the
way
and the carriages guarded by
companies A.
B. C. and L. swung into Beach street.
Cheers greeted the President along Beach,
Washington and Boylston streets, which
were lined with people, most of them workpeople on their way to their day’s duties.
JWE
1 he President acknowledged the enthusiasm
again and again, bowing with a smile and
frequently lilting his hat. As the carriages
turned the corner of the Common on
Boylston street a salute of 21 guns was opened by
Battery AA large crowd awaited the arrival of the
party at the Vendome and cheers went up as
the President aDd Governor ascended the
steps to be shown to the State suite. Secretary Whitney greeted the President and his
cabinet associates as they entered and Secretary Endicott went over at T.30.
The exterior of the hotel was finely deco-

incendiary origin.
A Boy Drowned.
8.—Last night

11cniueui,

governor for his
pleasure at the general welcome.

the building. A valuable organ was burned.
There was no insurance. The loss is estimated to be $1500. It is thought the fire was

Lewiston, Nov.

R *8

'JR*1 td'^t pleasure that I welcome you to
Massachusetts. Her people are expectant with
cordiality and abundant regard to express to you,
so far as may be within their
power, their profound respect for your
very honorable and exalted station, and their
high appreciation of your
eminent ability, your staunch
integrity and your
patriotic devotion to the welfare of tlie nation.
Regretting that the pressure of your duties will
not permit you to make an extended
stay I will
not detain you a moment longer from
enjoying the
hospitality of the commonwealth extended to you
and to the distinguished persons who
accompany
_

I Jo u i. ton, Nov. 8.—The Methodist church
rt Monticello, was burned at 4 o’clock Sunday morning. A sociable was licit! there the
night before from which $75 was realized.
The proceeds were to he used for repairing

of

readied

alighted.

MAINE.
A

were

was breaking.
The train arrived about
ten minutes late. As far as the
ej’e could
reach Lincoln street was
thronged. Drawn
up on either side were escorts of cadets, and
close by three carriages awaiting the President s party. Colonels Rockwell and Courier were present with the
When
governor.
Ins car had come to a full
stop the President

Clear
Clear
Lt Clear
8
13
13
13
13

Boston

day

Clear'

W. W. ElCHKLUEltOBli,
Sergeant. Signal Corps, 0. s. a.

wish to call attention to my Immense stock of

I

Major Caprelle, Lieut. Heaton, Corporal
Chase and six First Corps cadets, a detail
sent by the State to guard the President as

4.=
s
5

at the

Boston, Nov. 8.-President Cleveland is
in Boston and at Harvard College for the
first time. This morning he had honors official.
Afterwards he received honors
classical, and this evening he will be accorded the popular welcome.
The Presidential train arrived at Springheld at 3.03 a. m.. with the Presidential car
fringed with icycles and the window panes
heavily frosted. The train stopped only
long enough to attach a car which stood sidetracked just east of the depot.
Adjutant
General Dalton of Massachusetts, with Generals Holt and Nettleton.had gone from Boston at 7 p. m., Sunday,taking in a special car

mu
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Philadelphia.
Washington..,30.27
Norfolk, Va. 30.26

\v

and will be a most welcome addition
business of the town.
T

Magistrate
Reception.

pose of sawing lumber, spools, squares, also
a mill for grinding corn, etc.
Nearly $500
will be given them by those interested in
this vicinity
The mill is to be 25x00 feet

p£=ii

of President Cleveland’s Address.

tion’s Chief

The Storm at Belfast.

DOMINION LINE.

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

—»'
I 3s
g

E.

X&

General Agent

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

Full Text

Thousands of People Meet the Na-

M

Xhernio’tei

RSteamers leave Franklin Wharf ou Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Eeturnlug, leave Pier
88, East Klver, Nee- York, ou Wednesdays ami
J. B. COYLE, .In.
Saturdays at A p. m.
sent21-dtf

A

MliTKO HO LOGICAL RKPOHT.
(Nov. 8, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment olOne
at all stations.

Memphis.30.14

Connecting

The

| 3 PM 111 PM
Barometer.;29.*B1 29.801 29.980
Thermometer. 2fl.<> ,30.5
29 0
DewPoint. 19,6 ,20.5
21.0
79.0
Humidity. 77.5
72.0
Wind. SW
KW
8W
Velocity. 11
15
7
Weather... Clear Fair clear
Meiiit dally liar...29.857 Maximum ther..88..5
Minimum flier....24.4
Mean)daily ther..30.6
Mean dally.d’wipt. 20.4
Max.vel.w d.19SW 2pnt
Mean dully hum... .76.7
Total precip.0.00

New Orleans 80.18,

Ilircet Line from Boston to Savannah.

are

POUTLANB, Me., Nov. 8, 1886.

_I 7

30.21

Boston & Savannah

Hearty Creating.

LOCAL WKATUKH BKPOIiT.

=3®

Street, City.

fair,
southwesterly

winds

'Orgauiai Ni, I.uLf’n Cathedra!,)

Teaeher of Organ and Pianoforte,

The Gentlemen from England Civen

warmer.

probably fatal wound, f raey was arrested,
charged with firing the revolver.

versary Chorns.
President Cleveland

Held for the Crand Jury.
James A. WarQi-incy, Mass.. Nov.have married
a Quincy
ren who is alleged to
of Celeste Seruhusband
tin while still tlie
N.
was
held
in 8800
H.,
tou of Mwv’hesier,

large bank

sat behid
and chrysantheniums with Secretary
Bayard on his right aud Governor Iloblnson
oil his left.
At Ills table were seated the
following distinguished guests: Secretary of
War Enaicott ;Secretary of tnefcavy Whit-

of

.today for the grand jury.

I

roses

Lyon Playfair of the University ol
Dr.
Basil
oi
Larian
Edinburgh;
Gildersleeve, President Roswell, I). Hitch-

cook, President Ezekial Gilman Robinson oi
Brewer University; President James McCosh of the college of New Jersey; Dr.
Mark Hopkins, Judge Walbridge A. Field,
Chief Justice Bingham, Justice Cooley, Dr.
Frederick H. Hedge, Prof. Edwards A.
Park, Mr. John Quincy Adams, Mr. Theodore Thomas, President Julius H. See lye, of
Amherst College; President George William
A. Smith, of Trinity College; President

George

her.

a

D. B.

Pepper,

of

Colby University;

lion. Oliver Ames: Hon. A. E. Pillsbury;
Hon. John W. Dickinson; Rev. James De
Normandie; President Elmer H. Capen, of
Tuft’s College, and Dr. George Z. Gray.
Although the hour set for the banquet was
2.30, it was 3.30 o’clock before Judge Devens,
the
president of the day, was enabled to
call the company to order. When he linally
did so there were 1200 persons seated at the

long tables and then all had not been accommodated.
Rev. Alexander McKenzie, of
the First Church of Cambridge, invoked the
divine blessing, and the banquet began.
While dinner was in progress Mrs. Grover
Cleveland, attended by Mrs. Endicott aud
the wife of President Eliot of Harvard, entered one of the galleries with a number of
other invited guests aud was enthusiastically received by those present. At the
close of the banquet the alumni sang “St.
Martin” in chorus, after which President
Devens arose and delivered -an address of
introduction, in the course of which he said:
It Is well to meet in this day of prosperity In
this our Massachusetts and in the might v nation
of which she is a component part.
We look back
to the day when this college was founded and of
the various teachers of the colony who assembled at that time. What was said at that time we
find no record or but what they did we now see
as the result of their work. What
may be the
future of this university the alumni must determine. There must come changes. Surely science
and our own English tongue must find more consideration iutlie future, but those tongues of the
past can not be iguored. We believe today that
the college has fulfilled ill a large measure the
high purposes of its founders. In all Helds have
her sous been faithful to their country AH the
signers of the Declaration of Independence from
Msssacbusetts were sons of Harvard, and In every time of doubt or peril, the sons of Harvard
have come.forward witli their counsel to guide
and help by tbetr wisdom and presence. II the
sons of Harvard are as faithful In the future as
In the past the university will go on increasing In
prosperity and follow that very simple word
which forms Its motto, “Veritas."
At the conclusion of Judge Devens’ address the audience rose and Ted by the auniuersarv fhnrilS R»Tlir
“Pair Harvard” wifh
great spirit.
President Devens then gave as the first
sentiment “Our Alma Mater,” calling upon
President Eliot to respond. In the course of

his address Mr. Eliot said:
Mr. President and Graduates of Harvard
College—At tills high festival In whieh the tender recollections and hopeful anticipations thanksgivings for the past and aspirations for the future
are mingling,
we all think first of our belov ed
country—old at our birth, new as the springing
the
shrine
of our weakness, fortress of our
hours,
powers, consoler, peerless mid
her peers,
and we salute him who here honorably
represents

Here Chief Marsiial Lee proposed three
cheers for the President, which were heartily
given.
Next we give thanks and praises to Massachusetts ; ber’s was the far seeing and far
reaching
act we celebrate; her’s was the generative deed,
done in loneliness and poverty, but in faith. Today 50,000,000 of people in wealth and strength
and liberty share Us fruits; then we greet representatives of other. Institutions of learning, who
have come to rejoice with us, and we welcome
men distinguished in public service and
professions, In letters, science or art, whose favoring
presence adds lustre to our assembly.
President Eliot closed amid applause.
In response to the sentiment “The Commonwealth of Massachusetts,” His Excellency, Gov. George D. Kobinson, said in part:
‘•The State of Massachusetts Joins with deep interest in this notable occasion.
Today Massachusetts and Harvard University unite in Joyful
congratulations in the prosperity of the colleges
aud public schools in her borders.
The more
do

the union of the States in
happily nation regard
of the United Stales.
mighty
So we welcome the more heartily the Chief
Magistrate who
lias honored us by his presence. An able, honest
man, who lias the respect of all. And let me say
that whatever efforts lie may make for the liberties of the people, for the purification of politics
and the public service he will find himself supliorted by all who believe in the principles of the
founders of Harvard aud the fathers of this State.
It lias been the custom in the past wherebv predecessors in the gubernatorial chair have received
the degree which has been conferred on me today
to have their conversation with the
president of
the university in Latin, but with this
day this custom has been done away with and
today all conversation was carried on In the welcome vernacular. 1 know there is nothing else, for me to do but
to bespeak for Harvard University the culmination of that usefulness and good work which she
lias done in the past, and that Harvard will be In
the future all aud more than she has been in the
we

past.”
Governor Kobinsou’s address was received
with great favor.
At its close President
Devens, in a felictous speech in which lie
eulogized the qualities of nation’s chief, introduced President Clevel and, who spoke as
follows :
President Cleveland's Address.
The following is President Cleveland’s ad-

dress:
Mr. President and Gentlemen.
mm myse ii louay in
company to which l am
much unused, and when l see ,the alumni of the
oldest college In the laud surrounding ill their
right of sonship the material board at which I
alii, hut an invited guest reflection that for me
there exists no alma mater gives rise to a feeling
of regret which is kindly tempered only by the
cordiality of your welcome, and your reassuring
kindness. If the fact is recalled that
only twelve
of my twenty-one predecessors in office had the
or
advantage of a
collegiate
university
education, proof is presented ef the Democratic
sense
of our people rather than
an
the
argument against
value
supreme
of the best and most liberal education in
high public position. There certainly can be no
sufflcitut reason for any space or distance between
the
walks
of
the most
classical
education and the way that leads to political place.
distinction
on the part ot the most teamed
Any
ami cultured of our citizens to mingle in pubic
aftairs ami the consequent abandonment of political activity to those who have little regard for
student and scholar in politics are not favorable
conditions under a government such as ours, and
if they nave existed to a damaging extent very
recent events appear to indicate that the education and conservatism of the land are to be hereafter more plainly heard In the expression of the

jsipular will. Surely the splendid destiny which
awaits pal riotic effort in behalf of our country
will be sooner reached U the best of our thinkers
aud educated men shall deem it the solemn duty
of citizenship to actively and
practicalin
engage
and
political
affairs,
if tlie lorce and power of their thought aud
learning shall be willingly or unw illingly acknowledged in
management. If 1 am to speak of
the President of tne United States I desire to
mention the most pleasant and characteristic
feature of our system of government, the nearness of me people to their President and other
high officials. The close view afforded our citizens of the acts and conduct of those to whom

ly

party

they have instrnsted their Interests serves as a
regulator and check upon the temptation and
pressure of office, and is a constant reminder that

diligence and faithfulness are measures of
public duty, and such relation between the President and people ought to leave hut little room in
the popular Judgment and conscience for imjust
and false accusations aud for malicious slanders
invented tor the purpose of undermining the peo
pie's tilist and confidence hi the administration
of their government. No public office should desire to check the utmost freedom of criticism as
to all official acts, hut every right tliinkiiig man
must concede that the President of the United
States should not he put beyond protection which
American love of fair play and decency accords to
American citizen.
This
trait
our
every
national character would not encourage it their
exteut and tendency were fu'iy appreciated the
silly, mean aud cowardly lies that every day
arc found in the columns of certain newspapers,
which violate every instinct of American manliless and in ghoulish glee desecrate every sacred
relation of private life. There is nothing In the
highest office that the American people can confer which necessarily makes their President altogether selflsh, scheming ami untrustworthy. On
the contrary the solemn duties which confront
him tend to sober the sense of responsibility Of
the. trust of the American people and an appreciation of tlieir mission among the nations of the
earth should make him a patriotic man, anil the
tales of distress which reach him from the humble and lowly and needy and afflicted In every
corner
of
the
land
cannot
fall
to
within: every kind impulse au<l
quicken
tender ^sensibility. After all. It
comes
to
tills: The people of the United States have
one and all a sacred mission to perform and
your
President, not more sprely than every other citizen who loves his country, must assume a part of
the responsibility of demonstrating to the world
the
success
of popular
No
government.
man can hide his talent in a napkin
and escape
the condemnation his slutlifuhiess deserves, nor
evade the stern sentence which his faithlessness
invites. Be assured my friends, that the privileges of tills day so full of improvement anu
enjoyments of this hour;so full of pleasure and cheerful
encouragements will never he forgotten, aud in
with you now let me express the earnest
lope that Harvard’s alumni may always Honor
tile venerable institution which bus honored them,
and that no man wno forgets or neglects tils duty
to American citizenship shall Hud his alma ma.er
here.

flailing

The President finished his speech amid
great enthusiasm and the strains of “The
Star Spangled Banner" from the band.
1 resident l>evens then introduced to the
audience in turn Secretaries Bayard, Lamar,
W hitney and Endicott, who were each received with deafening cheers.
The President and the cabinet officers then withdrew
to attend the public
at Feneuil
reception
Hall.
I hey were escorted
by the Lancers
and reached the hall about 5.45 o’clock.
\he next speaker introduced was Hon.
Robert C. Winthrop, who responded to the
sentiment, “The founders and benefactors
of Harvard.' He
spoke in a reminiscent
strain and pat 1 a tribute to the
memory of
Harvard s early friends.
He contrasted the
present condition of the university with
«?* ,,a la** a cntury ago and gave the

ol<f college
great

w

a

glowing
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in response to the
sentiment, “Einanue
college of England.” Iiev. Mandell Creiah
ton in that institution, extended a
message of good wishes and greeting to tlu
new Cambridge
University to the old ani
made an address which was
received’ witl
■narked favor.
The speaker closed
U’e >an<1 pl*yed “God save tht

C.
S

tribute of

ork it has performed.

praise for

of St. John’s
College
spoke In response to the sent!
ment
The Colleges and
Universities ol
Europe; and was followed
Sir

Edinburgh who made an interesting speech
Other sentiments were given and
respond1

Schools -President Dwight ofColleges
Yale College
and President Angell of the
ol

and

University

Michigan.

“The Public Service”—Senator Ueoige F.
Hoar.
The sentiment “The Orator and Poet ol
the Day.” was responded to in turn in <> fitune manner, by lion. James Kussell
Lowell,
and I)i. Oliver Wendell Holmes.
“The Progress of Literature,’’ was responded to by Prof. Gildersieeve of Johns
Hopkins University.
lion. George William Cnrtis of New York,
the next speaker, paid an eloquent tribute
to tne University of which he was a
guest.
He thought it was a matter of great
pride
that the sons of Harvard should find on this
anniversary their mother 250 times fairer
and more vigorous than when she came into

pect

\ ikxna, Nov. 8.—The newspapers almost

unanimously approve Emperor Francis
Joseph s speech to the Austrian-Hnngdriau
delegation on Saturday. They consider the
speech a message of peace. All draw attention to the
remarkable absence of any referto an Austro-German alliarcc. Some
papers think this was by arrangement with
Germany in order not to offend the Czar.
ence

---w.

-aiiBci.

Pams, Nov. 8.—James Briarrel, the

to an end

American painter who was assaulted in France
yesterday, is out of danger. He has made
sketches of his assailants to assist the police
In identifying them. A clew has been obtained to one of the robbers. When the assassins jumped from the train Mr. Briarrel
was left weltering In his blood on the floor of

Degrees.

The following honorary degrees were conferred : Doctor of Laws, I,L. D., upon:
Hon. George D. Kobinson, Governor of Massa-

chusetts.
Hou. Lucius y. C. 1-amar, Secretary of the In
terior.
Hon. George Friable Hoar, L ulled States Senator from Massachusetts.
Charles Taylor of the University of Cambridge
Eug.
Wendell Creighton of John Harvard's College
Emanuel of Cambridge. Plug,
Sir Lyou Playfair of Hie University of Ed'
boro’.
Timothy Dwight. President of Yale College.
Ezekiel O. Robinson. President of Brown University.
Joseph Leidy, Professor of Anatomy of the
University of Pennsylvania.
Charles K. Adams, President of Cornell Univer-

the roach.

EXTINGUISHED.
The

Light on Bartholdi’s Statue Cone
Out—Lack of Funds the Cause.

Nkw Yokk. Nov. 8.—Liberty’s light has
out, and for an indefinite period.
The
wind howled mournfully around the statue
last night; not even a flickering
ray of light
from the torch relieved the Egyptian darkness of the island.
No attempt was made
last night to have the torch lighted and kept
burning another night.
The men employed
by Ilampson & Co. to run the engines, banked the fires, locked up the engine room and
left by the early morning boat. Ylsitois
crowded the boats all day, fully 1500 visiting
the island. Arriving on the island the cold
northwest wind sent most of them hurrying
to the restaurant at the foot of the pedestal
on the Jersey side.
At present no visitors
are allowed to go In the foundation and
climb up the winding stairs of the pedestal
to the balcony at the base of the statue.
In
about a week it will be arranged so that it
will be opened to visitors, and they can enjoy the beautiful view from the stone balcony. This will relieve a great strain on the
members of the American committee, who
are daily
besieged with requests for passes.
Mr. M. B. Curtis, the well known actor, and
his manager, J. W.
Kosenquest, will offer today to pay the expense of keeping the statue
lighted during this week, while Mr. Curtis is
engaged at the Fourteenth street theatre.
Mr. Goff, president of the American Electric
Lighting system, said last night that if Lieut.
Miliis or Gen. Schofield would give him permission he would light the statue at his own
expense for the present, provided also that
he could have the privilege of experimenting in the arrangement of the lamps to secure the most satisfactory result.
It costs
$60 a day to keep the light burning, ami at
present there is no money on hand for that
purpose.
gone

sity.

Mark Hopkins of Williams College.
Llnooln F. Brigham. Chief Justice of the Superior Court.
Thomas M. Coolidge of the University of Mlehl

gan.

Spencer F. Baird. Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution.
Thomas L. Gildersieeve of Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity.
Asaph Hall

of the United States Navy.
W. Mitchell.
Henry L. Abbott of the United States Engineers.
George J. Brush of Yale College.
John W. Powell of the United States Geological

Cyrus
Survey.

|

At Faneuil Hail.

A

Within t.lip hall nrrnnmxttiart+c
that the people intent upon
personally meeting the President must pass at the right
across the platform.
The square around the
hall was densely packed at an early hour and
when the doors were opened the hall and
galleries were quickly tided to overflowing,
while upon the platform were gathered a
group of public
functionaries and well
known citizens including Chairman Allen
of the Board of Aldermen: President Jenkins of the Common Council; members of the
City Reception Committee; Hon. P. A. Col-

row.

Emperor Joseph’s Speech Approved.

“The Advancement of Science,’’ was reto by Prof. Alexander
Agassiz.
*
Mitchell of Philadelphia replied
for The Science of Medicine anu Surgery.”
J- B. Thayer, replied to the toast,
The Law, and with a few valedictory remarks from President Devens, the meeting

Hou. Walliridgc A. Field, Justice of the Supreme Court.
Johu 8. BilUugs, Surgeon, II. 8. A.
Rodulpno lanciam of the University of Rome.
iHhnell C. Marsh of Yale College.
Theodore D. Wolseley.
Johu G. Whittier.
Michael Eugene ChevreuI, the centenerlan
chemist and physicist of Paris.
The degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred on the following;
William D. Hyde, President of Bowdoln College;
George Park Fisher, Professor in Yale College;
Egbert Coma Smyth, Professor In Andover Theological Seminary; Alexander G. Allen. Professor
hi
the
Episcopal
Theological School at
Cambridge; Frederick II. Hedge;
Edward
Amasa Park, Professor
in
Andover Theological Seminary: Win. S. Tyler, Professor in Amherst College: Jonathan P. Bowdltch, Edward E.
Salisbury, of Yale College, Charles Deaue. James
D. Dana, of Yale, James Hall. New York State
Geologist; Roswell D. Hitchcock, Professor in
Union Theological Seminary, New York; Henry
Drisler, Professor in Columbia College.

big

a

Big preparations are making by both the
police and the horse guards to prevent disturbanee. l'he garrison of the metropolitan
district, especially at the Tower and In St.
James Park, will be doubled on
Monday.

sponded

The

the

The Telegraph is quite
hysterical in a demand that all the cavalry in town be ordered
out to form part of the procession and overawe the turbulent crowd.

existence.

came

Over

London, Nov. 8.—London is having a fine
little panic of its own over the threatened
disorder. The socialist leaders seem to have
been actuated by anything but a desire to
preserve the peace when they abandoned
their project of joining the lord mayor’s procession down in the city for a scheme of a
mass meeting in
Trafalgar square, since
they must have known that the latter would
also bo forbidden. Everybody seems to ex-

by
Lyon
University ol

ed to as follows:
“Our Sister Universities,

THE TREASON OF ARNOLD.

Emperor Joseph’s Speech Considered a Message of Peace-

Be.v\Pr'
Cambridge,
_

Playfair, representing the
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Threatened Disorder In London.

A Panic
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verfia

Weir Mitchell, Prof. Rudolfo Lauciana ol
the University of Rome; Hon. James Hus
sell Lowell, Dr. Oliver Holmes. Mr. Francis
Parkman, Dr. John Shaw Hillings, Prof
lames B. {Thayer, Alexander Agassz; Dr
George William Curtis, Hon. Charles Devens, President Charles W. Eliot, Presidenl
Timothy Dwight of Yale College, Dr. Chas
Taylor of the University of Cambridge,
England; President James B. Angell, Rev.
Mandell Creighton of Em manual College,
Cambridge, England; Right Hon. Sit

SENSATIONAL

DUEL.

nmw.>

ins; Hon.

Leopold

Morse,

John

Boyle

Reilly, and others.
At 5.50 o’clock Mayor O’Brien and the
President appeared on the platform.
Mr.
Cleveland’s appearance was the signal for an
outburst of applause from the gathering
and universal waving of handkerchiefs from
ladies m the gallery.
With the President
were Governor Robinson, and members
of
his staff, Collector Saltonstall, Secretaries

O

Bayard, Lamar. Private Secretary Lamont,

Lieutj-Goveruor Ames, and Lieut.-Govemor
elect Brackett. The President was introduced to tlie members of the city
government and then Gen. Collins presented him to
other gentlemen on the platform: to each of
them was given a hearty shake of the hand
and a pleasant word of greeting. Then the
general public was allowed to file across the
stage. The procession commencing at 5.50
o clock.
Among the first to pass was Captaiu Viual
»f Scituate, who had been
waiting for an
opportunity to present the President with a
cane made from a piece of the
frigate Constitution, which the President received with
a cordial acknow lodgement of
thanks.
For
half an hour the people were given an
opportunity to greet him when Gov. Robinson
asked him how much
he would give.
longer
I think I can stand it for half an hour
was the pleasant
longer
reply.
lor that length of time the doors were
kept
open. When they were finally closed there
were almost as many people
waiting for their
chance who were compelled to submit to the

disappointment.

Just as the President had put on Ids coat
and about to descend the stairs a
lady
rushed breathlessly up and seized him
the

by

hand, exclaimng!
“I’m so glad you are President, and I’m
glad you did not get left.”
The Presdent gellantly replied and the
public reception closed. The Presidential
Party then took carriages and were escorted
to Hotel Vendome.

Closing Scenes.
The great anniversary celebration of Harvard was brought to an exciting close by a
grand torchlight procession and pyrotechnic
display this evening, under the auspices of
the undergraduates. This had been
postponed trom .Saturday on account of the
weather. An enormous crowd turned out to
display. In the procession
ff'*5
jiibrilliant
the different
classes marched in costume
embodying representations symbolic of the
different stages in life and the history of the
Every school and department
university.
in the college was represented.
Among the more notable features were Impersonations of John Harvard; the “Discipline of the Faculty;’’ the first printing
press in America; early benefactors of the
college commencement; police of the last
a college costume of
century;
fifty years ago;
navy club of ism; the Washington Corps (a
military organization among the upper classes. "“H1 lasted from 1811 to 1833); and the
Motthaven Cup,” of athletie renown.
Nearly all the great army of under-graduates participated In the festival of Are and
the occasion was enlivened
by the presence
of several bands of musie.
The display of
fireworks in Holmes’ yard was a magnificent
and elaborate one, ana for two hours the vicinity of the college was u veritable field of
flame. A time-honored “rush” and
glee club
in
the
college yard were not the least
and typical features of the sucinteresting
cessful

Two

Wealthy Ranchmen

celebration.

of Harvard’s

great 250th

The reception at the Veudome was an eleand a large number of
people
,t” President ami Mrs.
Cleveland. SSJfS*8
I he l resident
and party left on
a special tram at 11.30 for
Washington.
gant affair,

Miss Cleveland anH DnKn<)tsn.

euA.

Nkw 1 okk, Nov. 8. —The World of this
miM nv 'v'^ritbe fo,lowing special from
Jri getting
liiulvi,}
T People of Holland Patent
are
very indignant about the conduct
of the Ui cago
publisher, Elder, towards
Miss Cleveland, since she released
herself
from his magazine. After Elder had made a
fruitless attempt to see Miss Cleveland at
leH,l10Ui'e 11
Hn,<f 1'atent, stories were

j

circulation, attributed
viIwIL KlM?.
friends, that Miss

to

Cleveland

placed under
amounting almost to persecution,restraint,
bv her brother, and that
her retirement from literary
work was not
voluntary. The residents in Holland Patent
all have a deep respect for
the President’s
sister, in many instances amounting to a
was

positive affection. All who have taken pains
to inquire, know very well
that Miss Cleveland dropped Elder’s magazine because the
publisher tailed to keep
contracts with

hfs

fctt£df»?,18Lt£magazine.
Wr!ters

w°lu) ffurnlsiied

matter for the
.Some
of them
“
“
wrote to
Miss Cleveland an
wanted
know what they should do for
their money
Reports giving other reasons for a
meut are unfounded and
malicious
Por the
present Miss Cleveland intends to stay at

disagreJ:

San Antonio Tex., Nov. 8.-Iuformation
has reached here from Friotown, the seat of
Frio County, of a duel which took place Friday afternoon in Seavala County, near the
county line, between two of the wealthiest
ranchmen in Seavala County—Hiram Bennett and John Rumtield. The men for several years were close friends and owned catt e and sheep jointly.
About a year ago
they dissolved business relations and a difficulty arose regarding the number of cattle in
a certain bunch, which
figured in their settlement at a valuation of $10,000. The
breach grew wider witli time, each sending
word that he meant to kill the other.
Friday afternoon the two rich men with a few
cowboys happened to meet near the edge of
the little village of Batesville. They were
both on horseback, and carrying Winchesters. It was agreed thev should dismount,
and fire at the word of command from one
of the cowboys. They stood about 100
yards
apart. Both were crack shots and each fired
at the word. Bennett fell dead with a bullet hole through his braiu. One report
says
Kumfield was wounded in the thigh; another
account says he Is uninjured.
No attempt
has been made thus far to arrest
Kumfield,
who Is on his ranch and would doubtless
light before being carried to jail. The dead
man was worth about a quarter of a million
of dollars in cattle, sheep and lands. He

leaves

a

family.

Accidental Deaths in Newfoundland.
Halifax, N. S., Nov. 8.—a number of
tragic deaths are reported from Newfounlland. A
septugenarian named Richard
Moore, while in a fit, rolled over a precipice
at the entrance to St. Johns Harbor and was
dashed to pieces on the rocks below. Two
brothers named Bowbridge were drowned
at Kerry’s Harbor.
Two men named Saunders and Newberry overloaded their fishing
boat and ^drowned near Twillingate. Two
brothers named Costello and a companion
named Kennedy were burned to death at
Brigus Pond on Sunday night. They were
going from Conception Harbor to the extension of the railway seeking work, and are
supposed to have lit their pipes in a barn in
which they were going to sleep.
Murder in Montana.
Four Kjcooh, Mon., Nov. 8.—Ou Birch
Creek, eight miles north of Dillon, ou the
morning of the lid inst., two men, named
Menson and Axe, had a quarrel about some
land. Menson finally went for his gun, and
on returning fired ou Axe, blowing his head
ofT. Menson was arrested, and while waiting for a conveyance to take him to Dillon,
a lad named Scbenck, 17
years old, who had
been in Axe’s employ, stole up behind Menson and and killed him instantly.
The murderer was arrested.
A Famous

i£ 13

Losa of

a Propeller and
Her Crew.
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 8.-David Vance

& Co., have received a
private despatch from
the master of tlie schooner
ria
ted Sault Ste. Mirie.
stating that
nroMU
all

the

is

on'board"'‘8d

Davfd'vancc
thS
loTwith

prubabl>- been

dSA rcher:the celebrated'English jockey

Bicyclist.

San
Francisco, Nov. 8.—Advices by
steamer City of Sydney, from China and Japan, which arrived yesterday, state that
Ihomas Stevens, whose tour arouud the
world on a bicycle lias made him famous, arrived in Hong Kong Oct. 4th. He was not
permitted to cross Afghanistan, and so took
the steamer from Calcutta to Hong Kong,
whence he will go on his bicycle to Canton,
and thence to Shanghai, where lie will take
a steamer for Japan.

HORSES AND HORSEMEN.

Lecture by Prof. John Fiske of Har
vard
A

University.

Scholarly

Discourse Upon the HlS'
tory of the Rebellion.

The small audience in the Park Street
Church last evening enjoyed a rate treat in
listening to the lecture by Fkof. John
Fiske of Harvard College, on one of the
most interesting, as well us the
darkest,
•vents of the; American revolution. The
treason of Arnold is a subject the analysis
of which calls into play the
highest powers
of the student and writer of
history and In
the course of his lecture last
evening. Prof.
Fiske presented in a clear light much in reference to tiie character and motives of
Arnold,
which was new to his hearers.
The successive events of the story of conspiracy and
treason were vividly depicted, as well as the
influences which combined to place Arnold
in a position where, with his
impulsive
nature and keen sense of the
slights put
upon him, he turned from the path of
duly
to nearly wreck the fortunes of the
young
and
republic
bring upon himself the hate
and reproach of
his countrymen. Prof.
Fiske Is a man of imposing appearance and
read his lecture distinctly, every word
being
understood by all his hearers. The lecture
occupied about an hour and a quarter In delivery, the audience giving the closest attention throughout and applauding at the close.
An abstract of the lecture follows:
In 1778 no man of the American
army
utBuci,

cAid'LiuK

*»

of the people than
opinion
Ue had been one of the

asxiiiigion, 11111)6

Benedict Arnold.

first to hasten to Join
[ the army at the breaking out of the warhe had led the expedition
through the wilderness against Quebec and been wounded
before that city. Other exploits added to his
fame and when he became the hero ef
the
victory of Saratoga, bis position in tiie estimation of the army and people was one of
which he might well be proud.
Through it
all, however, he was a rascal, and this is
proved by his pre-eminent rascality. He
had up to 1780 given little sign of this evil
character, for Washington and Schuyler,
who were keen judges of character, gave
him their confidence.
That his nature
must have had something noble in it is attested by the love born him by the soldiers.
He was capable of good and generous
impulses, as when a wounded Hessian shot him at
Saratoga, In the leg, which ,had been injured
before Quebec, he exclaimed to the soldier
about to kiil the man who had fired the
shot,
Hon t kill him, he has only done his duty
It has been said of him that he should have
died
upon the battlefield of Saratoga There
is much that throws light upon his soldiers’
admiration for him in the remark of the old
Berkshire farmer who had served under
him:
Arnold never said ‘Go on’: he said
Come on, boys.”'
But Arnold acted on impulse rather than
principle and like many men who have no
firm convictions of duty and the
strength of
will to adhere to them, was over sensitive to
public opinion. Karly in the war, it became
evident that there was a spirit in
Congress
and among some generals,
antagonistic to
VV ashington.
This movement is known as
the Conway cabal. As
Washington’s great
strength with the people became known, the
efforts of the cabal were confined to the influence of slights upon his favorite
generals. Greene, Morgan and Stark suffered
and
Arnold had to see his juniors promoted above
him until his victory and wound at
Saratoga
forced recognition of liis services and his
promotion to his proper rank.
1 he year 1780 was one of
discouragement
to the Americans. It is true that
in the
Northern Colonies, the British had no footbold except in New York and its
vicinity.but
Conwallis after his victory in the South declared he could conquer the
country south
of the Susquehanna.
There was was no efficient general government and,
indeed, the
administrative paralysis then existing continued after the war was ended until the
adoption of the constitution.
The finances
were in as bad a s>ate as
possible.
The
country was flooded with a depreciated paper
currency. One member of Congress expressed his views upon finance by
asking why he
should vote to tax the people when a Philadelphia printing press could supply all the
The currency during the
money needed.
year 1780, had depreciated until $1573 were
required to purchase a barrel of flour and
the general government had to
adopt the
barbarian s system of barter and
request, in
making requisitions upon the several States
that they should send in supplies of various
kinds and amounts while
Washington had to
draw from the surrounding
country to furnish rations for his soldiery. At this
time,
desertions from the American
army to the
British forces averaged 100 a
and
it
month,
was no wonder that the Americans
did not
enter the army when it required four months'
to buy a bushel of wheat for their fampay
ilies, and the men in the ranks did their
duty on insufficient food and whiio
ciau.

In 1778 Arnold had been appointed

com-

at
The qualities
which had made him so successful on
the
Held were not those, however, to aid
him iu
his new position. He was blind and
lacked
the tact especially required in the
general
who commanded in Philadelphia during
the
time when the property of Tories was
being
confiscated by tne action of
and
Congress
the executive council of the State.
General
Arnold s deep sense of the slights put upon
him
Congress made matters worse. He
lived In a style af luxury and
and it was said of him that hisextravagance
inethSl of
life was ill becoming the impoverished state
of the country. To meet his
large
expenses,
he engaged m mercantile
speculations, and
may have used his official position lo further
these schemes, a thing which no man of
honor would do. Arnold also became the
captive of a daughter of a prominent Tory
named iihippen. and at his parties
many
Tories
were
received
and
even
the
wives and daughters of men who were suffering proscription, Arnohi replying to complaints made of this, that he did not make
war upon the families of his enemies.
\t
that time there were Tories and Tories. Besides the men who engaged in tbe border
massacres, there were
many who argued
that instead of forming an alliance with the
* rench, the ancient foes of the
English

Philadelphia.

by

Congress should have accepted the liberal
made by Lord
proposals
that the Declaration

North. They said
of Independence was
not signed with the Intention of
keeping up
the struggle with the Mother
Country after
she had acknowledged the claims of the Colonists and that Washington himself had
doubted the wisdom of establishing an in-

dependent government.
Arnold must have heard these arguments
many times and he repeatedly declared his
opposition to the French alliance.
Finally
he announced his intention of
resigning his
commission and acquiring a grant of laud in
New \ ork where lie would take some of his
soldiers as colonists and live as a
peaceful
citizen.
At the beginning of the year 177>J
he accordingly set out northward to confer
with tlio legislature of New York iu
regard
to his grant. He had scarcely left i'hiludel-

ptiia, however, before specific charges were
made against him. Keturning he demanded
investigation and it was awarded him by
Congress, the committee reporting him guiltless of ail the charges excepting one of improperly granting a pass, and one of using
army vehicles for private purposes but im-

an

puting
Notes

of

the

Track,

Road

and

Stable.

Mystic Park, Boston, Saturday morn*
lug, the final heats in Friday’s unfinished
At

In the 2.35 class four
trotted. Lady Brooks and Bex
having each taken one and Beniember two.
Lady Brooks won botli heats Saturday morning and took the first money. Time 2.23 and
races were

heats

trotted.

were

2.24}.
Capt. Morrill, of Pittsfield, bought Plumed
Knight three years ago last June of J. Q.
Lander, of Dover, for $1,200.
He has since
started in twenty-eight races and won ten of
them, although for the first year and a half
he did not start to win a heat but won second
money nearly every time and was able to trot
in the tliree-mliiute classes, as he had, no
record. He made no record till the fall of
1885 when he came under the wire, in
2.38} in
a 3-minute race in Lewiston.
In 1885, Plum-

Knight won nearly $1,000. There were
only two horses in the State that won more
money that year, Jack Spratt and McLain.
Plumed Knight has a record of 2.31}. He is
by Mike Logan, lie by Jules Jergusson, he
by Gen. Knox.

ed

As is well knowu there are iiuite a number
of men in the State who make it a business
to pick up good borses werever they can find

them, and, after keeping them awhile, ship
to Boston und New York for gentlemen's
driving stock, or anywhere a stylish horse is

appreciated.

£SStt“wWSrand

Fire at Each

Other.

singing

wind-np

*
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HARVARD’S CREAT DAY.

KxcitANcm Street. Portland. Mb.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance,
Rates ok Advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines
nonpareil
constitutes h “square.”
*1.60 per souare, dally, first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less.
*1.00, contlnuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week,
*1.00; 60 cents per week after.
special Notices, one-third additional.
under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales," *2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, *1.60.
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One of

the

most

successful

horsemen is Sir. John Horn of Oakland. Mr
Horn has been in the business for nearly ten
past eight years Mr. Horn
years. For Uie
has shipped his horses to one man J H
Dahl man. New York.
About 125 to 130
horses are sent out of the State yearly
by
Mr. Horn, making him one of the largest
dealers In the State. Mr. Horn says he gets
the majority of his horse tiesh in Oxford
county. His prices range from $200 to $ooo
Somerset Knox,
apiece.
Norway Knox.
Whalebone Knox, Hinds’ Knox, Dr. Frankllh and Locomotive stock make desirable
drivers, ana he deals largely in the offspring
of these stallions.

no wrong Intention.
This was in
March, but no sooner was the report made
than another investigation was asked for
by
the executivecounctl, more evidence, it was

urged, being forthcoming. The matter was
this tune referred to a joint committee from
Congress and the executive council, but was
then shifted to a military court martial.
11 was probably about this time that Arnold entered into a secret
correspondence
with Sir Henry Clinton, signing his letters
Gustavus and receiving replies from
Major
Andre, the ndjutUDt general of the British
army, who wrote over the signature of Johu
Anderson. As yet Arnold was only dallying
with temptation and the correspondence was
carried on at intervals. The decision of the
court martial was greatly delayed, however,
and Arnold, who had been married in the
spring to Miss Shippen was forced to wait
until the following December before the
court martial reported exonerating him from
all the charges except the two of which he
had been before convicted and in which he
was not accused of criminal intent.
As a
concession to the powerful State of Pennsylvania, Congress ordered that for these two
charges Arnold should be publicly repriniaruled.
The reprimand administered by

>y ashington

was

couched in

language

which

showed the general-in-ehief’s belle! in the
trivial nature ot the offences while lauding
m gracious terms, the valor and
courage o!
Arnold. But the.iron had entered the man’s
soul.
Perhaps he had reflected on the
ui

auuic

Kirni

ir.mn.i

aim

flattered himself with the belief that to
change sides in a civil war is no great
offense. Then he probably dreamt of conducting negotiations In behalf of the British

when the act which he contemplated had
brought the Americans to terms in the state
they were in during this year 17*0. At all
events he bad resolved to sell himself and
sell himself dear.
Ttie lecturer here at some length and with
considerable attention to details told of the
development of the conspiracy to surrender
the fortifications of the Hudson.after Arnold
had requested and received the appointment
of commander there, his conference with
Andre; the capture and execution of the latter
and the escape
of the
traitor. Of
the execution
of Andre, Prof.
Fiske
said that
it was strictly in
accordance
witli the unvarying rule of war, sentence being passed by a board of educated officers,
who, while they pitied the prisoner, could
see no reason why lie should not su ,'er the

penalty of his act.

Sir Henry Clinton urged

PRICE

THREE

I'ENTS.

I1

the fact that Andre was traveling, when can
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
tured, under a regularly issued pass from th<
American General, but Washington went U
John Jerome: UU Thoughts ami Way*,
the root of the matter when he wrote tha !
the (lag of truce and pass were made use o ! is a part of the title of Jean
Ingelow’s new
for purposes certainly not contemplated foi
hook, which she says, is “Without a Begin
them in the rules of war.
There was a feel
uing." The idea Is odd and fanciful, aud so
iug among the army that it might be well t<
Is the effect of its
spare Andre could Arnold be secured in ex
carrying out. The story,
change, but it was impossible for the British
for there is one, really begins in the middle
General to deliver the man who had throwr
of the volume, bnt we shall
insist, as “She”
himself upon his protection, even if. as redoes, that the first part of a book Is the beoffered to give himself up.
pH£ifd* Arnold Arnold’s
treason was received
ginning. It Is a light, pretty, sketchy afwltn^!.!!
with
surprise and >a<lnesa by Washington
i fair on the surface, with much philosophy
and his generals.
Washington could never
speak of him without a shudder while other, and serious purpose at the heart of the
more
expressed
thing. It Is, however, on the whole, less
themselves in
outspoken,
unmistakable terms.
In Kngland. while in
characteristic of the author than most of her
some cases Arnold was treated with
eontempt, he was generally received with re- I works, and often sounds as if It were writspect. und his generosity and personal | ten by somebody else. But Jean I ngelow,
graces won him friends.
in prose or verse, lives in the hearts of her
His «sons occupied
positions of honor, one rising through the I readers.
(Boston: Robert* Brothers: Portgrades of the army to a lieutenant general
land: lairing. Short A Harmon. >
and a peerage; but the
felt i
family
always
the disgrace which their ancestor bad
brought upon himself. As he drew near his
Miss Constance Kenniniore Woolsou Is like
death, in Mot, Arnold himself was filled with
no one but herself.
There Is a certain
remorse, and in his last days arrayed himself I
in the old uniform in
unique quality in all that she does, a pecuwhich, as he said, “f
fought my battles, and may Owl forgive me liar freshuess of style and (nought, and
for ever changing it for mother.”
something so artistic In her rharacterUatlons that one never wearies of wbat she
THE STATE.
creates. ‘Castle Nowhere gives the title to a
! volume of Lake-Country Sketches, which
KENNEBECcounty.
Poachers have taken six hundred pounds are so clever as to be well worth preserving
of fish in Great Pond this year, and
snipped in book form. Three of these stories originthem from Belgrade station. The authorially appeared In the Atlantic Monthly, two
ties are after the offenders.
In Scribner's Monthly, and one eaeh In HarPENOBSCOT COUNTY.
per's Magazine, the Galaxy and Appleton's
The case of William K. Field, of Boston,
Journal. (New York: Harper A Brothers:
formerly of Newport, against the Maine j
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.)
Central Railroad Company, in which he sued
the company for *25,00) damages for Ininries j
•
*
sustained by the accident at Lincoln a few
Miss Phelps’s pathetic or picturesque story
and which was assigned for trial
ago,
years
in Boston
yesterday, has been satisfactorily of The Madonna of the Tubs has been illusbetween the parties. The amount
trates! by two well-known artists, and Is
adjusted
is not made public, but It is said to be a
beautifully bound and printed. Possibly the
rger sum than has beeu paid in this Statu
illustrations are in accordance with the rules
for many
years for Injuries received in a rail- j
road accident.
of modern art, and most certainly
they are a
YOKE COUNTY.
success if the Intention Is to make tlie
picThe York county quarterly meeting of tures as unlike nature
as possible.
In fact
free Baptists held a very Interesting session
the
artists
seem to have token for their motwith the church at Bar Mills, Nov. 3d and
to Longfellow's line, “and
4th.
things are not
The York County Agricultural Society has what they seem," and especially applied It
selected the Woodman lot in Saco for its
to Ellen Jane’s clothes line, *hlch seems to
park. Over *2000 have b -eu subscribed.
be thirty feet from the ground, and
probably
The Ward well ilome Association, of Bld- is not more
than live. Boston: and New
deford. are examining plans for a new buildYork: Houghton, Mifflin A Co.; Portland:
ing.
Loring, Short A Harmon.)
Last Tuesday was the banner day for the
fishermen of Ogunqult, about 14,000 pounds
of fish being caught by hand lines, the fares
Don Armando Pallcio Valdes' brilliant
ranging from #5 to *15 t-3 cas h man. The
novel. The Marquis of Penalto Marta Y
whole amount paid for the day’s catch will
amount to about *300. This is believed to be
Maria:, has been put Into English by Mr.
the largest day's catch with hand lines for
Nathan H. Dole, and will dnd hosts of eager
many years.
readers. It Is a story of tender pathos and
IN OENERAL.
Castine and Fryeburg were not Included delightful humor, written in charming style.
The two sisters, Marta and Marla, are skillamong the towns whose precautions against
firet were noted in the Press of Saturday.
fully and sympathetically drawn; the one
Castine has three good tiand engines and
parents and lover for the life
hooks and ladders. There are nine well lo- leaving home,
of a religieuae, the other remaining to hi1
cated reservoirs, besides half a mile of water
front. Fryeburg has had a system of water her sister’s place in the family circle and
works for four years. There are IT hydrants
console -we must admit—the lover for his
and 1300 feet of hose. The village is well
; loss. No mere description of the hook will
protected.
Damariscottu village has 1000 instead of i give an idea of all Its delightful qualities.
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell; Portland
300 population, as stated in the account of its
fire department.
I Loring, Short A Harmon.)
■
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Convention of Reform Club*.
Bolster’s Mills, Nov. 7.
The quarterly convention of the Reform
Clubs of Cumberland county met here at 10
o’clock this morning, and was called to ororder by Walter Southworth of Edes Falls.
After devotional exercises a committee of
three was appointed to nominate officers for
the ensuing term, who reported as follows:
President—C. E. Stewart, Bolster's Mills.
Vice Presidents-Waller Southworth, Edes
Falls, and Levi Jordan. East Raymond.
Secretary—Roswell Ward, North Gorham,
and they were declared elected.

The following committees
pointed :

were

then

c.<Mi

l/rrj

; auu

i-evi

Raymond.
On

jorusn,

more

funny

or

grotesque

time nobody we know Is more real than
these two good, plain, practical, middle-aged
women, who are the heroines of a veritable
Kobinson Crusoe tale. They are so absorbing that we really do not much care who the
Dusantes were, which Is a question greatly
agitating the public mind at present (New
York: The Century Company; Portland:
Loring, Short A Harmon.)
same

ap-

On business—Geo. Green, Bolster’s Mills: Leinnunc,

Nothing could be

than Mr. Stockton's last success. The Casting Away of Mrs. Leeks and Mrs. Aleshlne.
It is a most delicious absurdity, and at the

r..Ml

Wanted—A Sensation, by Edward S. Van
Zlle, Is one of the latest of Cassell's Kalnbow Series of Original Novels in
paper cov.
ers.
If the reader wants a sensation be will
find it in this story, but we cannot promise
that It will be a very agreeable oue.
(New
York: Cassell A Co; Portland:
Loring,
Short A Harmon. )

speakers—Walter Southwortb, Edes Kails;
Edwards, 8. Wlndliain and Moses, North Gor- ;
ham.
On resolutions—Ward, North Gorham; Lefavor,
Portland; and Green, Bolster's Mills.
On location—Moses, North Gorham; Quint, Dry
Mills; and Jordan, East Raymond.
Remarks were made by a large number of
the delegates, alter which the convention
Real Estate Transfer*.
adjourned to 1.30. at which hour ft praise
The
transfers of real estate la
was
following
held
for
one
led
meeting
hour,
by Walter Southwortb.
the county have been recorded at the
regisAt 2.3o, President Stewart called the contry of deeds:
vention to order and after devotional exerM.
Fowler to George K. Merrill
Gray—John
cises remarks were made by Geo. H. Green,
land f&oo.
welcomi ngAfce delegates to Bolster’s Mills,
K. Cbnte to George A. Chute,
followed I^Niddr^nes from delegates present.
Harrison Mary P. Wltham to Mines wit ham
land. SI and other valuable consideration.
A praise meeting was held from 0.30 to 7
o'clock, led by S. B. Edwards of South WindMAGAZINE NOTICES.
ham, after which the regu lar session of the
convention was called to order by President |
Stewart, und, after prayer by Walter SouthGodey’s Lady's Book (or November la replete
worth, remarks were made by Messrs Jor- with good tilings from
beginning toeml. Tbe
dan of East Kaymond, Lefavor of Portland,
steel plate Illustration is an exquisite rendering
Woodman of East Raymond, Moses of North
of tlie figure of Marguerite in opera of Faust.
Gorham, Southworth of Edes Kails, Brown
With Ibis uuiuber Is begun two serials—Why
of Norway, Rolfe of East Deeriug, Edwards
of South Windham, Webster of North GorDid He Do It? by the author of Wedded to Misham and others, interspersed with music by
ery (a serial published la tbe Lady's Book that
the choir.
elicited favorable
comments
from the press
throughout the country), which the present story
SUNDAY.
bids 1*ir to outstrip In Interest. nnd A
Lega
A praise meeting was held this morning
Fetter, by Mrs. Olivia Wilson giving promise of
from 9 to 10 o’clock, led by Walter South- sensational merit.
wortb.
Tbe opening paper iu tbe Halve* lor November
At 10 o’clock the regular session of the
Is ou tbe Divine
Generosity, by Rev, Harry Jones
convention was called to order and, after deThe venerable Arthur Gere writes on the
votional exercises, the reports of delegates
Kplstles
of the Captivity, while Lord Urnlwzon tells of
from the different dubs were listened to, as
tbe
follows:
Ministering Childrens' League. A very interestBolster’s Mills by Geo. U. Green, as hold
ing paper describes some notable Old Church
ing meetings once in two weeks: the temper- Clocks In England and on the Continent. A visit
ance interest steady and in good standing,
to Baroda House, a famous English Home for
with no breaks in the ranks.
walls aud strays Is graphically described.
In the
East Raymond Club, by Levi Jordan
papers ou False Prophets of the Past, Mahomet
Holding no meetings, but the temperance IS discussed. The serial storv The Heir at Hau!“«<
sentiment is strong.
Towers, Is concluded, and a new oue. For
My Bake, beguu.
No. Gorham Club, by M. H. Moses— HohlWith its November number the Magmioe of
iug two meetings a week, and great interest
manifested.
Art ends tbe tenth year of Its valuable existence
South Windham Club, by S. W. Edwards
and doses the volume for 18S8. The frontispiece
—No ^meetings held but all the members
Is a reproduction In brown of Sir Joshua's famous
holding the fort.
portrait of the Hon. Miss Ann Bingham, after
Edes Kails Club, by Walter Southwortb—
Hartolozzl’s engraving. The magazine opens
Banner club of tbe county or State; memwith a spirited paper on The American Salon,
142; holding two meetings a week.
bership
Portland Club was reported alive and In
that Is, the American painters who exhibit In the
good working order; holding two meetings a
Paris sa/oa, by Paul Lerol. An account of wane
week.
Ladies’ Relief connected with the
historic glovrs. which Is llltutratrd among others
club who are doing a good work in helping
by afai- simile of Shakespeare's gloves now owned
to sustain the club; have a good Held to work
in; believe the temperance sentiment is on by Dr. H. H. Furness of Philadelphia, and St
James's Palace Is described with pen and pencil
the decrease.
by W, J. Lottie. This Is followed by a p*s*m called
The clubs in South Casco, Bryant's Pond
Wasted, by Wilfrid MeyuelL The f'orgrrte of
and Otisfleld were reported as holding no
Bastiamnl, from the chapter In the series on tbe
and
the
interest
In
meetings,
temperance is
Romance of Art
Tree Corner, a lavortte
lying dormaut. E. H. Brown nt Norway said resort of artists. Is Apple
graphically pictured by the
that the club with its 2W) members bad gone pen of Katharine de Mattos
and ihe pencil of H.
into history after holding weekly meetings
K. Bloomer' The continuation of tire pajors on
ilie Royal Academy Scandals conies very opporfor ten years; tbe temperance sentiment was
not so strong as in years past.
tunely at a time when the R. A.'s are making
Remarks were made by N. Warreu of Otis- themselves conspicuous by their quarrels.
The November Wide Awake, which closes tbe
lield, Wldte of Harrison. Edwards of Otislield, Stephens of Norway. Chute of Otlstwenty-third vylume, Is notable for Us One historical article. The Story of Two Names. It relates
ficld. Green of Bolster's Mills. Mrs. Moses of
North Gorham,| Cyrus Turner and Mr. Dor- to Pocahontas and the Holies. It
was written by
man of Bolster’s Stills.
an old friend of the Kolfes, of Hcacham
Hail, the
A praise meeting was held from 1.30 to 2
undoubted birthplace of tbe husband of Pocahocto’clock, led by Abner Edwards of OtisUeld,
tas. The paper settles many disputed points beafter which tne regular session was called
to order and remarks were made by Messrs.
yond all peradventurc. and Is accompanied by a
Lovejoy of Norway, Brett of Otisfietd. Dr. due engraving of tbe painting of the Indian PrinWeston of Harrison and a large number of cess and her little son, which hangs In Heacbara
others.
Hall. This painting lias never before teen enThe following resolutions were unanimousgraved. It was brought from America, aud the
Unites
hope that the engraving will elicit some
ly auopreu:
knowledge of the painter and the original ownerRemembering tbe wonderful success that has
ship. The article is veryfullv illuairaled. The
attenned the reform work as carried on In tbe
author Is Mrs. Raymond Blathwayl, of Heacbam,
early days of this grand and noble movement,
England,ami she has had the collaboration of
therefore, be It
Dr. Ingleby, the well known English antiquarian.
Resolird, That we, the members of the Cumberland County Convention of Reform Clubs, assent
Harper's Magazine for November Is heavily
bled at Bolster s Mills this 8th day .if November,
weighted with a rare feast ef good things for de18H«, do strictly adhere to the cardinal points of
lightful and welcome Instruction. The position
our faith.
of honor Is glveu to a fresh and powerful present'
Resolved, That the glorious work lu which we
are engaged shalCever All; our hearts
and our
ment of a home subject. The Literary Movement
hands uutll the victory Is triumphantly won.
iu New York. Next la Importance la the
oppor
Resolved, That we extend a fraternal sympathy
mur unwsu p.i|>cr
on iuiiiiw.-pii, written and Ik
to all organizations laboring tor the salvation of
the fallen, the experiences of the past and the
luitrated In England,
and an extraordinary
outlook for tbe future compels us to take a more
article, with text and illustrations front
hreuclj
decided stand In order to heat back aud if possi* aria. In which Madame Adam
narrates Mow I
ble crush out that traffle which fattens and grows
Porrned nty Salou. The serials front both sides id
rich on the misery, woe and destruction of its vicBy Blackmore and Warner, are as attractims.
tive as ever, and the remainder of the number Is a
Resolved, That the aid. sympathy and encour- rich variety of articles, stories, poems, etc., chiefagements received from Christian men aud womly concerning American topics of the day.
en has talleu upon grateful hearts, aud we still soCassell’s Family Magazine Is In
licit their syinpatby and prayers.
its,best mood
tills month, and has all the brlsknese and
Re sol ied. That our heartfelt thanks are hererrtsptendered
to
the
members
of
the
ness
Bolster's
Mills
that
we
In
by
expeet
the products of these braeClub and citizens fur the cordial reception and ailfall mouths. The
lug
magazine opens with the
bounded hospitality received during our stay In
serial, A Wilful Youug Woman, which has proved
their pleasant village; and we would
notlforgct
the choir, who have added great Interest to our
such a success. This Is
followed by Prof. Hugmeetings with their beautiful songs, also to Pres- gins's second
paper on the Photography of the
ident Sewart tor the Impartial manner lu which
Heavens. The description of A
he lias conducted the business of tne convention.
Norwegian Pleae*» wry
A braise meeting was held from 6.30 to 7
Interesting. Ueo. Weather
“ Poem which we
And
between the
led
Mr.
o'clock,
by
Lovejoy of Norway, afL o.Jihl'L"
to » Sketch l>( the
ter which the last meeting of the session was
•llrr(ne
o? m® MIt
ot
»lr
Powell BuxThoe.
called to order and stirring uddresses were
^ rainiiy Doctor
ft?
ton. Tne
takt** uo tn«* discussion
made by a large number of reform men.
lu*
wrtatn
foods
this month
and warm! dv«m.M
S*
"‘*r *houm MoW-

l^J-'oscijjKusseU

{“•JISuttH
£LZ!i
l

RAILWAY
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The place of honor In

MATTERS.

BOSTON A MAIN'K.

^

By a decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States in the case of the Wabash,
St. Louis and Pacific Railroad vs. the State
of Illinois, the decision of the New Uampshlre Court is set aside which forbade a road
making a discrimination on rates in Its trans
portatiou. By this decision Portland has
again been made a billing point by the Boston <k Maine.
NOTKS.

The Portland and Kochestur is having two
first-class passenger coaches constructed by
the Pullman Car
Company, and sixteen
freight cars at the Laconia Works. They
iiave been running a gravel train for some
weeks ballasting the road.

the November Atlantle Is
clever story by Joslah P. Quiney,
entitled The Peckster
Professorship, which treats
a question of the day and
will attract much attention. Mr. Percival Lowell
contributes A Korean
Coup d’Elat, and Mr. John Ptske has a paper on
the Germs of National
Sovereignty In the United
States. The third paper of tho
serial, rreneb and
English, by Philip Uilhert llamerton, Is marked
by the interest which distinguishes everything
that he writes. Resides these. Mr. Henry Van
krtlele 01l
Kiehardeeu, the architect, will
be read by his
many friends aud admirers with
special Interest. Mias Murfree aud Mr. Bishop
continue their serial stones: there Is a charming
l*»per entitled Wood-Pears, and some poetry by
Andrew HMbrooke, l.ucy Larcmu and Mariarrt
He land. The Blind Mans World, a sketch by Edward Bellamy, should nut be forgotten.

occupied by

{Jr1*01»

a

The Industrial Journal, in a very sensible
article, calls attention to the great slaughter
of birds that is carried on in tills State every
year by the men and boys whs engage in
the “shooting tournaments.” These “touraments” have been remarkably frequent in
the State this fall. Large parties from the
villages have collected on an appointed day,
chosen sides, and, armed with old muskets
and fowling pieces, gone into the fields and
woods to shoot birds and such small animals
Each bird or
us might come in their way.
squirrel shot counts so many points, and the
side making the most points generally banquets at the village hotel in the evening, at
the expense of their less successful oppo-

press.

the

TUESDAY MOKNIMJ, NOV. !>.
We do not read anonymous letters and common
rations. Tlie name and address of the writer are
11 all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for pub
llcation but as a guarantee of good faith.
We canuot undertake to return or preserve
ommunicalions that are not used.
The Democracy are beginning to treat Mr.
Henry George with marked consideration.
Some of the workingmen’s candidates are
finding out by experience what expert counters out these Democrats be.

ty.

table, for the reason that nine-tenths of it is
unfit for food. Nor are the birds and small
animals shot such as the country is better
off without.
Woodpeckers have in times
past been slaughtered most ruthlessly in this
way in some towns. In one town in particular in this State a most determined crusade
was made against these birds, by men and
boys, who were encouraged in tlicir task by
the prevailing opinion that the woodpeckers
were hurting the apple trees
by “boring holes into the bark.” An uncommon
increase of insects injurious to apple trees in
the year following the slaughter of the woodpecker caused the repentant owers of orchards to adopt when it was too late, the oppo-

_

There is to ho hut one Smith in the next
Congress, and there will lie at least one less
Jones.

Leopold Morse

he is

says

ne is

Because

was defeated

glad Morrison
too uncompro-

to ever accomplish anything.
sizes up Mr. Morrison pretty

a man

mising

Mr. Morse

accurately.__
Keeping back the

from remote
towns until it is ascertained liow many votes
Democratic trick. Mr.
jare needed, is an old
Thoebe thinks Mr. Carlisle’s friends played
t upon him. It is not improbable.
returns

_

years ago the most fashionable garment for a Harvard undergraduate was a
loose gingham frock reaching to the knee!
and gathered at the neck and waist. It hat

TU If

<' 1 It

UTAVPU

HI

LT

bles in the country,

or w

Boston

applause

AA

no

Republican

vacancy.

or

the next election. The Democrats accepted
his opinion and proceeded to nominate a can-

didate for the office. The Republicans did
the same. The Republican candidate was
elected and now the Democrats declare that
there was no vacancy. It seems Gov. Gray
wants to go to the Senate, but if he should
be elected with a Republican in the chair of
lieutenant governor the latter would become
governor and the executive power would be
placed in the hands of the Republicans.
How to get Gray into the Senate without at
the same time getting a Republican into the
executive ehair is the problem which the
Democrats are confronted with, and they

trying

to solve it

by keeping

are

Rockland.83 & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..da
Anaon.4a

ARETAS
No.

I'l l

M

l

I

ilKET, l*oi ilnud.
iauldtf

PER m ROMS lilARAMEEO

by

the Nlio waiter .florttgiiz;? Co.
More
than
Hanks In New llampshirt
Vermont and Rhode Islam, also Insurance
Companies, Societies aui Irdividuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or

fifty Bavlnp

address Tor illustrated pamphlet.,

JOHN M. FREEMAN. Agent.
NO. 0 EXCHANGE ST. PORTLAND. ME.
narfi

dam*

WANTED TO PURCHASE

First National Bank
STOCK.
A I* 1*1. V

TO

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,
218 MIDDLE STREET,
Fortland. Maine.
i»>v-Vodif

A>>l A I.

for Granite Paving Blocks.

Proposals

Proposals will be received by the
SEALED
dersigned until November 13lb, 188G. at 12
for
of Portland
the
un-

o'clock,

noon,
furnishing
City
with ten thousand square yards of granite paving
blocks of the following dimensions, viz: length, 8
to 10 inches; width, 31/2 to 4Va inches; depth. 7
to 9 inches.
Said blocks to be delivered during the Winter or
early Spring, either by water conveyance or by
cars, 011 either side of the city, as may be required
by the Committee on Streets. The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Proposals to be addressed to, and any further information maybe obtained from,
WHITMAN SAWYER,
Chairman of Committee on Streets.
novSdtd
No. 18 City Buildings.

mivETI ACS.

11

llie leading styles

COPARTNER*IIIP NOTICE*.

solved,

Me You Faniirih the Plans
—

OF

T1IK

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
rORTLAND, ME!

or

Tv

.1,,,.

U pany is

in 1848
4

2A.

.1.1.1

HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
under the laws of Maine?

BE you aware that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
TWENTY TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

than

has to-dav
than SIX
LARS I N* ASSETS. am>
IT
DRED THOUSAND

MILLION DOLTHREE HUNDOLLARS IN .SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.
more

CARD.

HAY

isfaction. Assuring you Chat we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the country to select from. I remain
Yours Yery Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.

oct20__dtf
Notice.
parties are forbidden trusting any of the
crew of the English bark “Etta Stewart.”
as no bills will be paid bv the master or conJ. S. WINSLOW & CO.
stgnees.

ALE
novl

d2w

found anywhere.

Consisting of

FlIt.MSIIl.VGS, especially

in

City Hull,

Nov. Sth ami 9th.

KUVDII
brass baud will

full
EVt.NINU—Chandler’*
give a concert from eight to nine

o’clock.

TI KMD tW KVINUIO
.oncert. Tickets. Monday evening 25 cents; Tues35
cents
or
three
for
to
lie
gl.co.
day evening.
had at F. K. Farrington’s 2<»H Midtile ht, chand-

-Apromenade

ler’* music store and al the
Monday evening an Antiquarian supper will be
served from 0 to 3, in Reception llali. Tickets
for supper 25 cts.nov5dtd
Ticket* deduced

$1.40.

to

to

call

and

Opposite

Preble

House.

Line

eodtf

THE

STS., PORTLAND.

pays its losses promptly. Its policies
contestable alter three years.

in-

IT
has liberal plans. Its affairs
carefully
IT managed
by its Hoard of Directors and Offiare

may have Jan opportunity! to further examine our stock, and make their selections. Wo
shall continue this great sale of all kinds of House Furnishings, one week longer, auii willi
our well known frankness and without prevarication, let us tell you that now Is the time to
buy, it you want any goods, and are really anxious to save a dollar.

cers, whose integrity and ability
tioned.

are

unques-

ftlHE wise provisions of the Maine Non-l'orfeiture Law apply only to the policies issued by
Company, ami under its workings extended
insurance is provided for in case ol lapse.

JL

this

BOOKS

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
I POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall he glad to furnish full information in regard to the Company
and its plans.
UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
r|1IIE
ft
Maine for then especial patronage, because
it is a HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.

jT

Department.

SENKINSOIM,

Malinger for City Agency, Portland.
eodtf

novo

January
IJY

COUNTS.
—

cigars

10c.
created

in the

market,

~

balance by the week

or

TOTAL ASSETS,

m—

—

—

—

■

...——^

...

—---

OF

&

KonIou,

riu* above

cut of our Carpet Floor,'before enlarging, now utmost tklce the size unit till
ou to us fullest
capacity with carnets <*f every make and kind; mini both domes tie and
foreign ; linoleum sheets, oilcloth sheets, straw mattings, and all kinds of floor coverings at
our last week prices. Don't fail to look at our
splendid exhibit and get our rock bottom
prices for cash or 1-4 down, balance by the week or month.

All

is a

PA O

TOTAL

nn

KRKAK FANT,

particulars

sent

on

*Tkl8f» « • SBif »>

THIS PAl

N.

wTaYBS

won

£U

TOTAL

i

o '.f

* -ou.

Ihisr..'
A^.'icy°^r
;>utbcr<Bed
p^unt-

H.

THURSTON &
PRINTERS,

CD.,

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

A LOCKE,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
LOCKE

have removed to

180 MIDDLE

STREET,

Three iloor. weal of former otlle.'.

N. II.

Ira 8. Lock*.
Utl

FUR S.
Far Sets, Fur Capa, Fur (doves,
anti all kinds of Fur Trimmings,
very low. Furs of all kinds made
over.

$381,46?
71!', 1184

$1,101,451

COE,
IVo. 197 Middle Street.
octaa

eodtl

S&Tuiwly

Premiums,

Cloth, Ramie,

,>n<lo

,.ian<^n

k’.iuti

I'lmlin

<in.t

Unnbni..

B.

ATKINSON

A.

Electric Eight*

meeting of the Portland Society of
A SPECIAL
All is called fur WEDNESDAY EVENNov.

(

nov8

TIii1 Ddcware Mutual
Insurance Co,,

&

CO.,

oetSl

on

Three Floors.

ISAAC C, ATKINSON,

■

Total

<5U"

w

j

octB

41 Market stqnnrr.

SUMMIT
I. tl'klt

Manager* for New England for
Celebrated

MI.VFRAi, m\M
12 V

I hll N

tn*

WATEP.

n tl%F.

Safety

Assets

Over Two
Dollars.

Million

EXCHANGE STREET.
eod8w

W. W. WHIPPLE &
dl

A Iso (Lmeral

Importers.

POffUAAD, ME

au«24

WW. ALLEN, JK„

$383,962
,

GOLD WATCHES!
in GOLD WATCHES.

offer
It would nay you to rail
SPECIAL
are to buy
A
Silver Watches always
soon

early

large

CO.,
dtl

It you

on hand,
stock of
at priees to suit the times. Finger Rings a specialty. Call and see my priees In the big show
window of my new store, 177 MIDDLE
near the P. O.

CHARGES MODERATE

0

AO. 410 F03E ST..

K'lr.

'241,127

IN A SUPERIOR MANNER.

Manager.

R. STANLEY & SON,

Is Represented at this Agency.

CHINA FIRED
FOR AMATEURS.

Open Every Evening.

I’ACKAtiES,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OP

CAPITAL, $300,000.00

ASSETS,

91,149,669

MARINE.!

$684,164

Statement Jan. |, isso.

Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland.

NOTICE.

TOTAL ASSETS.

...»

TOTAL

for Unearned Premiums. Un-

paid Rosses and other Claim*.
$616,3*13 j
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
A26.2U2 |

iui

THE ORIGINAL

FOR HAH BT

CASH CAPITAL, $.100,000.00.
luvestcit in I’nlteil States Komi*.

Reserve

BOSTON.
OltGANIZKn lS7:j.

Prices all the
way from $33 for Hair ( loth. $40 for Plush and up, $50, 60, 75, $300 for
rushed Mohair Plush, and $300 for Silk Hroeatelle, the finest in the laud. We have them
buildings ami the lady that we eatinot suit must tie hard to please. Nobody in
handles any liner line of goods than we carry. We are manufacturers also
Hill

eodlm

All

or

Silk Plusli, Mohair Plush, Hroeatelle, .'ole., etc., etc.

IN

Statement Jan. I, 1SNG.

PA.

LIQUORS

OF ALL RINDS,

ORGANIZED 183«.

(ll.

ASSETS,

WINES ami

OP NEW YORK.

he above Is a cut of Parlor Suit Floor, filled full with all grades of Parlor Suits
covered in

Hair

Kng.

■ Mt-

mem Fhlliuletplila

WAN

INTI

$1,225,985

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Rosses and oilier Claims.
Net Surplus as regards l’olley Holders

TOTAL ASSETS,

CASH CAPITAL. ASIHUMwi

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled tints:
•I AM KM KI»PM A (O.,

loili, at 8 o'clock, lo take action upon
| Dio report of flic Hoard of Management ill regard
to Die proposed Art School.
nov4alw
CflAS. t. UAfNES, Secretary.

US in

Statement Jtstt. 1, ISSti.

$1,136,108

PITTSBURUII,

Rosen.' for Unearned

tendency

ING,

Press Office.

TO DO VOI R

CASH CAPITAL, $300,000.00.

ORGANIZED Im-U).
Statement Jan. I, ISStL,

he
a constitution may
up until strong enough to resist
to disease. Hundreds of subtle
every
maladies are floating around us
ready t<» attaek
wherever tin re is a weak plaee. We may escape
inanya fatai shaft by keepii g ourselves well furtilied with pure Mood and
pr«»perly nourished
frame.”—-<'tnt:Strvirn Cnzcttr

application.

T. S. FAGK, No. 41 West 31st Rt„ City.
New York
oct23eoditw0m*

E

Jimkpii A. Lock*.
fet>27

OHGANIZED 1800.

Cnited States Honda.

ASSETS,

OF

“By thorough knowledge of the natural laws
winch govern the operations of digestion and nutriuon. and hy a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Kpps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’ hills. It Is hy the judicious use of
such

Full

over

nov4_

97 1-2
534.333
387,200

$921,424

.WAINCHESTER.

OF

Reserve fi>r Unearned Premiums, Un-

a

Dis

QUINCY’S,

AT 97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST„

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other Claims#4118.284
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders
757,700

CITIZENS INSURANCE" CL,

Boston.
Co., Factory,TuTII&Sly

months, ami since then hundreds of others.

B!\l>l\(«.

InPOKTED

EPPS’S COCOA.

oc7

BOOK

Book binding of every description done In a satmanner at low rates.
Also blank
isfactoryBooks
made and warranted at

PRACTICAL

Statement Jan. 1, INMti.

CAPITAL, *200,000.00.
in

CARON.

CASH CAPITAL, $400,000.00.

BUFFALO, IN. V.

Invested

97.

_dtd
BININCMN

ORGANIZED 1808.

Statement Jan. l, ls&tf.
CASH

(

Its causes, ami a new and
EiAl* A IiOO successful tl'BE at your
own home, by one who was deaf twenty-eight
veal s.
Treated by most of the noted ...
< tired himself in
three
Isls without benefit.

I.IKMI.tNH)

—

;ui m our
•New 1.upland

4

FAIR,

Nov. 99, 93, 94, 95, 96 and
Admission 25 cents.

WE Will, l>o IT Ql'U'RI.T.
WE WILL KO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT Wi -L.

BUFFALO GERMAN lAS. lU, New
Hampshire Fire Ins. Co.,

CASH

Sleeper

IVik.
By the Mendelssohn Male Quartette and Prof, M.
Dennett. Reader and Impersonator of Lewiston,
assisted by E. W. Shaw, Miss Hattie Weeks and
Mary I Dargan. Concert at 8 o’clock. Tickets
23c. Children 18c.
A limited number of seats w ill
be reserved at U5c each, which may be procured
at the store of Granville Staples.
,J5t
3_

oct2o

MERCHANTS IMRAACE CO.,
OF NEWARK, IN. J.

$1,263,510 TOTAL
ASSETS,

Reserve for Unpaid Premiums, Unpaid
Ixwsesand other Claims.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

jlylS

PA.

Mitt,3(2*

U.it... ..

S. S.

ON

Companies.

Reserve for Unearned Premiums, Unpaid Losses and other t laims,.
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

CASH CAPITAL, *300,000.00

Sold

dealers.

$20,135,791

Reserve for Unearned premiums, Unpaid losses ami other claims.silli.lls)
Net Surplus as regards Policy Holders

Sleeper &
by all

Ask for the S. S.
Co.’s* N. A N.”

ME.

U: S. BRANCH.

Statement Jan. 1, I HSU.

OF

H. mt Christina

Statement Jan. I, 1SS6.

7J89,1I1

PHILADELPHIA,

TOTAL ASSETS,

Ml., V. »*

ORAND CONCERT
IKIDtt BVBNimn, NOV.

W. ^Y.

Nuhsrribrd t'npilnl,.
1'npitnl Fnid up in Cn.b,

ORGANIZED 1S3:».

and July.

homlon.

liRwrestr

on sale
uovSdlw

now

MONTGOMERY

ORGANIZED 18*80.

_

« BATF K Vli-€Oin FO BTI lYfi.

hciuiMM,

CO and 73 cents,
Btockbrldge's Music Store.
Baden vor.

TOTAL ASSETS,

Members of the Boston and New York Stock Exchanges.
A list of desirable Bonds always on hand for
sale.
oetl4ThS&Tu2m

€

story

(l.lmTKU.)

ho,*,«‘r».

mouth.

Mov. II.

Thursday Evening,

Evening tickets,

HI.

OF LONDON.

eod&wtf
"i

DANCIN6 from 9 to 11.

of tlie founding of England's greatness.
Defeat of the Armada. Glories of the
Elizabethan Age.
Rare and beautiful Illustrations on Laud and Sea.
at

as low rates as any

and American

C'npllai.SIO.OIIII.OIKI
apiial paid in C'nah
3.U4MMIWO
*Vc« Murplun n» riKuriU policy

AND

Si.,

Hall.

AM) PROGRESSIVE; SOIAD, SOLID AM) SUCCESSFUL

t

PARKINSON & BURR,
BANKERS
KROKERS,

IIoni<ropntlaic
ieli*

almost overwhelming demand from the
start. Sold by all dealers.
an

be placed In this agency at
agency In Portland.

can

ORGANIZED 18<07.

Comsitm

eodtf

and Paid at this Office.

Xubx ritx .l

articles of diet that

Tile S. S. Sleeper & < o.
& H.” rigjir» have
pro veil so popular that, although one of the youngest our factor) Is now one
of the largest in New England.
The superiority of
these goods over all other

Promptly Settled

Statement Jan, I, ISSfi.

.'prove

percent.
FOIl SALE

Thursday Evening*, coinmeming Oft.
21. Ticket* admitting Oentlemen
with Ladle*, 50 cent*.

<lucen Elizabeth.

11

PORTLAND,

■

-

ORGANIZED 1(821.

The above cut represents our Parlor stove ami Range Floor, and Just to show von the
enormous size that this compartment of our business has reached, we have for the past
r
live weeks made an average sale of 30 ranges and parlor stoves per day, 180 per week, J£
or tioo parlor stoves
and ranges in the past live weeks. This should
two things;
first, that our Parlor Stoves and Cooking Ranges give entire satisfaction. Second, hat the
T/Tprice is lower than they can be bought for elsewhere. We have shippcdlthem to every connty ill Maine anil to New Hampshire. Vermont. Rhode Island. Connect lent and Massaohu-'
,S setts. vVe warrant every Parlor Stove to be just as represented, and we give a w ritten
guarantee with every range. We prepay the freight and sell forjcasli or 1-4 down and '&M

GOLD BONDS,
—

PORTLAND,

OF LONDON.

Boston.

re

nnvddSt

ASSEMBLIES'!

(III,BERT’S

GUARDIAN ASSURANCE CO., The Fire Insurance Association

and Sinking Fund,

Due 1916; interest

TICKKTM A3 CKNTW.

STODDARD.

HOTEL.

ALLEN, JR.,

Leading English

gradually built

QUALITY

WM.

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.
4 I-2

will repeat the entertainment by

annex

Illustrated Lecture by JOHN L.

AGENCY.

A Home Investment.
Improyemcn

The
quest.

City

FURNISHER,

FALMOUTH

MIDDLE
ST.,
noy0_

PROMPT, POPULAR

L.

RETAIL PRICE.

—

6th STOCKBRIDGE.

I take pleasure in again presenting to the
public the Anuuai Statements of the Insnrance companies represented in this Agency.
They are

nap

•M

WIGHT,

MAILEOJFOR

UNO

SOS

Insurance

great favorite with good pianists.

OLIVER DITSON X CO.,
oct7

-AT

CONGRESS SQUARE VESTKl,
WEDNESDAY EVENINF, NOV. 10th.

of goods.

MARINE INSURANCE ON HULLS AND CARGOES TO AND FROM
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

PIANO CLASSICS,

f

LIVING PICTURES

The

SONCS OF PROMISE,

a

CLOTHIER

UNDER

Losses

(35 cts.)
Tenney and Hoffman, is the newest
b ink for Sunday Schools. Superior collection.
In press and nearly ready—Anthems of Praise

($1.00) is

line

Neckwear.

of

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

§0 per dozen.
Song Greeting (Go cts.) for High Schools; Song
ReUs (60 cis ) or Song Header (Book 1, GO cts..
Book II, GO cts.) for Common Schools, and Gems
for Little Singers (80 cts., $3 per doz.)form a complete set for music teaching in schools.

are

this

Fire and Marine Insurance

Holds the field against all comers as the chief
book for singing classes in 1880-7.
Good music,
instructions.

in

GOODS,

INSURANCE !

METHOD.

Improved

FURNISHING

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

By N. P. K. CVKTI**. Price ftl.23.
Mr. Curtiss, whose Guitar Method has long
been a standard, does real service to the lovers of
good music at home, by his thoroughly good and
entertaining instructor. No less than 7."* diagrams
illustrates the positions of the fingers. Simple explanations and very sweet vocal and instrumental
music III! a hook, which is destined to make the
elegant, modern Haxjo still more appreciated and

sacred and secular.
O. Emerson. GO cts.,

SUITS,

medium and Pine Goods.

Price,

of Boston.

Admission 25 cents. Reserved Seats 50 cents.
Reserved seats to members*25 cents. ^jr’Coiirse
tickets, with reserved seats, to the remaining
seven entertaMunents reduced to #1.50 to ail
of the house. Reserved seats for the course
parts
to members,
ooly 50 cents. Reserved seats on
sale at Siockhrldgc’?.
nov2dtlO

INSTRUCTION from 8 to 9.

1 continue the Grocery Business at the old
stand, under the firm name of W. L. Wilson & Co.
oct26dtf
FRANK W. STOCKMAN.

ACME BANJO

ISOWTO*.

WALTER K. FA INK. Counter Tenor;
LAURENCE G RIF LEY, Baritone;
GILBERT A. DAGGETT. Tenor;
GEO. It TITUS, Basso.

examine.

& JOKES.

Congress Street,

QUARTETTE,

Miss ANNIE COFFIN,

OVERCOATS

all tlie Novelties to be found

New

A Carpet. Chamber Set, a Parlor Suit, a Lounge, a Mattress or Spriug, a Feather
Bed, a Parlor Stove, a Kitchen Range, an Easy Chair or Rocker,
Oflice, Library or Biuing Room Furniture

permanently

Corey)

MEAL FAIR AM EUERTAIiHEJIT

OF

$0.00,

GENTLEMEN’S

It is evident to us from the size of our sales last week, that the great public who are interested hi their homes and home comforts, can take a hint, especially when past experience
has proved to them that our advertisements are solid (acts, borne out by examination of
what we offer. That we made the most sweeping reduction in prices cannot be disputed,
that we gave our customers an opportunity to buy good goods at cost to manufacture, we
know will be appreciated, and all who want

retiring.
FRANK W. STOCKMAN.
WM. A. WILSON.

at

SUITS,

■ a Low

over

rellenie.

I \(i
associated myself with
11. A. Atkinson
Co. house furnishers. «•«truer Pearl and Middle streets. Pori laud I shall he
happy t meet my friends in the Slate of Maine at
My twenty live wars expemy new quarters.
rience in the business willi Walter Corey & <\».,
six of which was spent as manager fin connection
of the Portland Furniwith Walter L.
ture Co., warrants me In believing that 1 can till
any order entrusted to my care to your entire sat-

SUITS,

popular.

a

JAMES

urmdly

win. HOLD THBIU

WEBER

MEN'S, YOUTHS' AND CHILDREN'S

THE ROYAL SINCER

Superintendent of Agencies. Easter

mario_

THE

SECOND ENTERTAINMENT.
City Hull, Wednr.alay fCveuiuir, Nov. IO.

To be fouud in Portland.

—

Union Mutual

GEO.

FONSALE BYALLCROCERS

<13t

Overcoats

CHILDREN’S

HOUSE FURNISHERS FOR THE MILLION.

name

HENRY 1). SMITH. Secretary,
AltTIlUH I.. liATKS, Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. KOSTKlt. M. D., Medical Director.
HON. JOSlAll II. DHUMMOND, Counsel.

R1CHAKI) < STANLEY, A. M. PU. I).
Professor Chemistry and Geology. Rates College
State Assayer of Maine from ’75 to ’83.

invited

cordially

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE

heretofore existing under the
of W. L. Wilson & Co., has been disTHE partnership
W. A. Wilson

JOHN E. DeWITT, President,

ly free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime ana the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."

com-

uov4dtd

Elocutionary Heading* by

B. A. ATKINSON & CO,

HE stockholders of the Central Wharf Tow
Boat Company are hereby notified that their
annual meeting will be held at the office, No. 179
Commercial street, Portland, on Tuesday, the
ninth day of November inst, at 2 o'clock m the
afternoon, to act on the following articles: 1st. To
choose a Moderator. 2d, To hear and act on the
report of the Treasurer. 3d. To choose Directors
for the ensuing year. 4th. To act on any other
business that may properly come he'ore them.
DAVID TURKEY, Clerk.
nov2dlw
Portland, Nov. 1.1880.

OFFICERS.

Endorsed for Its runty and HeaMhfmneBs by all
Chemists ami Physician's who have examined it.
“I have given tills
powder a thorough chemical
examination ami lino it to be of full weight, entire

arc

net 10

NOTICE.

PIKKCTOIIA.
Edward R. Skccomu, West Newton. Mass.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine.
John E. Di.Witt. Portland, Maine.
IIknry C. Hutchins. Boston. Mass.
Hon. Peucivai* Bonnkv, Portland. Me.
Hon Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. 1).. Portland. Me.
11 on. Fred. E Rn hards, Rock port, Me.
Okokok L. Dkislois, Boston. Mass.
Hkoroe Stannard, Brooklyn. New York.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Kobik, Gorham, Me.

Tlic Sf:iii<lar<l of l>nri(y mill F.x-

of scat*
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$8.00, $10.00. $14.00, $11.00
$15.00, $18.00, $40.00, $45.00, $50.00. Every one of them are liar
Also
llie
assortment
of
gains.
largest

ATTENTION

HASKELL

codtf

fllHK

Henry George party has come to stay,
if we may judge from the speeches of some
of its members at the jolifleation meeting at
Cooper Institute on Saturday night. The
hall was crowded, and on the platform were
•lames Rcdpath, Father Huntington, Prof.
Scott, Col. It. J. Hinton, Rev. Charles Mc-

conference of representative laboring men
looking to the organization of a national labor party. Mr. George was cheered as tlie
next President of the United states.

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.
*

•-4S7 middle Street.

SifURTLEFF,

.TIIUIM.K

Sale

Price 7.'., r.i> ond
cts.
Friday, Nov. Bth.

1,'i.i

quality Suede Gloves, in Tan, Brown aud Black,
1 button,.l.S*
l-S
extra quality Suede Gloves, in Tan, O billion, at

In all

a

470

nov6

Bath.Cs & 4a
Maine Central..7a & 6b

The

should go on for some time yet educating
and organizing before we assume power. We
want a very important reform in our elective systern; we want to have, tlie system of voting which
prevails in Great Britain ami Ireland so that noYou have shown your
body call be corrupted.
strength amryou will be respected for the future.
Jt matters little who hold the offices: it matters
even thing what.people think. Now at last tlie
Is in practical politics In the
great land question
Our movement has become a
United Stales.
and we are bound losee
propaganda of ofideas;
that true Republic for which the
establishment
world is yet wanting.
Preparations were begun to call a national

All

MERRY, The Hatter,

f

going to do it if they

that we

dtf

UNDERWEAR.

Gents’ Coats
Trimmed with every kind of fur at sliott notice
the lowest possible price.

■

P. & O. R. R....C5

January 1.1884.

7

<5=1

the lieuten-

Carthy, ex-Seuator Eeclcsine and several
other gentlemen of prominence. All the
speakers spoke of the election of Tuesday as
n practical victory for the laboring men,
though a nominal defeat. The Democratic
party, and its organs, especially the New
York World and News, were unsparingly
denounced. One speaker suid, “the Democratic party used to be, or claimed to be, the
people party, but we have found out its hypocrisy," and predicted that the election of
Hewitt would prove tlie most expensive victory the Democratic party ever achieved. Air.
Henry George was received witli great enthusiasm and made a speech. Among other
tilings lie said:
We have brought a great principle Into American polities. I believe it Is better for our cause

y

Address.
N. II. BURNH AM, Uiucoln Neb.
References:
Judge W. w. VIRGIN,
)
Hon. JOSIAH II. DRUMMOND,! Portland, Me.
Hon. C. F. LIBBY.
)
Hon. H. M. BEARCE, Norway, Me. sepl7eod3m

ant governor-elect out of his office. To accomplish this necessitates the repudiation of
the opinion of their own attorney general
and the action of their own State convention.

Nevertheless they

W

payable
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—

liteiice*

1.00

.
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GOODS

■s called to our Fine Lines of OTHER! >'

gig to $12.00.

give full particulars.

but the

Democratic convention was
held the lieutenant governor resigned to accept an office to which he had been appointed by the President. The Democratic Attorney General of the State gave his official
opinion that this created a vacancy in the
office of lieutenant governor to be tilled at

are

with the interest
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SPECIAL

raSaOver three hundred of them to pick from, §4.50

«eini-nununllf. I loan only one-third of the value of the
and
attend
to
all
collections
of both insecurity,
terest am* principal. The mortgages are in the
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached.
1 will be pleased to correspond with parties and

important
the election ol

Before either the

“

U
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lULYHY SOl'HY HOSKINS,
AND A STRONG CAST OF COMEDIANS.

extra

Opening in llieir

Of ilic latest and most Desirable Styles to be

Wolf Rotoes.

Advertiser.

Mortgage HtturitirM.
I am sending Fi»*t Mortgage An real estate
to eastern parties, netting them seven per cent,

Riddleberger is a Readjuster, with Republican inclinations, but he is addicted to the
habit of imbibing large quantities of cold

was

now

NEW

Ladles, we can save you from $3.00 to $5.00 on
ev ry sett of Furs purchased at our store, either
Beaver, Nutria, Otter or SeaL Our Furs were many
at
ufaetured early and we have an immense stock to
E*t select from. An examination will prove our words,

Real E«lnlr

Logan. With a Democrat returned from Indiana the Republicans would hold the Senate by two majority.
But Mr. Riddleberger
could tie that body whenever he saw lit.

there

I

»

.T5
I .OO

This department is under the churite of MISS MINNIE ItEEII, who
will cite her whole attention to it, and lit all Gloves if required, and
w ill be pleased to see ull her friends aud the public (tcncrully.

RETAIL CLOTHING DEPARTMENTS,

AT PRICES THAT DEFY COMPETITION.

ielO_eodtf
per annum,

$

We tilso have Cashmere Gloves in Black and Colors, all (trades.

HASKELL & JONES

cotltf

$10,000 WORTH OF FURS

First National Hank Iluildiiig.

more

Indiana Democrats are a nice lot. Their
candidate for lieutenant governor having
been defeated and a Republican elected they
are now proposing to contest the right of
the latter to his seat on the ground that

’

—

TRUST COMPANY

It looks very much as if the Indiana Democrats had been putting up a scheme to steal
the legislature of that State by methods similar to those employed by Maekiu and his
gang to steal the legislature of Illinois.
There is a United States Senator at stake in

tea, and when cold tea is in him good sense
is apt to be out of him. If Harrison is returned the Senate is in the control of the
Republicans beyond all peradventure.

“

Tailoring, Mens’ Furnishing

PORTLAND

Holman's postmasters who worked for bin
like beavers still retain their offices. If there
has been any civlllservice reform in Indianapolis it has been of the mildest type. The
Iloosier Democracy are too awfully sensitive,

was

Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

holesome sport.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

Republicans than

1

“

Winter

Congress Street.
Arc

President ever undertake to enforce thii
system in Indiana?
Aquilla Jones stil
flourishes in the Indianapolis postoffice, anc

to the

No. 210 Middle

oct7

516

nov8

have no more

City, County and Railroad Ronds, and
other First-Class Securities.

and offer

Actress, Vocalist

(NrurtumuiAAn

■uiicc ni

CLOTHING! CLOTHING! Y. M. G. A. GhURSE.

DAVIS & CARTLAND,

The trouble grew out of tin
President’s attempt to enforce the civil ser
vice system. When, where and how did tin

talented little

ami llanseuse,

GRAND CONCERT BY THE

CITY OF PORTLAND.

that State.

Illinois,

“

•

CITY ADVERTINEimE JgTS.

says mere is a gooti

HARRY WILSOY AS DAVID HOSKIYS,

4'ourmr

FIKAimMi.

disappointment with the administraIndiana, and this dissatisfaction, h(
thinks, explains the Democratic defeat it

in

1

uov8

George.

takt

Wilson’s Comedians
Sup|M.rtei| by (be

Department of Ladies’ Kid Gloves,

1 Lot Iteal hid Gloves, 3 button, at
“
»*
m
u
u
u
1
|n 4
“
“
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Suede
in <t

at

lowed to dicker and go out in a city of millionaires for want of a bushel or two of
coals, almost justifies the wail of Henry

deal of
tion in

was

lor sale

a

announcing

in

DAD’S GIRL!

TIIIS MOKNING:

Hnnnn & Sou’s celebrated Cordovan Waukenphast Shoes is the most
comfortable and durable Shoe in the city.
Sixty pairs Ladies’ French Kid Hutton Hoots for $3.50; they are
actually worth $4.00. Please call and examine these Hoots.

Now, it seems, oddly enough, that no nrovision has been made to keep the torch of
Liberty burning. The company of which
Mr. Goff is president, furnished the electric
plant as a gift, hut nobody lias yet contributed the money needed to buy coal for the operating engine boilers or to pay the firemen
and engineer.
The American committee
have no funds aud say that they are tired of
putting their hands in their pockets to make
up deficiencies. No doubt the announcement
of this case of poverty will induce the proud
New Yorkers to pass round the hat again;
but the faet that the light of Liberty is al-

per
formances will not be successful when mid
die age begins to steal upon her.

there

A full stock of Hanaii & Son's line Shoes in stock and
prices lower than ever before.

THE LIGHT GOES OUT.

I—an umbrella, how unnatural, unrefine)

as

We have opened

100 pieces Camels’Hair Homespun, 54 in. wide, 62 cents
worth $1.00.
100 pieces Gilbert 6*4 Suitings, all colors, at 75 cents,
been selling for $1.00.

FINE SHOES FOR GENTLEMEN.

Toronto Globe.
Mr. Hill, the Governor of New York State,
recommends that Saturday be made a legal
holiday, as well as Sunday. Probably this
would lie a good way to satisfy the demand
of workmen for a reduction of the hours of
labor. A man after working hard all day, is
too often, more inclined to dissipation than
to recreation. The Saturday holiday would
afford better opportunity for healthful ram-

Randolph Churchill’s

election of Harrison is much

eodtdec24

to the warm weather and

cents.

A SATURDAY HOLIDAY.

political oration at the opening of a Primrose
Lodge in Bradford, England, recently, Harper’s Weekly concludes that a woman may
mix in party polities with general approbation, if she only have the good looks and vivacity of youth, and the fine clothes of a prospective Duchess. “But when it is middle
age and earnest speech, and—horror of hor-

Indiana,

-

Owing

Springfield Union.
The Macon Telegraph suggests that Bartholdi make another statue of Liberty for
the Golden Gate in California, representing
the goddess as “waving a Chinaman in the
air by the slack of his copious overalls, preparatory to slugging him at the setting sun.”

candidate, to Congress.
These defects consist in a failure to post the warrant at the
proper time, and the neglect of the clerk tc
Bigu the returns. That is, they are purely
technical. They do net imply fraud, nor ir
any way affect the fairness of the vote or o
the count. Republicans cannot afford to taki
advantage of them even if they have tin
power so to do. A monopoly of such busi
ness ns that should be left to the Democracy

Tbe management take pleasure

in th«? MiccesHful Comedo-1 >raniu.

KID CLOVES.

K.M.IOHTMENT ON THE PACIFIC.

Haynes,the Republican

-oeuavor jic/i icmaiu

-

1

oct30

laws

by they will go, and we shall
awful bonfires on the railroad.

be as dif
that none of tin

unwomanly.” Lady Churchill may
warning that her unparalled political

THE RELIABLE.

E.N. PERRY,

N. Y. Times.

Defects have been found in the election ir
Ward 5, Manchester, which if allowed would
throw out the vote of that ward, with the re-

rors

SAOqUES

100 pieces Gilbert Silk and Wool mixed dress eoods, 40 in.
wide, at 44 cents, been selling for $1.00.
IOO pieces Arlington Scotch Checks at 50 cents, been selling for 75 cents.
25 pieces Boucle Plaids at 50 cents, been selling for 75

The railroad ear coal stoves should go, and
the oil lamps should go with them,
liy and

probably

and

MONDAY MORNING.

TWO NIGHTS.
and Tuesday, Nov. Mil and 9th.

Monday

—

CURRENT COMMENT.

Islaudeis plundered as for the people o
Eastport to show that all of them did. Then
was probably some plundering, as there is a
everyr great fire, but the extent of it does no
appear to have been great enough to warran
the stir that has been made about it.

which greeted Lady

PORTLAND THEATRE.

____________^____

Commissioner of Customs
has published a statement to show the falsity of the charge against the inhabitants of
Campobello and adjacent islands, that they
were guilty of
plundering and otherwise
maltreating the citizens of Eastport at tin

the enthusiastic

MECHANIC BUILDING,

tion.”

The Canadian

Commenting on

jmm/hbjknts.

MILLETT, EVANS & GO.

other causes there has
been a tremendous discount made on several makes of
American Dress Goods. We have secured a large lot and
shall offer them, commencing Monday Morning.

sects. With so few birds and small animals
against which wrong doing has been fully
proven, the Industrial Journal seems justified in its stinging comment: “These ruthless slaughters arc a disgrace to our civiliza-

turned over collar and a small cape. Tin
sleeves were cither hooked or buttoned ai
the wrist, and the whole garment
was
trimmed with a long tasseled white fringe.
With this was worn a low-crowned, broadbrimmed
straw liat, secured under the
chin by a broad ribbon. And this was no
longer ago than 183d.

icturning

the

are

Great Mark Down Sale,

All kinks of Furs made and repaired at short notice by skilled workThis is not talk like some people but business. My experience
man.
for the past 40 years is a guarantee that I can and will do what I advertise.

of some
proscribed by
Slates, have friends among many who know
the good they do by destroying noxious in-

a

Mr.

SEhLhHU OTTER

nUCELLAIVKOU.

DRESS GOODS SALE! 517 Congress Street and 7 Casco Street.

p p V

P

Has opened (lie most attractive line of Furs to be found Fast of
Boston. Tliesa goods are Original, Handsome and Fashionable, and
will be offered very low.

theory

and

ty

THE RELIABLE FURRIER,

State, especially the young and thoughtless,
that everything wild, whether bird or beast,
is an enemy of the farmer. In reality most
birds are his friends. Even the crows,
which are generally condemned by farmers

Fifty

sult of

F

that the woodpeckers were beneficial instead of injurious to their trees. But it
is too generally supposed by the people of this
site

It is officially estimated that by 18>J5 all
the agricultural laud now available in the
.Until that
United States will be occupied.
time comes Mr. Eaton need not look to Sinaloa for a home for his co-operative colony
and central bank.

time of the fire. It will
ficult for him to prove

LATEST IN FURS.

nents. But the game shot during the day
does not generally furnish forth the banquet

It looks as if Mr. George aad produced a
good deal of anarchy in the Democratic par-

MlnnilXASliOl*'

MlgCBHAMEOPg.

8fl!hET,

1

oclod&w

C. H. LAMSON.

for*you ni^eW 8«n3* ao^ent*

l.ej*t investment
to
fur our 170 page pamphlet.
AdOm*
liKO. I*. HOWELL & nvs
NrWHJ'ArKK Al’VKKTIRINCi Bt'RKAl
uuvtietNl&wlm
tosi-ui» k.hi.. (Nkw York.

CONSUMPTION.

1 hav* a poaltlvi* ramtMlv for to* *bov«
Of us «h
th->ui*n.m of cnaaa of tha worst kin I and of ionic • *>' ling
katti b**nctirt*.l IndiM><l, *o mmmf in oiy faith in itaalfh-asg
that t will N.<nd TWO BOTTLE* FREE, to«a»har with a V ALII ABLE IKK A ri.HB oa thi»dUi*a«M». toan? ■nffarar. Ulvoat
yroM 4

ft Vi *4»f w#t Pit* i> 4t ijLVV l> Mi 111 T»wl it. g. Y

——————1

PEESS.
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TUESDAY MOHNING, NOV. ».
WIT AND WISDOM.
Mr. Winks-1 wish. Mrs. Winks, yon would read
this article ou the duties of wives.
Mrs. Winks-1 haven’t time to read now. What
does It say?
••Well, it says, for one thing, that it is the duty
of a wife to cultivate assimilation, and, so far as
lK>sslble, have the same tastes as her husband.”
••I never thought of that.”
"I supposed not."
••No. but If you will bring a bottle of whiskey
home with you, I’ll try.”

tongue is coated and stomach deranged.

Your

Dr. Soule’s Pills are what you need.

“Oho! Y'ou wouldn’t have made that
would you?" said one of the players.
know more than 1 do about checkers, do
Where did you pick up all your knowledge
game?”
And the man who had criticised the move

ly replied:
“I

was a

years

’’

lawyer in

move,
"You

you?
the

of

quiet-

country town for fifteen

a

I-lfe is not worth living if one has chronic rheuinatism and can’t get Salvation Oil. Price 26 cts.
Cohl piercing winds seldom fall to bring on a
cough, cold, or hoarseness at this season, and
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup should be Kept in every
house.
“You appear to be gay and happy," said Gill
body to Kosciusko Murphy, whom he met at a
ball at the resilience of Col. Yerger on Austin avenue. “You look well fed, are well dressed, and
all that. Must have a good income, I presume."
“Oh, yes,” replied Kosciusko; I can’t comaln; I have my salary, fifteen hundred dollars,
anil then 1 make five hundred a year by my literary labors, that makes two thousand; and then I
run In debt a thousand dollars, that makes three
thousand dollars. A single man who could not
subsist on that ought to be ashamed of himself.”

5

We know Lydia K. Plukham’s Vegetable Compound to be a really valuable remedy for diseases
peculiar to females.

“Ahtliuh, I’ve been iusulted, don’t von know?
Weal, dowuwlglit Insulted.”
“You don't mean It, deah boy.”
"Ya-a-s, weally. But I got w-weal good and

even.”

"Tell

about it, chappie.”
"Why, you Bee It was nils way. I was just saying what I thought of v-vulgah people, whowworked, you kuow, and that g-gweat b-bwute
Werkly called me a g-gweat ass, just as plain.”
“How howwible! And what aid you do?”
"I just w-wang a chestnut bell at mm with ail
my might,”
me

Lydia K. Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound is
having a big sale in this section and It deserves
its success.

Its cures are wonderful.

Citizen—How are things out your way, Mr. Hayseed?
Farmer tgloomily)—Well, they couldn’t be much
wuss. My wife ana three cows are down with
pleuro-pneumonir. 1 refused g 100 apiece for ’em
only last week.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are free from al'
crude and Irritating matter. Concentrated medicine only; very small; very easy to take; no

pain;

no

griping;

no

purging.

pref.47
Missouri Pacific.117%
HO

New Jersey Central. 63%
Northern Pacific. 29%
00 pref. 63%
Northwestern. 47%
Nortnwestern preferred.141
New York Central.. 112%
New York, Chicago & St. Louis. 14%
do pref.*. 20%
Ohio Central.
Ohio & Miss. 29%
Out. & \V estern.;.
19%
Oregon Transcou. 86%
Pacific Mail... .;
98
Panama.
Pullman Palace.148
Heading.. 87%
....127
Bock island.
st Louis & San
Fran. 36%

do pref.
71
1st pref.
116%
St. Paul
94%
St. Paul preterred.
120%
Sr. Pam. Minn. SlMan.119
St Paul S
mialia. 60%
ao pre.113%
Pacific. 21%
Union Pacific...
59%
U. 8. Express. Go
Wabash, St. Louis Si Pacific
19%

Texas

do pref.135%
Western Union Telegraph .». 78%
Alton & Terr# Haute. 38%
do pref.
80
BOBtou Air Line,.100
Burllngto'i A Cedar Kapids. 66

Metropolitan El.216

Richmond Si Dan vllle.160
Wells. Fargo Express.127
Mobile* Ohio. 19
Morris & Essex.141 %
Central Iowa
14%
Fort Wayne.146
Pacific Gs of'95. 128
Long island. 96%
Coil. Coal. 27
Cauaua Southern.
65
Canton....
K. Teun. 13%
East Teun, lstlnref. 73%
Kansas ;S Texas. 36!
Houston A Texas. 34
Oregon Nay..107%
New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.)
NEW YOKE, Nov. 8,1880.-The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado |Coal.34 62Mi

Quicksilver.
do preferred. 23

5 60
00

Homestake.17 25
Ontario.26 00
HornSilver. 1 76
Bnlwer. 176
Yellow Jacket.2 10
Bodte Con..*.... 265
Cou. Cal. & Va.i..F.11 60
Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON, Nov. 8,1886.—The following

are today’s quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 14 00® 14 26; short cuts 14 60
16 00 ;backs 14 60@15 00; light backs at 18 uC>®
13 60; lean ends 14 60@16 OO: pork tongues at
13 00®>a,(13 60; prime mess (13 60® 14 oO;extra
prime at 10 603*11; mess, old. at 10 60; do new
11 5C«12 00.
Lard—choice at(6V4®7c HP lb in (tierces; 7®
7 Vac in lo-tb palls ;7t4@744c in 6-lb palls;7Mi a8
in 3-lb pails.
Hams at ll@llVjc)p lb, according to size aud
cure; smoked slioulders 7V4@8c; pressed liams'at
11 bi@l2c.

Dressed hogs, city, at 6c ¥ tb.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
28c: do extra firsts at 24 'a26c; do firsts at 10
®22c; do extra held creamery 28c; do extra Ifirst
held ertny 20@22c ;do fresli imitation crem choice
21®22c; do firsts 10® 18c; do factory, choice at
14®15c; do fair to good at 12®13c; do common
lots 10® 11c; Vermont dairy extra at 25®26c: do
fancy selections 27c; extra lot s 24@26c; do extra firsts at 22®23c. Jobbing prices 1a 2c higher.

They

said;

were

telling of miraculous cures, and Fogg

“There is a man living in our town who had
been blind from his birth. He had tried everything without avail. Finally, In desperation, he
went to a scientist. In a w eek's time he could
see as well as ever!”

Everyoue remarked “How wonderful!” czeept

Mrs. Smith, who said she didn't believe a word of
it.
All cases of weak or lamu back, backache, rlieu'
inatism, &c., will And relief by wearing one of
Carter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache
Plasters. Price 26 cents.

Cheese—Northern,choice to extra, 12®12VsC;
sage 13c: Western choice to extra HV4@12c;
lower grades according to quality; Job lots i^c
higher.
Eggs-Neat by 29®30c: Eastern|extra 27c;Eastern firsts at 23®24c; N H and Vermont extra 24
®25c: New York extra at 24c; Western choice
at 21c; Michigan choice 22«23c; Nova Scotia at
24c; limed 18c. Jobbing prices lc higher.
neans—clioicr|small N Y hand picked peal 70®
1 76 f> busli; choice New Y'ork large hand picked
do 1 05® l 70; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 80®.a 85.
Hay-Choice pi hue at (17@(17|60; fair to good
*16 00®*17 00; Eastern tine (12®(14; poor to
ordinary |(13®(14: East swale at u@(10. Bye
straw, choice, (15 00®16 50; oat straw **8®9 fp
ton.

Once when Mr. Justice Byles was trying a prisoner for stealing, a medical witness was called,
who said that in his opinion the accused was suffering from kleptomania, !‘aud your lordship of
course knows what that is.”
"Yes," said Byles, quietly, “it is what 1 am sent
here to cure.”

Perhaps no local disease has puzzled and
baffled the medical profession more than nasal
catarrh. While not immediately fatal it Is among
the most distressing, nauseous and disgusting Ills
the Aesh is heir to aud the records show very few
or no cases of radical cures of chronic catarrh by
any of the multitude of modes of treatment until
the introduction of Ely’s Cream Balm a few years
ago. The success of this preparation has been
most gratifying and surprising.
“What pretty children you have.” said Hie new
minister to the proud mother of three little ones.
“Ab, mv little dear,” he continued as he took a
little girl of « on his knee, "are you the oldest of
the family?”
“No, ma'am,” responded the little miss with Hie
usual accuracy of childhood, “my father lkolder’n
me."

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Nov. 8, 1881),
The following are to-day's closing quotation* of
Grain. Provisions, &c.:
drills.
Hour.
|
IHlghMxdCorn.62a.62V4
Superfine suil
low grades.2 60*8 60 Com, bag lots....o3*64
Meal, bag lots. ..61*62
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 o0@4 26 Oats, car lots....39*40
Oats, bag lots....40*41
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 00*6 25 Cottonseed.
car lots..22 50*23 00
Mich.straight
do bag...24 00*26 00
roller .4 60*4 75
clear do.... 454*454 Sack’dBr’o
car lots.. 15 00*17 00
stone ground. 4V** 1 35
do bag. -.16 00® 18 00
B1 Louis si’gt
18 00*20 60
00
Middlings.
roller.4 76*5
4 26*4 60 do hag lota,19 00*22 00
clear do
Provisions.
Winter Wneal
patents_6 00*5 26 PorkBacks ...15 00*1 650
Fish.
I Clear ....14 60*14 75
Cod, V qtl—
00
Mess.12
i
00* 12(50
Large Shore'2 75*3
Large Bunkil 26*2 60|Beet8 00*8 60
Small.2 00*2 261 Ex Mess.
9 00*9 50
Pollock.2 00*2 751 Plate
ExPlate. 9 60*10 00
Haddock.1 60*2 00
Hake.1 25*1 751 LardHerring—
| Tubs V p..654@0’/ic
Tierces.... 0V4*6%c
Scaled lj» hx..ld@20c
l Palls.7
88 c
dc
No 1.1381
bhl—1888. Hams t> Ifc....12*1254
Mackerel
do
covered.
.14*1454
Shore Is.21 60825 oOl
Oil.
Shore 28.12 50*16 001
KeroseneMed. 3s.
Port. Ret. Pet. 054
®
(Small.
Water White. 8
Produce.
13
Pratt'sAst'l.Obbl.
Cranberries—
Brilliant. 1154
00
Devoe’s
Maine.4 75*6
Cape Cod.. .7 00* 7 60 Llgonla. 854
Pea Beaus...) 85*2 00 Silver Willie. 75s
Medium.... 1 86*2 00 Centennial. 854
itaUio*.
German mdl 80*1 76
Vellow Eves-1 4Uial 86 Muscatel— 2 2o83 Oo
45
a.651
Loudou
Lay’r 2 60*2 87
Potatoes, bush.
St Potatoes 2 OO.a3 OOlOnduraLay. 10 811
001
Valencia.
2 76*8
7*8
Unions
Huger.
Turkeys..,.......16@2Ui
Chickens.12* 14'granulated p lb.654
....

Fowls

.ll*12IKxtraC.664

iRed Top....$254408254
*
Geese.
A ppies.
Timothy Sced2 25*2 85
9
25
Clover__
1
®llc
*»bbl
25*2
*
tlheese.

*

iVennoht—13

*1354
‘N.Y. factory]8 @1354
14*1454
Sage.
Haller.
Evaporated P Bi 9®10c I
l.euione.
|Creamery p lb...26.a-8
Palermo.8 00*7 OOlCJilt Edge 5 er...-96*27
Messina.0 OO*7 001 Choice.17*18
Good.14*16
Malagers....

Oruugeo
[Store.12*14
B*a»Florida.n
I Eastern extras ,.23*24
Valencia
93
Can X Western,.
Messina amt Pa
plenno P hx.0 6J>.a.7 OOlIsland.-3

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Nov.;8, 188U.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—Eor i’orl

and 30 ears miscellaneous luerehaiidise; for connecting ronds 119 cars miscellaneous merrbar.
ills**.
_

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.)
Tlie following ijiiotatloiut of stocks are received
dal tv:
Ateh.. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 93
8844
New York and New England Railroad.
donref
il?.
12654
Eastern Railroad.
Mexican Central.■*•••• 1JJ*
Mexican Central .. *054
21254
Bell Telephone.
32
Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad com
8954
do pref.
coin.19
K..
Out.
and
Muroueite. Houghton
Boston Water Power Co.
J>
Boston X Maine ltatlroad. *1054
Boston X Albany Railroad.D'754

Old Colour .*81
BostouLand company. ....»
Eastern Patlroad ..132

..J08

Sonora 7s—
Calumet & Ilecla.220
nun

VI K

01WVK

HIIU

mviivj

niiunvo

fBy Telegraph.]
1880.-Money
NEW YOKE, Nov. 8

call
Is active, ranging from 4% to 7 per cent, last loan
at
mercantile
l'rnne
6
asked,
closing
paper
at 6.
Exchange is lalrly active and
4,qb per cent.
Gov4
81
and
4
4
84%.
at
Co
K4%®4
strong
80%
ernment bonds are dull and heavy. State bonds
dull and firm for issues traded In. Itallroad bonds
dull and generally firm. The (stock market closed
dull and steady close to lowest of the day.
Tue Transactions ai the Stock Exchange nggi>rated 322.120 snares.
an« loiiowmg are .'iMtny'sipjotatlons of (lover
on

•went securities:
It">%
('mien States bonds, ...
128%
New 4s, rtg.
New 4», coup.. ....128%
N'ew4%», reg. llo%
New 4%s,
Central Pacific 1st* .110
Denver A H. Hi. lsts.118

Potatoes—Extra Maine and New [Brunswick IP
bbl 1 C2®1 75.
_

Chicago

By Telegraph.j

CHICAGO, Nov. 8. 1886-Cattle—higher; receipts 6,"00; shipments 2000;! shipping steers at
3 40®6 10; Stockers aud feeders at 2 00 J 8 IK);
cows bulls and mixed 1 26®1 75; bulk at 2 Of®
2 36; through Texans 2 00® 8 00.
Hogs—lower; receipts 37.000; shipments 15.000; rough and mixed at 3 25®3 75; packing and
shipping —: light 3 30®3 80; skips 2 00®3 20.
dneep—sleadv ; lcceijus 5,000 shipments lOOO;
natives at 2 oo®2 75; Western 3 Oo®3 60: Texans,2 0o®3 oo. LambsSat 2 75@4 40.
Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. Nov. 8, 1888.—Flour market is
steady; receipts 27,650 bbls; exports 10,688
bbls and 15,102 sacks jsales 16,000 bbls.
Flour quotations-No 2 at 1 805,2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 16® 2 86; common to good
extra Western and State at 2 455,3 00; good to
choice do al 3 15®4 75; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 4054 60; faucy do at
at 4 66®* 75;.eommon to good extra Ohio at 2 60
®4 CO; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 60®
4 76; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 30.a,4 50; choice to double extra do at 4 60®
4 1)0,[including 1400 bbls city mill extra at 4 35®
4 50; 900 bbls fine do at 1 60®2 TO; 1100 bbls superfine 2 15 a 2 85; 650 bbls extra No 2 at 2 00
i*i,3 10; 5600 bbls winter wheat extra 2 60@4 76;
ftjoo bbls Minn* sola extra at 2 6054 90. Southern flour quiet
good to choice 3 26 53:85; extra
at 3 90®5 00. Rye Flour flrni Wheat flnnjrece pts 142,400 hush; exports 139,481 bush; sales
342,000 bush; No 2 Spring at 86c; No 1 hard at
88c; old No 2 4111 8S(a82V«c; No 3 Red at 82 a
82‘Ac: No 2 Red at S3%(<i84e In elev; No 1 Bed
Kyc Is dull, Parley is
88c; No 1 White 84c.
steady, t orn is firm: receipts 79,560 bush; exporis 50,554 busli; sales 126.000 busli; old No 3
at 45c; No 2 at 46c iu elev; No 2 White at 46%c.
exOats are stronger; receipts 71.250 bush
ports 4272 bush; sales 80,0o0 bu; No 3 at 32Vic;
White do 35%c;|No 2 at 82%:533c; No 2 White
at 35%®36c; No 1 White at 38c; Mixed Western
at 32 u.34c | White Western 86®40; White State
3c.*,Calfee—Fair Klo quiet 19VsC.WB*ar market
steady: refined easier; Extra C 448®*%c; White
Extra 0 at 6c; Yellow 4a.4%r: Mould A at i
6e standard A 5%e; granulated at 6 11-16; cut
loaf and criished;8%'®6 5-lOc ; off A5%c; dowderedd 1-I6a6%c: Lubes at 5%c. Petroleum
—united at 65%c. Tallow firmer. Pork firm;
Mess quoted 9 76@10 00 for old 10 37Vs®!lO 75
I.ard is higher—Western
for new. Bee! steauy
steam quit 6 17 Vi a0 20; reflned|quoted 6 60 for
Continent, 6 90 fore. A. Kuiter firm, dm.*
stronger: State lu%®12%c.
Freights firm; Wheat steam 4d.
CHICAGO. Nov. 8, 1886.—The Flour market
is quiet ; Soutneru Winter Wheat at 4 16:54 60;
Wisconsin 3 90®4 15; Michigan do at 4 00®4 60;
soft Spring Wheat 3 60®4 10; Minnesota bakers
8 50®4 10; patents 4 40 a4 80; iow grades 1 76
@2|75; Rye flour at 3 26®8 60. Wheat is dull;
No 2 Spring at 73%®73%c; No 2 Red at 74c.
Corn weaker; No 2 at 36%®35%c. Oais arc dull;
No 2 at 26%c. Rye—No 2 at 61c. Bariev—No 2 at
52%c. Provisions unsettled-Mess Fork lower
at 9 25.
Lard 6 9o, Dry salted shoulders 5 10
6 20; stior* clear sldesS 86 a 6 90.
neceipts—Flour, 18,' 49 bbls; wheat. 89,000
bu; cori[101,000bu;oatsl01.000busli; rye 2.000
busli ;bailey, 6,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour, 74,677 bbls; wheal, 67.000
bush Clcorn, 176,000 bush; oats, 68,000 bush;
rye 0,000 bush,barley 29.ooo bush.
ST. LOUIS, Nov 8, 1886.—Flour is steady;
XXX at 2 35a.2 45; family at 2 66®2 70; choice
3 60®4 16; faucy 3 40®3 60; extra faucy 3 66®
3 80; patent 4 00® 4 36. Wheat higher; No2Red
at 76c. Corn Is lower; No 2 Mixed at 34®34Vj,
Oats dull; No 2 at 25%®26VjC. Lard at 5 80®
<®6 86.
Receipts—Flour, 4.000bbls; wheat, 35,000 tu;
corn. 48,000 bush; oats, 19,000 busli; rye, 5,000
bush, barley 13,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat 2,000,1m:
corn,21.000 busli;oats 4,000bush;rye 2,000 busli;
barley 10.000 bush.
DETROIT. Nov. 8, 1886.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 76V4c; Mich Red 76Vac;No 2 Red 76!4c.
Receipts, 18,too bush.
NEW ORLEANS.Nov. 8, 1886.—Cotton steady;
middling 8%c.
SAVANNAH, Nov. 8, 1886. Cotton Is dull;
middling 8s, »c.
CHARLESTON,Nog. 8, 188ii.--.Cotton isquiet;
in duing 83/gc.
MEMPHIS, Nov. 8,1880.—Cotton[steady; middling S 7-16c.
MOBILE, Nov. 8, 1886.—Cotton is easy; middling 8%c.
vitw

European Markets.
By Telegraph,]
LONDON,Nov. 8,1886.-U. 8. 4s, 131%
LIVERPOOL. Nov. 8. 1888.

do Land Grams
do Sinking Funds.
The following New York stock market Is received dally, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
A Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Exnress..
American Express.107
Central Pacific.. 4U
Chesapeake A Ohio. 10
Chicago A Alum.. ...
Chicago A Alum preferred.IGo

Chicago, Burlington;* Quincy.1311%
Dei. * llud. Canal.106%

Del,, Lack. * West. 141
Den A Bio Grande.
32%
36%
Erie.
..
Erie preferred
76%
Illinois Central..
Iud Bloom. A Western. 18'
26%
Lake Erie A West
Lake Shore. 86%
Louisville A Nash. 67
Manhattan Elevated.107
Michigan Central. 86%
Minn. A 81. Louts. 21

;

4%s,
is

Cotton market

steady; i,planus at DVfcd; Orleans 5 5-lGd; sao>
lo,Ouu hales; speculation and export 2000 haler.
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 8, 1888.-Quotation;-Winter Wheat 8s7d®8s9d; Spring wheat at Cs7d
(atis 9d; Chili wheat at «s 10d®7s. Corn—mixed
Western prime at 4s 4d; peas at 6s 3d. IProvisioiis. &c.—Pork ^at 83s; bacon at 37s Cd for short

clear, and 37s for long clear. Cheese at 69s for
American; tallow 24s 8d: lard, at 32s 3d.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Kit Oil

FOB

Manhattan.New Volk..Hav&VCruz,Nov 11

.Liverpool_Nov 11
Scythia.Poston
Germanic. New York..Liverpool...Nov 11
11
New
York..Hamburg...Nov
Rugta
Polyuesiau.Quebec
Liverpool.. .Nov 12
Niagara.New York..Havana.Nov 13
.Nov 13
Devonia.New York..Glasgow
...

—

..

Ems.New
Khynlaud .New
Servla. New
Cilyof Chester .New
Schiedam.New

Wyoming

...

...

York..Bremen.Nov 13
York. .Antwerp_Nov 13
York..Liverpool. ..Nov 13

York..Liverpool...Nov

Sun sols.4 21 High
b 52 H
Length of day
Moonaets
3
....

w»t«i

67lHel|?'11

sell Warren Adams. Colcord. which arrived at
Baltimore 6th lust from Pensacola, reports having
encountered a hurricane on the passage, and lost
sails, had decks swept, both houses hooded, and
deekload lumber swept overboard, together with
deckhouse, water casks. &c. When the gale subhold.
sided, had eight feet water in the from
Bangor for
Sch Caroline C, of Tremont.
was tow ed Into Rocklaud
with
lumber,
Nantucket,
1st leaking badly, having been ashore. Slie has
discharged deckfoad and was placed ou the railway for repairs.
Sch Marv Jane, from Hoboken for Winterport,
put Into Vineyard-Haven Otli lust with loss of foresail and mainsail badly torn.

MAI .* INK

I

werp; Edw

Steamer

FERN AN DIN A—Cld 6tu, sell George D Perry

uth, barque Emita, Crowley, Kennebec;

sell

Henry Souther, Francis, Pascagoula; Addle Jordan, Harrimau, Kennebec; Electa Bailey, Philbrook, Bangor.
Cld 6th, barques Auburndale, Bowden. Boston;
Lizzie B Willey, Willey, Pensacola; sch Apphla &
Amelia. Willard, Portland.
Ar 7th, schs Mary L Allen,
Goldthwaite, Jacksonville: M K Rawley, ltawley, Port Royal.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater eth, sch Fannie H
Stewart, Lane, Norfolk for New York, (and sailed
7th.)
nEwYORKK—Ar 6tli, sebs Waldemar, Parker, Turks Island; Grace Bradley, McIntyre,
Fernandina; Wm Frederick, Paterson, do; Modoc, Perry, Nova Scotia: J C Nash, Cole, do;
Alma, Johnson, do: W R Chester. Thompson, St
Jolip, Nit; Lamartine, Eaton, and Izetta, Hluks,
Bangor; Quoddy, Mahoney, Lubec; E G Willard,
Foster, Rockland; Addie Weasels,Gross, and Geo
Berry, Ginn, Rockland.
Ar 7th, schs Ella, Me Vane, Point Wolf, NB;
Mary E Amsden.Clark, Calais: Mary E Hopkins,
Clark, Calais; Maine, Austin, do for Philadelphia:
Minquas, Cobb, Long Cove; J H Eells, Greenlaw,
Thomas ton.
Cld Cth, sch Mary O’Neil, Hart, Port Spain.
Passed the Gate 6th, sells Nellie Doe, Hoboken
for Augusta; Lucy Collins, do for Boston; Eliza
Ann, Raritan for do.
Passed the Gate 7th, sch Ernest T Lee, from
New York for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 6tb, sch Maud Snare,
Witham, Brunswick.
Sid 6tli, sch Maud Malloch. Sinclair, Saco.
NEW HAVEN -Ar 6tli, sell Sarah F Bird, Mer-

rill, Georgetown.

PROV1DENCE—Sid 6tli, sen Wm T Donnell.
Bassett. Baltimore or New York.
Ar 6th, sch Walker Armlngton. Drlnkwater,
Newport News; Andrew Peters, Warnock, from
Calais.
pDTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port Cth, sch F
A Sawyer, Freethy, Providence for
Norwich; J
Cone, Sherman, Rockland for New York; Damon
Toney. St John, NB, for do.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar Util, sch Clara E
Rogers,
Rogers, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 6tb, schs Joe Carlfrom
ton,
Koekport for New York; W M Snow,
and Empress, Rockland for do;
Humboldt, from
Thomastou for do; A Peters, Calais for Pawtucket ; Mary Sands, Wiscasset for New Haven.
pit Nobska, at anchor, brig Ckas Denuis, from
Richmond for Gardiner.
IJY,AN?1?_i*assed by Gtli, schs Jas S Lowell,
and Frank Harrington, from Kennebec for Baltimore.

LYNN—Ar Cth, sch Annie Lee, Cole. New York
BOSTON—Ar Cth, schs Hyena, Gardiner, and
Jos W Fish, Hart, Hoboken; Kate Foster. Libby,
do; Cayenne, Stimpsou, do; Mindora, Billings, do
Cordova, Allen, and J Warren, Stinson, Deer Isle;
Stella Lee, Treat; P'rank Fierce. Greenlaw, anJ
Black Warrler, Babbidge, Deer Isle: Matilda.
Barter, do; Lizzie May, Fernald, Gouldsboro.
7th. schs L A Burnham, Harding. Brunswick
...Ar
Elizabeth M Cook, Clark, and Pimma McAdam
Young, Hoboken; Sea Pigeon, Look, and Harriet. Glpps, Calais; L H Smith, Leach, Penobscot;
G W Lewis.. Nicholson, Bucksport; Ida, btrout
Millbridge; David Faust, lAlley, Eddyville; Diadem, Thomas, Thomaston; Georgietta, Alley, fm
Raritan.
U1A

Etl.

Quincy,

BOOTHBAY—Ar 6th, schs Vanguard, Pinkham
Mary Elizabeth, Duuton, Portland; Pennsylvania. Savage, do for Belfast.

and

Foreisn Ports.
Melbourne Sept 11, ship Fannie Tucker,

Sid fin
Greeuleaf, Ban Francisco.
In port Oct 6. barque Geo S Homer, Perry, from

Moodyvllie,

Philadelphia.

sen,

POWDER
Pure.

Absolutely
weight,

alum

or

phosphate powders.

Roudout-cement

only

Sold

Sid fm Liverpool 2d inst, ship Carondelet, Stetson, Tacoma.
At Surinam Oct 11, barque Georgietta, Forbes,
for Boston Nov 11.
Sid fm Kingston, Ja, Oc, 23d, sell Levi Hart,
Giles. Pensacola.
At Turks Island Oct 20, baraue AC Bean, Foster. for Philadelphia few days; John Buuyun.lAncaster, for New York, Idg.
Sid fm Matauzas Oct 20tli, barque Commerce,
Chase, Mobile.
Ar at St Joint, NB, Otli Inst, schs Hattie E King,
Collins. Bostou; Nettle B Dobbin, Kumery, Jonesport; Orrie V Drisko, Richardson, Maehias.

Spoken.
Oct 30. off Bahamas, baroue Joe Reed, Allen,
from Baltimore for Galveston.
Nov 6, off Charleston, sell Paul & Essie, from
fjiuuciui u

iui

x iui lua.

'"'XEff U/8-53 P-~YZ

in

N. Y.

in2dlv

A

SOMERS, THE HATTER,

Creaking Hinge

Is dry and turns hard, until oil is applied,
alter which it moves easily. When the

excruciating pains. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
by its action on the blood, relieves this
condition, and restores the joints to good
working order.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has effected, in onr
city, many most remarkable cures, in
which baffled the efforts of the
most experienced physicians. Were it
necessary, I could give the names of
many individuals who have been cured
by taking this medicine. In my case it
has worked wonders, relieving me of

oct30

which I am acquainted, that affords such
relief as Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
R. H.
—

The

I land
We have the

stock of

|

*

i

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which Is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pleree's Gold,
Medioal Discovery, ana good digestion, a
loir skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medioal Discovery cures all humors,
from tho common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
pecially lias it proven its efficacy in euring
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease. Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Dicers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood, Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or ‘'Liver
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, It is
an unequalled remedy. Sold by druggists.
Anti.
DR. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Bilious and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by druggists.

VEOETABLE

COMPOUND,

d*wlynrm

Painful
and
and

FURRIER,

AEKIVAU.
f.rwistea aad Auburn, 3.36 A 0.
13.06. 8.16 and 6.60 p. tn.
Pram Ciarbaat, 8.26a.m.. 13.06and 6.50 p. at
Praia (,'bieaga aad Tlaalreal, 13.06.
Frear Qarbrr, 13.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cart on night train
Parlor cart on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE •

35

an

animals

I
this for effect,

we

ask

i

We

off Port-

must

be
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we
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make

any kind of
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garment

past;

can
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We do all kinds of

are

such

repairing

in

onr

Cor

onr

making

over

store

Sacques,

year

Muffs

a

others

Seal

Circulars,

and

We

save

Collars.

I¥o, they cannot,

on

manu-

the

customer

Gentlemen's Coats,

jlyl3

TuTh&S&wGmnrm

Batchelor’s Celebrated Hair

Dye.

Our

*/ £

/f

CUBS

FROM

fir,

K) But 10th St., N.Y. City.

jyia

wlynra

T'TTT C T>

A T>T?T> may be found on flleatGefl 1
llllol /li: JTj rip.
Rowell A Go’s Newiipape

ffW1VSW**888

P.4MMKNIeKR TK4IN

prices

are

low.

facturers

profit.

their store.

OBSERVATION,

ON

RECXXFT

OF

WESTERN DIVISION.

PRICK.

Mrs. Pxnxham’s “Guide to Health” and ooffidefTIAL CIRCULAR MAILED TO AFT LADY SENDING ADDRESS
AND STAMP TO LYFF, mass. Mention this Paper.

Too much effort cannot he made to bring to the
attention <>I suffering womanhood the great value
of Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound as a
remedy for the diseases of women: Such an one
is the wife of General Barringer of Winston, N.
C., and we quote from the General’s letter as follows: “Dear Mrs. Plnkliam: Please allow me to
add my testimony to the most excellent medicinal
qualities of your Vegetable Compound.
Mrs.
Barringer was treated for several years for what
the physicians called Leucorrliea arid Prolapsus
Uteri combined. I sent her to Richmond. Va.,
where she remained for six months under the
treatment of an eminent Physician w ithout any
permanent benefit. She was induced to try your
medicine and after a reasonable time commenced
to Improve and is now able to attend to her business and considers herself fully relieved."
[General Barringer is the proprietor of the American
Hotel, Winston, N. C., aud is widely known.—Ed.]
A well

known business

man

HAT

NEW

JAB. T. KURBKK. Uen'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P.fT.A
M. L. WILLIAMS. Uen’l Agent.

oct23dtf

November I Ith,
we will open our New Store 459
Congress Street, with a full line
of Furs of every description.
Any kind of a garment made to
order, also Fur Trimmings.
Centlemen’s Overcoats trimmed with fur. A complete line
of Hats in our stock. No fancy
prices. We intend to sell at the
smallest profit. We will warrant every sale to be as represented. We advise our patrons
to call for

Thursday,

eod&wGm

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency lor the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
November 1, A. 1). 1880.
In case ol REUBEN A.
DREW, Insolvent
Debtor.

is to give notice, that on the first
day of November. A. D. 1886. a Warrant In
was issued
Insolvency
by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said County
of Cumberland, against the estate of said
REUBEN A. DREW, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, which petition w as filed on the first
day of November A. D. 188(1. to which date interest on claims Is to he computed.
That the payments of any debts to or bv said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery' of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will he held at a Court of
Iusolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room, in
said Portland, on the fifteenth day of November,
A. D. 1880, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. It. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

rflHIS
A

DR. WILSON
Ik consulted at Ills

NEW ROOMS, MECHANICS’ BOLDING,
CougrcM St.,

corner

of C'nwco.

pay, only for medicine. (Jonaultn
tiou and ftCxawiuatiou free. Office hours from
No cure,

9

a.

no

in.to 8 p.

aug28tf

ni.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R. U.
ARRANGEMENT

Permanently removed, by an Indian Preparation.
Reliable reference given. Consultation free. By
Mrs. W. W. Hadley, 176 Tremont 8t„ Room 46,
Boston, Mass.—Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays; hours, a a. m. to 4 p. in. P. O. address, 126
Summer Street, Lynn, Mass.
HOTH, KRBCKU*, PinPLES,
nud BlncU Heads permanently cured, by an
English Preparation. Price *2.00. Address Mrs.
W \V. Hadley, 128 Bummer St., Lynn, Mass.

Worcester, Altaian, Aysr Junction.
Nashua, Windham and Kppiag at 7--‘i

Par

in. ana 1.03 p. m.
Par Baachestrr, t saesrd,
at 1.03 p. m.

a.

3.00 and 0.90 p.

I

cl Don’t

On and after MONDAY,

0«t.

1996, Paaaenzer Train* l.eave
Portland a* follow*:
UO p.
Hni(*r, 7.10*. in., vi*
iil, vU liCwIMM, 1.25 and j l UX6 u. in, via Am*
vuita; for KlUwMrtk, Bar ll*trh*r. Vaacr
IWiBl. J«ha, Halifax, aad 'k* PraviaIrawiwk Caaaty,
cra, »l. a.rpheo aad
1.20 p. m., 1.25 *nd *11.15 p. m. For 9iaa*ar
H. It..7.10a. m., *11.16 p. m.,
4k

For

_

Buy Your Seal

or

Scotch Gap Until YouiSee Our Advertisement Next Week.

House

Island,

SOMERS

For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. 1. WEST. Manage*.

sep20dtf

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
(Custom House Wharf )

BROS.,

foi Nk«wkr«aa, BcUaal aan Dealer, 1.20,
1.26, *11.15 p. m.; Watrrvill*, 7.10 a. m..
1.20, 1.26, And, *11.16 p. m.. and on Saturday*
only at 5.16 p. iu.for Aaaaala, Hnllaw«ll,
fiSardiaer aad HimmuwIu k, 7.10*. m., 1.26,
6.16, *11.15 p. in.; Bulk, T.lu a. m., 1.20, 6.15
*nd on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.;
•rkland and Knoa aad J.ImcmIm ft IK.,
7.10 A. m., 1.26 p. DU; Aal ara aad l.ewi*
loo at 8.30 a. m., 1.20, 5.00
p. m.; Lewklaa
via Braaswick, 7.10 A. m., .25, *11.16 p.m.;
Fa rani a i laa, Ifenmnnlk. W inihrop Oak
laad aad Nartk inmn, 1.20 p. m. ; Farmiagtou via BraanwicU, 7.10 a. m. and 1.20

^m..

R.i.

trains timed as above from Commercial' Street
Station, stop at

CONGRESS ST. STATION.
where through ticket, end baggage check, may
be obtained (or principal point, Kant and West.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train I, the ulgbl express with
,leeping car attached and run, every night Sunday, Included, through to Hangor but not to
Skowheganon Monday morning, nr to Belfasr
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday tnorn-

tngx.

Trains are due In Portland a, follow,: The morning train, from Augusta and Hath n.*i » m
Lewijtou 8.60 a. m. i the day (rain, from Baniror at 12.40 and 12.4.» p.u».; ihe afleruoou train*
from Bangor, Watery tile, Bath, Augusta. RocK
land and Lewiston at r,.4.p» p. m., the night Pullman Kxprc, tram at 1. 60 a. m.
I.lwltrd Ti.-k.-i., ini ..a wcaag i.,.. f.i

g'eed*™*.'"

WEEK DAI TRIPM.

*h*

Pr#*sole

at

ve-

PORTLAND. BANGOR, NT. DESERT k MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.

After Oct. 1, 1886,

Steamer

459

CONGRESS ST.,

TRIPN.
If pleasant,
Leave Portland for Peak’s, Little and Great Diamond, and Trefetlien's, 10.30, 2.15.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30,2.16.

CITW Or Ula n now D makra two

trips per week on the route between Portland aw
Maehlaeport, leaving Portland at 11 (x) p in
Tuesdays and Friday,, and Machlasnort at too.
cu., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager
F. E. BOOTIlUY.Oen’l Paw. and Ticket Ant
Portland.Get. go. lasts,
octtliti

I CURE FITS!

I
>

Diamond, 11.36,3.20.

Diamond 11.30,3.16.
P*
Leave Trelotheu’s, 11.25,3.10.
Leave Louglslsnd, 11.16, 3.00.
Leave Peak’s, 11.40.3.26.
B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
sep2',klt'

m.

The 1.03 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Janet, with Hoassc Tassel Rente lot
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, (or
New York via Norwich l.ine, and all rail
via (Springfield, also with N. Y. Ac N. K. B. B.
(“Steamer Maryland Route") tor Philadelphia
Ballimnre, Washington, and the tenth, and
with Bastaa Ac Albany B. B. lor the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook J s teflon wltn through trains of Maine Central K. K. anc
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all point* West and Somh
may be had o( 8. ti. HELLKN.Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS. SUM’
0Ct23dtl

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

*

in.

Leave Little
Leave Great

and points Norti

Par Bachesier,Npria||vnlr, Alfred, Wntrtr
barn, and Naca River at 7.JO a. m., |l,03
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Par Barham at 7,30 a, m., 1.03, 0.90, ig
(mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Par Naecarappa, t’amkerlaad Bills, »>,t
brook Jaaetlsa and Wssdfsrd’a at 7.J4
and 10.1 to a. m., 1.03 3.00, 0.90 art’
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
Par Parent A resit (Dee ring) IO OO a. as.

OUR $2.50 STIFF H-A-T

INI.AIM E> MTEA.HRR8.

On tint!

TRAINS

ffaalMab

_eod3m

a.

OF

and after Bandar, Oct. 93,
■-a-"T«tstBJt*asseuger Traln» will leer
On

L

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

at lUO

•Connects with Kail Lines (or New York, Sou'll
West.
sConnccta with Sound Lines (or New York. Soul h
and West.
To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
(or sale at S alsa ntatisa Ticket OMce Commercial direct, Partlwad,nad UaisaTleket

and

uincr, to Kickman atrael

Then 1 commenced using your Compound and
to her domestic affairs as well

can now

AND

of Wilmington, N

now she cau attend
as she ever could.

III

Fee Bostaa -3.00, *9.00 Am., *1.00, -0.00 P. Bl
Bastaa (or Portland [7.30. 9.00 A m., 13.30.
17.00 p. ni. Uapc Kliaabeth, 9.00 A m., 1,00
6.00 p. m.
Naca, 9.00 A in., 1.00 p. m
Biddefard, 3.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 0.00 p.
m.
Partsatoatb, Newbnrypsrt, an leas and
l.yaa, 3.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 0.00 p. m.
Ameabary 9.00 A ns., 1.00 p. m. Parlor and
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
9.00 A in., 13.30. l.oo, 4.00, 7.00 p. in., and leaving Portland at 3.00, 7.30,S.4<>, 9.00 a. m„ 13.40,
1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.. ana
Portland 3.00 a. ro.
tProm North Berwick to Hcnrbaru I'rassies via Western Division.

FUR STORE!

is with pleasure, that I write to
express to yon my grai Itude for the relief and
benefit your Vegetable Compound lias been to my
wife who has been troubled with ulceration. She
has been under the treatment of the doctor for
six years. Finally he said he could do nothing
more tor her. that she
would die in 24 hours.

sep~

*

EASTERN DIVISION.

A .tlnn'n Thank..

C., writes: “It

MKHVICK.

Sands*, October 44, ISM.

TRAIN*! LKAVK PORTLAND
Par Boataa at *7.30, *8.40 A m., 13.40, |3.3>
in
Boataa far Parllaad 7.30,8.30 A oi., 1.00
p
and 4.00 p. m. tor Nearbaro Beaeb, Piae
Paiat, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 3.30, 6.90 p. in. Naca.
Biddcford, Keaaebaak. 7.30, 8.40 A m..
13.40, 3.30. 6.30 p. m. Wells Beach 7.30, 8.40
North Berwick, Li real
l. m„ 3.30 p. m.
Palls, Oarei, Kseier, liarerhilf, las,
reace, I.swell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m„ 13.40, 3.80 p.
m.
Rochester, Farmington and Alloa Bay,
8.40 A m„ 13.40, 3.30 p. m. BaarbeMor and
t oscard via Lawtence 8.40 a m., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
t Connect* with all Kail Line*.
NUN DAY TBAINN
[or Bastaa 1.00, 4.16 p. in. via Eastern Division
to Sear boro Crossing.

T 1TTTB

Nufferin, Womanhood.

effect

all the work.

«MFT BY MAIL SE-

NC1MDAV

FBOXI MKIK'HANTH’ EXCHANGE.
Ar

Oct. 1. 1886.
_octldtf
BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

to the

Leave Portland for Peaks’, Little and Great Diamond and Trefetlien's, 8.46, 7.00, 8.00, 2.16,
4.30, 6.10.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 2.15,
Leave Peaks’ 6.20, 7.25. 0.10, 3.25, 4.60. 0.30.
Leave Little Diamond 0.16,7.20,0.06, 3.20, 5.10,
6.35.
l,cave Great Diamond 6.10, 9.00, 3.15, 6.05.
Leave Trefetlien’s 6.05, 8.55, 3.10, 5.00.
Leave I-ong Island, 8.45,3.00.

Boston.
Sailed, sell Exchange. Tibbetts, Boston.
Nov 8—Ar, sell B W Morse, Weed, Darien.

J. HAMILTON. Supt
CHA8. H. KOYK, G. T. A.

la

Little Chebeague, Jeuks,Great Chebeague, Harpswell ami Orrs Island at 2 p. ni.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminate landings at 0.40 a. m. Arrive Portland

Diseases.

Trala. Arrive ia Portland!
IO .1.1 a. aa. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
8 .15 p. na. from Montreal. Burlington and West.

Furriers do

neymen

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1886, steam-

Wasting

Nik CouwayWhltefleld
Littleton, Wells Klver, Montpelier, St. John
bury, Newport. Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. as. laical Portland to Bartlett and Intermediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham. Standish. Llmlngtoa, Sebago,
Naples, ParsonBeld, Kezar Kalis, Denmark,
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgton.

as

into

Portland

for Brldgton, Pryeburg,
Lancaster.
Htehlebam,

Pabyans,

FORM, (0
nw

GORDON will leave Custom
ON
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long

Our Book, The Caro
and Feeding of Infants, mailed free.
DO LIFER. GOOD ALB tu CO.. Boston. Mans.

l.eare

a. as.

to order

the

Ferllaad aad yiaalreal.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, October 4, 1116,
and until further notice Patseoger Train* will
as follows:

$5.) Either

FOB

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT

l’Rrfect nutrient in all
Requires no cooking.

Iwera

put Collars and Cuffs put

workmen in theirs!

Ogdnnsburg R. R.

PORTLAND * MONTREAL LINE.
liar raaaiag DAY THAI WE be.

Only

LAST-

|

the ou'.y perfect substitute tor Mother*,
invaluable in Cholera Infantum
milk.
and Teething. A pre-digoetod rood for Dys*
peptics, Consumptivos, Convalescents.

Portland and

as

and cheaper
better
they have none.
onr
of
than
any
the public Co call and
advertise to be
They
without extra charge.
Our jour*•
workmen just to get neighbors.
examine them.

trimming

points In tno
nod Southvmi,

JOSEPH HICKSON,lteneral Manager.
WM. KDUAK, O. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
Nov. 1.

con-

practical.

window
will

ftnd all

H*L OE

S/)a

St., and Oeool Foot of India Sbm

INorthwebt, Wcm

TASTE, EFFICACIOUS,

M

Eiohangi

—

Mother*,
ty Pleasant

I, l*MIO

Freni

common

oct22

I

on

is a Positive Care

en

Isiti

grows

or

PINKHAM’S

after IHOtOAY, Her.
trains will raa as fsllaws

TO
iiiintda.
Delroil, CkicKM, Hilwaak
4 kncinumi, Ml. I.auia, Oaaka, Magi•aw, Mi. Paal, Mali l.aka illy,
Dravrr, Maa Praaciaca.

people

We have done

back.

TTyABiy

LYDIA E.

that

State.

J.O. Ayer Sc Oo., Lowell, Uaaa.
Prepared
Sold by all Druggists. Price (1; alx bottles,

SO Tears

Fur

of

Furs in the riety

by

Yours for Health

va-

!

NOTICE OF REMOVAL

COKUKBPONDKN'T.

,,,

We have every

largest!

—

f«bl

and

DEPABTCKEM.

FIIR8!

Lawrence, M. D., Baltimore, Md.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cured me of Gout
and Rheumatism, when nothing else

Ayer’sDr. Sarsaparilla,

AND

HATTER

FURS!

being troubled with it for years. In
this, and all other diseases arising from
impure blood, there is no remedy with

I was, during many months, a sufferer
from chronic Rheumatism. The disease
afflicted me grievously, in spite of all the
remedies I could find, until I commenced
using Ayer's Sarsaparilla. I took several bottles of this preparation, and was
speedily restored to health. J. Fream,
Independence, Va.
tt

BENNETT. Sup,.

TICKETS HOLD AT REDUCED RATE

Rheumatism,

would. It has eradicated every trace of
disease from my system —R. H. Short,
Manager Hotel Belmont, Lowell, Mass.

3.30

Par A ubura aad I.ewlstnn,7.10a tn., 1.16
and 6.30 p. in.
Par iaorkaa, 7.10 a. m., 1.30,4.00 and 3.38
p. m.
Par Uarbaas, Wsairral, Chicago aad
Oaebrc, 1.30 p. m.
Par BarbUeld aad I'siMs, 7.10 A ni. and
1.80 p. in.

253 MIDDLE STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD OF CROSS STREET.

nov2&o

WISCASHET, Nov 6-Ar, Bell Pearl, Foster,

at Asplnwall 7th Inst, sell William If Stuart,
Sparks, liarieu.
Sid 1m Falmouth, E, 6tli lust, ship Tlllle E SlarbUfk. Curtis, (from Portland, O) for Havre.
At Adelaide, 8A. Oct 1st, barque Alice Reed,
Btalil, from New York.
Sid fin Melbourne Oct 1, ship Raphael. Harltness, Frederlcksladt.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW, Oct 2d, barque Nellie
May, Austin, Uouolulu.

LEADING

THE

eases

after

I' M.

8.00

AKKAlUtEMENTS.

\V I Vrr.lt
On

joints,

or bingos, of the body are stiffened
and inflamed by Rheumatism, they cannot be moved without causing the most

R. R.

a.m.

ORAM TRIM RAILWAY OF CA1API.

Koval Raking Powdeb Oo., 106 Wall St.

cans.

ohvi'

Arrive Portland.
8.36
10.65
Leave Portland (P.fcO.K.K.)
3.16
H.Sft
Arrive Brldgton.
8.00
11.10
Stage connections at Brldgton for North Hridg
ton, Harrison and Waterford. Waterford stage
leaves on arrival of 11.10 a m. train.
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with o.oop. m. train.
Stage dally from Sandy Creek for So. Brldgton

This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
More economical,
strength and wliolesomeuess.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short

unc.

Sid fm Newcastle, NSW, Sept 2Ctli, ship Theobald, Reed. San Francisco.
In port Oct 6. ship Edw O’Brien, Taylor, from
Melbourne, ar Sept 27, for Wilmington, Cal: bark
Florence Treat, Spring, for Dungeness.
Sid fm Auckland, NZ, Sept 25, barque Elinor
Vernon, Berry. New York.
Sid fm Hong Kong Oet 4, ship Annie H Smith,
Brown, New York.
At Calcutta Sept 25, snips Empire, Snow, for
New York: El Capltan, Sewall, and South American. Tucker, fordo; George Skolfleld, Hall, unc;
barques Chalmette, Chadbournc, and Adolph
Obrig, Carletou, unc.
Sid fm Naples Oct 30tli, ship Governor Roble,
Blanchard. New York.
At at Rotterdam 1st Inst, ship Anna Camp, 1 Ar-

iiinvvitDi

is.

effect On. A, IBM*.
Trains Leave Brldgton.

IF-J... VI llfilli..

Below 8th, sell Ada A Kennedy.
SALEM—Ar 6tb, sells Laura E Messer, Gregory
Alexandria; Martinique, Lowell, Port Johnson :
Laurel,Seavey, Amboy; Ellen Perkins, Kendall,
Port Johnson; Wm Mason, do.
In port 6th, schs Jotm Price, from
Rangorfor
New Bedford; A F Crockett, Bangor for tfYorkCarrie L Hix, Rockland for do; A Hayford, Bangor for Jersey City; Geo B Ferguson, Belfast for
Newark; Garland, Nova Scotia lor do; Nulato
Maehias for do; Prescott Hazeltfne, Camden for
Jacksonville; A W Ellis, Bangor for Port Johnson; Laura H Jones, do for New Bedford; ('has
H Fabens. Port Clyde for Clearwater, Fla; Abby
Wasson. Bangor for New York; Corvo, Rockland
for do; Enterprise, Kennebec for do.
Also In port, schs Nightingale, Bangor for New
York; Dau’l Webster, do for Narraganset; SJ
Lindsay. Rockland for New York; Sardinian, do
fordo; M B Mahoney, Bangor for do; Augusta J
Fabens, Rockland for New York; Samuel Hart,
Bluehlll fordo; J It Bodweil, Vlnalkaven for Wilmington; II B Metcalf, Augusta for New York;
Modesty, Bangor for Chatham.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6th. schs Decora.'Berry,
Philadelphia; 8ea Queen, Thorn, and Fanny Flint
Warren, Port Johnson; G M Porter, Johnson,
Amboy; Trenton, Stanley, Elizabethport; O 111
Marrett, Wylie, Amboy: Eva H Douglass. Lotts,
Baltimore.
Below Otli, schs J Warren, and Exchange, from
Deer Isle for Boston;
Accumulator, do for do;
George Albert.Wiscasset for do; Carroll, Maehias
for do; Savannah, and Harmony, Bangor for New
York; Jachin. and Idaho, from do for Weymouth;
Sarah, Kennebec for Boston; St Leon, Penobscot
for do; Minnie ELook, Maehias for do; Amelia F
Cobb. Castiuefordo; Henrietta, Orland fordo;
Lulu, Steuben for do; Northern Light. Mlllbridge
fordo; Hattie M Mayo, fm Bangor for Hock port;
Olive Elizabeth. Portland for New York; Telegraph, Tlioinaston for do; Victor, from Calais for

m.;

BKADKUKP. G. T. A.uctgttdtf

*■

er

Sell J C Jameson, Hatch, Deer Isle.
Cleared.
Steamer Jcanlc, Hreetiiy, Boston, with part of
Inward cargo—J H Winchester & Co.
Sell Sunbeam, Thurston, Tremont—N Blake.
SAILED—Sells Geo V Jordan, Sebago. Will 11
Herrick, and Cbai lotto Buck.
FIiOM OUB

•i.

K.

Young, Baltimore.

NJAVS.

St John. NB.
Sell Francis Collin, Bellatty,
to C W Belknap & Son.

Leave Portland, via (i. T Railway. T.IO a. m.;
Isiwlatoii s.oO; Mechanic Kails imixed train!
8.46; arriving at W. Minot 0.06; K. Hebron *.30;
Buckfleld 11.45.
K. Sutnner
Hartford.
10.35
10.66; Canton 11.15,
Uave Portland 1-30 p. m.i Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Kalis 3.16: arriving at W. Minot 3.37;
K. Hebron 3.37: Buckfleld 3.50; K. Sumner 4.0d,
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.35; Ullhertvllle 4.36 p.

wtauk tovvKt rio.vk.
DAILY—Krom W. Minot 3.37 p. m. for Hebron
3.50 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.36 u. m.; arriving at Peru
5.30; Dixheld 8.00; Mexico T IKI p na; also for
Brettun’s Mills. Livermore.
Iteturulug, leave
Mexico 0.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. in.; arriving at Portland 13.05 p. in.

iiuin, iNimiuvic.

Ar

I.

2»r.

Academy; Buckfleld

Kidder, Griffin, Hong Kong.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 7tli, sch Prescot Hazel
tine, Foster, Camden.
SAVANNAH—Ar 4th, sch Mary B Judge. Nor
wood. Philadelphia.
Ar 7th, sch June Bright, Barter, Clark’s Cove.
CHARLESTON—Ar 6th, sch Hattie McG Buck
Putnam. Koekport: Victor Puig, Harris, Baracoa
Cld 6th, sch Nellie F Sawyer. Arey, Jamaica.
N OR FOLK—Sid 8th, barque l'ayson Tucker
Tucker. Portsmouth.
BALTIMORE—Cld 6th, sch Broxle B Rnkes
Robertson, Jacksonville.
Ar 2p, sch Jouathah Bourne, Keene, New Bed
ford.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 6tli, sch Irene E Meservey, Meservey, Groton.

Kffrcl

In

IMM.

RKTCKMINU—LeaveCanton4.15. Sl.16 a.
arriving at Portland 8.36 a. m., 13.06 p. in.

MOBILE—Ar 6th, sch Normandy, Wyman, bn
Kennebec.
PENSACOLA—Ar Otli, sch Thos R PlUsbury,
1

trriiu«rar»i

Of the firm of “SOMERS, THE HATTER,” wishes to inform
the public that he has no connection whatever with any
other Hat Store than the one now existing under the name of
“SOMERS, THE HATTER,” and would be pleased to meet BRI06T0N & SACO RIVER
his former patrons and the public generally at his old stand,
NO. 253 MIDDLE STREET.

Queenstown.
Sid otli lust, barques Wakefield, Crowell, Ant-

POilY OF PORTLASO.

Eastport and

Winter

111.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 28th, ship Richard III,
McIntyre, Port Townsend; barque Will W Case,
White, Astoria, (and both sailed 30tli.)
ASTORIA, O—Sid 1st, ship Reaper, Boswortli,

u 43
8 11 5 in
8 n 2 in

MONDAY, Nov. 8.
Arrived.
Cumberland, Thompson, Boston foz

Run ford Falls & Karkfkld Railroad.

....

).
(•••

KAILHOADS.

WM. H. SOM ERST

Memoranda.

14

York..Amsterdam Nov 18
New York.. Liverpool... Nov 10

gilMBLUIIIOIW

niSCKLLANEOVa.

_

MINIATURE ALMANAC...NOVEMBER 9.

coup.111%

Erie 3ds.101%
Kansas Pacific Consols.107
Oregon Nav. lsts.110
Union Pacific 1st
116%

Cattle Maroet.

Ar at Wellington, NZ. Oct 3d, barque Herbert
Black, Nichols, New York.
Ar at Shanghae prev to 6tli Inst, ship Titan, Allen. New York.

hnvS

C L A. 3? F’S block:..,.

1

UHHC,

TUESDAY

NOV. 9.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
.inVItlU'INliitlliKTN

»H»V

TO-DA!

NEW ADVEBTISEMENT8.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Somers, The Batter.
Klnes Brothers—2.
To Let—House.
Wanted—Reliable Gentleinau.
E. B. Robinson & Co., 123 Exchange St.—3.
For Sale—Cabin Tickets.
California Excursions.
Baskets—Miss Fairweutber.
Special Notice.
"Pneumonia Kill More Than Bullets."
4 Irish Setter Pups.
Catarrh—Kly’s Cream Balm.
Wyer Greene & Co.
Joiin E. Palmer—Millinery.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Notice—All Trades’ Unions.
If you

tired taking the large, old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can't stand
every
thing. One pill a dose,
novQd&wlw
are

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Grand Trunk ears arriving in the city yesterday were covered with snow.
Remember the usual temperance meeting
at Gospel Mission tonight, at 7.30 o’clock.
All are invited.
Tile second of the series of assemblies given at Gilbert’s Hall, under the auspices of
the Bosworth Relief Corps, will occur this

evening.
A rigger named Lawson, fell from the
masthead of a vessel on which he was at
work, yesterday morning, striking the rail
and hounding overboard.
He received a severe cut over the eye and other injuries
which necessitated the services of a physi

clan,
nr uc/\ai a a

known as one of the

prominent workers of
the W. C. T. U., is seriously ill.
Mr. J. H. Day, the very successful travelling agent, formerly shipping clerk with
Emery & Watefliouse, is now agent for tin
same concern in Northern New
England
territory.
Mr. George H. Haynes of Comden, is at th<
Falmouth. Mr. Haynes will publish his
book on Kangely Lake region about the 15tl
Inst. It will give a full description of this
splendid sporting region, and will be finelj
Illustrated.
We understand that tlie late Charles A. B.
Morse, was a member of the Citizens’ Mutual Relief Association, and the Veteran Association, 1. O. 0. F., and was insured with
tlie Mutual Life Insurance Co., of New
York, W. D. Little, agent.
At tlie recent election in Massachusetts,
Hon. Horatio G. Herrick of Lawrence, was
elected high sheriff of Essex county for ar
eighth consecutive term of three years bj
rising five thousand majority. Mr. Herricl
is one of the well-known Bowdoin class o,

1844.
David Willard, clarionet player in Cimndler's Band, left his home in Ferry Village
Sunday in a cat-rigged boat to visit Rich-

mond’s Island, and at last accounts had not
returned home.
It is feared he may have
been lost in the gale.
Lieutenant Toxier, of the cutter Manhattan, which was supposed to be lo3t with ail
on board, but is now reported all right,
formerly lived in Portland. He was an apprentice in this office and left here in the beginning of the war to accept the position ol
third lieutenant in the revenue marine.
Mr. H. E. Judkins, after a protracted leavt
of absence in the interests of the Electrii
Signal Company, of which he is the inventoi
will resume his connection with the Maim
Central railroad as conductorof the Pullmai

train.

Mr.Judkins retains his interests ani
a directorship in tlie former company whicl:
is now doing a successful business.
Tlie following were among tli^ arrivals at
the Falmouth Hotel yesterday:
George H
Jacobs, Thompson, Conn.; L. A. Andrews,
Cleveland, Ohio; Joseph K. Boltz, Philadelphia ; Mrs. F. S. Douty, Mrs. G. R. Sanderson, San Francisco, Cal.; R. C. Hine and
wife, Milford, Conn.; Hon. John B. Redman, Ellsworth; Oscar G. Barron, F. A
Cofran and wife, New Hampshire; W,
Shaw and wife, E. G. Spilsbury L. Auerbrek, George W. Ailman, New York; C. T
Davis, Newton, Mass.; George W. Pettes,
C. Austin, W. A. Knight, Boston.
Brave Fishermen.
Off West End

Point, Long Island, Sunday
morning, was seen a large dory adrift. CaptGeorge W. Griffin, Edward Alexander and
Alplieus Sterling started out in their boat to
pick it up.

The sea was running very lilgli
at the time and the wind was blowing a per
feet gale, and as a result they were swampet
before getting far from the shore, and th<
brave fellows had all they could do to
ge
back. They made a second attempt and suc-

ceeded in picking up the dory; then they
went after a yacht that was drifting on to
rocks off Cow Island. After a hard struggle
with the heavy sea they made out to board
her. Before they got her into port she uearly capsized and the sea was making a clean
sweep over them. They made out to run her
into north side cove. Of the twenty or thirty
men that went on the shore these three brave
fellows were the only ones who would venture out. We need such men for the life saving station. A good many boats and vessels
broke from their moorings and the fishermen
were kept busy saving them.
Mr. Fox’s

Method of Teaching Art.
The details of the art class Mr. Charles
Fox would like to start in Portland are, a
modified system of the French method of
teaching adapted to the wants of those desirous of following a serious course of
study,

such as is necessary to continued progress in
any branch of art. The living model, painting and drawing combined, three hours a
day, six days a week, anatomical instruction

according

to the system of Duval, the preferred method of Paris, with afternoon work
optional with students, as follows; Modeling in clay from medallions, as a quick
means

of

learning

to

draw; compositions,

historical costumes.

on

The

Runaway Found.
Winnie Brown, who ran away from his
home at Woodford’s, In company with a
Norwegian sailor, as mentioned in yesterday’s PitEss has turned up in Augusta. The
couple started for the Provinces on foot.
They bought food by the way and Gardiner
was reached on
Saturday. Here the two
boarded the afternoon train, taking a position between the mail and express cars so
the conductor would not see them, and went
to Augusta, where the boy was recognized
by the Woodford's station agent, who happened to be there. Deputy Marshal McKenney was nolified, who took the truant into
his care and keeping. The father, who is

employed by

a

coal firm at

Woodford’s, was
informed of the whereabouts of his son by
wire and took the boy home.
A very pleasant
wedding occurred yesterday morning at the residence of the bride’s
father, No, 20 Monument street, where Mr.

Arthur VV. Beale, son of Alderman George
W. Beale and Miss Annie S.
Fowler, daughter of Mr.
Joseph Fowler were united in
marriage. The ceremony, which took place
at 8 a. m., was
performed by Ilev. A. II.
"
in the presence of a select company.
The

wedding gifts

were numerous

and cost,

ly, including a handsome silver service, a
valuable French clock and an elegant arm
chair and table. The
happy pair left on a
three weeks tour to the west.
A Narrow Escape.

During the blow Sunday, the iron cap of
the great chimney on
City Building, blew off
and fell,
striking the southerly corner of the
low roof over the
engine room. The great
piece of iron cut clean through the concrete
roof and heavy
timbers, and stopped in the
inside sheathing—there is no
plastering—of
the engine room, close
by where Mr. Cook,
the engineer, was
standing. A little mure
force in the blow, and Mr. Cook would have

received ins quietus.

Lor.gfellow Chautauquans.
The Longfellow Chautauquan Circle

met
at Chestnut street vestry last night. Interesting papers w ere read by Miss Kate
Battey, Mrs. Dr. Bashford, Mrs. Dyer,

Misses Eastabrook and Lord.

575,000 to S I 00,000
Small Insurance.

At 1.40 o’clock tills morning, lire was discovered at the building of the Portland Stone
Ware Company at Peering Point, and an
alarm was rung in from box (H. The fire department responded to the call in a very few
minutes, but not before the fire was well underway. All that could be done was to confine
the fire to the stone ware
building.
Fortunately there was hardly a breath of
wind, and none of the adjacent buildings
caught fire. Had there been such a high
wind as there was on Sunday night nothing
could have prevented a number of buildings

burning.

TIlA fifA
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what way is not known. The company have
a regular watchman and most
of the time
there are two men working during the night.
This morning at about 1.05, the lire was first
noticed in a pile of wood between the two
kilns mentioned,
Thcroll were shavings
strewn about, and in an iucreditable short
time, the men say, the flames spread and the
building seemed to be all ablaze. Several
streams of water were soon playing on the
fire but nothing could be done to save the

building, every part of which was as dry as
tinder, and burned rapidly. In 45 minutes
from the time the fire started only bare
walls stood in place of the building.
In the
upper stories there was heavy machinery and
this fell to the ground with a loud crash. A
part of one of the walls fell out towards a
place where there were several men but
no one was

injured.

Tlie Portland Stone Ware Company has
the firm name of Winslow & Co., and the
members are J. N. and E. V. Winslow. The
business of the firm Is the manufacture of
drain pipe, fire proof brick &c.
From (10 to
80 men were employed and a flue business

done.
The building burned was of
wood, aud with the machinery cost from
was

$75,000

to

$100,000, although the plant could
now be replaced for less than that sum. The
buildtng was about 75x150 feet in siz.e, and
besides there were several additions. The
Winslows lately had been making quite extensive improvements which had not been

completed. A dynamo for an electric light had
been placed in the building, aud was to have
been used for the first ti me tonight.
There
large stock

was a

on

hand which

swells

the

loss.

This morning the Winslows could not tell
what would be their loss, but roughly estimated it at from $50,000 to $75,000, and the
last named figures ar# probably nearest to
the actual amount.
The insurance is small,
probably not more than $20,000 or $25,000. It
is in the agencies of Warren Sparrow & Co.
and Hollins & Adams of this city.
A

building on this same site was burned
twenty-two or twenty-three years ago,
and so the structure burned this morning
was comparatively a new one. The firemen
did everything possible to save the property,

some

but it was of such combustible matter that
all efforts were useless.
At the present time the Winslows were
employing between 00 aud 05 men, who will

of

course

be thrown out of work.
The Samaritans

Pnir

The Samaiitan Association Fair opened in
City Hall yesterday, and
will continue
through today. This year the ladies were
blessed with fine weather for the opening
and there was a good attendance.
The hall presents a charming appearance
from the main entrance. Directly facing the
door is the Japanese table, arranged under
the supervision of Mr. Macy, the well known
Japanese dealer in the Union Mutual Building. On the front of the gallery, surrounding the booth, is spread a large Japanese
umbrella and all about the pavilion, and on
its tables, are displayed the
prettiest of
curios, many of them exceedingly useful.
Under the rear gallery Messrs. Hooper,
Son & Leighton, have fitted up an elegant
dining room in the best of taste. The walls
are formed of rich tapestries, and the portiere of white lace. The furniture ii of the
most modern

designs

richly

The prettiest of cushions

artistically by

means

upholstered,
embroidered

are

of the White machine,

and several chairbacks are

protected by
beautiful tidies, one hand painted in the latter part of the last century.
The art table will be found on the left of
the stage and it is filled with the loveliest
.things—or was yesterday when the reporter
had a glimpse of them—including
hand
painted workbags trimmed with lace, panelings, perfume bags, pictures, and among
others a

superb bronze plaque,

and an etchglass of a scene from “She Stoops to
Conquer.” This latter work of art is deserving of high praise.

ing

on

Between the parlor and the Japanese
ble, and the Japanese booth and the art
ble, are booths formed of flags, prettily

tataor-

namented with all kinds of decorations and
filled with useful and fancy articles that appeal at once to every woman of taste.
The
useful articles are made of the best material,
with the skill of the experienced needlewoman. while the ornamented articles embrace almost everything under the sun.
On the right of the stage, in her little pavilion made of the American ensign, fair
Rebecca at the well dispenses the nicest of

lemonade, while just beyond, young ladies
in another booth, offer the most toothsome
candies, and on the other side of the main
entrance, pretty booths have been erected
where the choicest of flowers may be found,
and a "lover’s booth,” where gentlemen will
find no end of pretty things with which to
call smiles to the fair faces of their “best
girls.”
Last evening Chandler’s orchestra discoursed for an hour a delightful programme
while an excellent antiquarian supper was
enjoyed in the Reception Hall.
Tonight
there will be a promenade concert with mu-

sic by Chandler.
■We would urge upon our citizens to patronize this fair liberally. The ladies of this

society are doing, quietly and unostentatiously, a noble work. For years tbey have
striven to help the unfortunates and restore
them to the places in society they would always fill if not made the slaves of their ungovernable appetite. Let them thus see that
their labors are appreciated and when the
fair closes tonight let the treasury of the society show a large balance sheet to its credit.

Fair.
Montgomery
Last evening the Veteran Association of
the company held a very enthusiastic meeting at the armory in support of the company
Cuards’

fair.

The veterans voted

to

The First Lecture in Rev. Dr. Dalton's

Course.
A large audience was
present, in spite of
the rain, to hear I)r. Dalton Saturday. “A

Los3 From

from

COMMEMORATIONS.

HARVARD

The Buildings of the Portland Stone
Ware Company Burned.

luckily

Mr. W. I). Marriner, head clerk of thecomluissioner of streets. Is very ill with pneumonia.
Marcelius J. Dow, G. C. T., is now at
work in tlie interest of the Good Templars
of Oxford county.
Mrs. C. V. Crossman of Ban go-, well

with talks

A BIC BLAZE.

PRESS.

THE

contribute a

splendid sewing machine to the honorary
and veteran table and appointed a committee of the following gentlemen to assist the
ladies of said table in carrying out the arrangements, viz: Capt. T. E. Hartnett, Jas.
O’Brien, Esq., Lieut. W. J. McCallum, H.
F. McDonough, Esq., and Councilman M. C.
McCann. The veteran members are determined to place the Veteran table in the
front rank. The Honorary Association will
meet on Thursday evening and the officers
of the Association trust that every member
will be in attendance in order to show the
company that their efforts for a new uniform
meet with their hearty approval. The ladie
on each table will hold separate meeting

during the coming week, and on Friday evening the general meeting will be held. The
committee at the meeting voted to give the
boy selling the greatest number of season
tickets a suit of clothes, and to the girl selling the greatest number a set of furs. The
boys and girls can procure tickets of the
commanding officers and of the agent. Wm
H. Lowery. All the boys and girls of the
city are invited to take part in the contest for
the suit and fur suit.
The Train Wrecker.

General Manager Tucker, of the Maine
Central Railroad, regards the attempts made
to wreck trains between Gardiner and Ifallowell as the work of an insane person.
There is no chance for any malice against
the road and no indications of a motive for
tlie act other than the one given. The obstruction did not consist of a barricade of
timber, a single tie being placed across the
rails.
Trains now run slowly between
Gardiner and Hallowcll, and a second attempt like the last will be very likely to get
the perpetrator into troubles.

Liberal Education" was selected as the subject of the tirst lecture of this course, the
lecture being co-incident with the celebration at Cambridge, which is to Jeontinue
three days. This quarto-millennial of Harvard, said the Doctor, is an event of national
interest, furnishing the occasion of President Cleveland's visit to Cambridge, as the
nation’s chief representative. Without Harvard and the liberal education the college
stands for, and the intellectual influence It
has exerted, ours would have been a very
different and inferior country to what it is
today.
Many of the ministers who first
came over, were college
men,_ having graduated from the University of Cambridge, England. Highly educated themselves, they
naturally desired to perpetuate their own
elevated standard, so that the churches of
New England should continue to be supplied
with learned pastors.
There was serious
apprehension and real danger of a sad falling off in this respect, since the tendency of
all new colonies is to decline intellectually,
and deteriorate morally.
Hence the gift of
John Harvard was gratefully received and
successfully applied to the founding of our
first and most celebrated college. So wisely
WAR

it nhminnl tlmt if

line

original lines to this day. Not only so, Harvard 1ms furnished the model on which all
our later colleges have been
fashioned—Vale,

Brown, Dartmouth, Princeton, Columbia,
Bowdoiu, Colby, Bates, and the rest, to the
number of three hundred or more, have all
adopted the essential features of “Fair Harvard,” thus acknowledging her as their common “mother.”
Three of these, besides the
State College, are in Maine, and well deserve the patronage of Maine
people. They
are now fairly well endowed, and
ably officered. The culture they represent aud are
prepared to impart, is not nominal, but real;
not arbitrary aud artificial, but directly in
line with the education of the world and
man.

The torch of learning was first lighted in
Egypt, and passed to Phenicia and Greece,
thence to Koine, by whom it was transmitted to modern Europe, and from
Europe to
America. Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.
So was Heroditus,
and indirectly, at least, Plato and the Greek
philosophers generally. But the Greek culture surpassed all that the world had seen
up to that time, and still remains the chief
source of modern systems.
Home built on Greek foundations, but
never so
wisely aud well as the Greeks
themselves. All the nations of Europe repair to Greece for models of inspiration and
emulation, and alike confess their inability
to rival the originals which they are content
to copy.
What, then, are the main outlines of this
scheme of education which by common consent is called “liberal.” ami which we find
adopted by the

civilized part

mankind.

Briefly stated, they are the following: First
and foremost, a careful and critical
study of
the Greek and Latin languages with their
literature, for this still stands at the head of
the column. English, Italian and German

literature approach the Greek, but all are
inferior unless the English be an exception.
Experience has shown that the study of this
ancient literature cannot be dispensed with.
Hence it is an essential part of liberal culture. Nor is there the slightest reason to
think that it will ever be superseded. Its
place in the education of the w orld is secure.
Occasionally it is assailed, as recently even
in Germany, but always as there, the end of
the
controversy is sure to leave Greek culture more firmly established than before the
assault was made.
(2) After literature proper comes science,
which also had its origin in Greece, and of
which Aristotle was the greatest master in
those days. His name is still a tower of
strength. In the Middle Ages he reigned
without a rival, but modern discoveries have
made a part of his leaming obsolete.
(3) Science is knowledge, but man has also
sense of the beautiful, and this
gives birth
to art, which concerns itself with its develment, for the beautiful is the proper sphere
of art.
(4) Still higher, however, is the range of
which deals with the great probphilosophy,
lems of human existence.
This also originated in Greece aud is still cultivated on the
essential principles of the Greek schools.
(5) Theology is allied to philosophy and
has always been influenced and modified
by
the system of philosophy prevalent in
any
given time or country.
All modern literature, science, art and
philosophy are derived from these ancient
sources as their original spring from which
as so many streams they descend to
water
the modern world.
Of course it is desirable to sip these refreshing draughts from the fountains if possiole. But to drink at least from the streams
flowing thence, is absolutely necessary to
our intellectual and moral health.
A man or
woman who does not is
simply without that
culture which constitutes the chief feature
of modern civilization, and is at the
mercy
of every charlatan, every literary, scientific
or

philosophical quack.

Opinions, theories and systems are constantly broached aud accepted by multitudes
win'.wuuiu never.ienu an ear 10,tuem.itaware
that they had been exploded time and time
again.
Learned men differ among themselves, but

only

within certain well

specified limits,

and
on Questions which human wisdom has not
yet been able to solve. The uneducated man
is an unsate leader of men.
It is the old
story of “the blind leading the blind." Both
will fall into the ditch which is even in the
path of ignorance and quackery. .Such men

are always one-sided, opiniated,
dogmatic
assuming and intolerant.
Finally let us rejoice that ours is a day

when woman is invited to drink deep of the
Pierian Spring, and is doing so to the enlargement of her mind, as she learns to thiDk
and reason.
The above is an abstract of the
lecture, in
which these points were elaborated, and due
reference made to many alumni of Harvard
distinguished in professional and private

life.

What

Will Be

Done

CHANNEL.
bv the Govern-

ment Next Year.
It will be remembered that at the last session of Congress an appropriation was made
for the work of dredging a ship channel ia

Back Bay.

Early

this

fall orders were received at the United States Engineers’ office
In this city for beginning operations and
during the first half of October a survey was
made under the direction of Major Smith,
preparatory to advertising forbids for the
work.
Surroundings and measurements
made to determine the extent of the
work and borings sunk to ascertain the nature of the material to be removed. After
were

the survey

was

through its productl>n several times by
Miss Sherwood proved
Lizzie May Ulmer.
herself a very good Mulvina Jane Hoskins
“dad’s girl”—with considerable pathos, and
as natural as the play would permit her.
She dances easily and gracefully and sings
pleasantly. Her support was good, especially in Mr. Harry Wilson’s “Dad,” and Mr.
Harry Mack’s "Vasco de Gama lliles.” The
play will be repeated tonight.
Y. M. C. A. COUI SE.

The tickets

can now be procured at Stock"
for the next entertainment in the
V. M. C. A. course which will be given at

bridge’s

City Hall tomorrow evening. Miss Annie
Coffin, who has earned many pleasant words
as an elocutionist, will read, and the Weber
Quartette, whose rendering of part songs
has been
highly spoken of, will furnish the

musical part of the programme.
QUEEN ELIZABETH.
Mr. John L. Stoddard's lecture on “Queen
Elizabeth” will draw a great audience at
City Hall Thursday nigiit, and therefore it
is advisable for all who have not procured

tickets to be about it at
eon lecture
more

is a

delightful
imagined.

completed, it

was

necessary
to prepare the drawings and
compile estimates of the work to be done.
This is now
nearly completed and Major Smith expects
to advertise for proposals for the work within the next two weeks.

The plan proposed to be carried out embraces the dredging of a channel 300 feet
broad extending from Tukey’s bridge up the
bay. The amount available at present for
the work is about 820,000. It Is intended to
begin operations by dredging a channel fifty
feet broad and carrying it parallel with the
Marginal Way to a point about half way between the wharf at the foot of Franklin
street and the upper termination of the
way,
a distance of about 4000 feet.
The channel
will be distant 200 feet from the
Marginal
Way and have a depth of twelve feet at low
water.
Major Smith proposes to leave It

optional with the contractor whether operations shall be begun this winter or the beginning of next summer. The material to
be removed consists of hard clay with a
thin layer of mud on the top. Using one
steam dredge, the channel could be completed in about five months.

f„ll..,»
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DEEEING.

A

meeting

of the

Village Improvement

We are prepared to show in our large Cloak Rooms
Seal Plush Cloaks in all grades. We have the best
makes in New York Garments, and also a large line
of Seal Mohair Plush Garments made by ourselves.
We commenced making our Garments in August,
when they could be manufactured cheaper than
now; and also bought our Plushes before the advance, therefore we are prepared to make low prices
on first-class
garments. We have these garments
in four grades and propose to sell them at following

prices:
50 $25.00 Garments at
“
“
50 33.00

—1

40

of tlie best musical talent in
and will not fail of giving a most
some

“

42.00
“
“
20 50.00
All of these grades are lined with Quilted Satin,
have real Seal Ornaments and Pockets lined with
Chamois. Ladies who cannot get fitted can have
Garments made to measure in our Custom Department.
We guarantee perfect fits and first-class

RINES BROTHERS.

the

iiovu

city,

Company.
yesterday was

In the morning papers
a
notice to the effect that permission had been
granted by the New England Board of Underwriters to the Maine Water Gas Company to place their machines holding up to
ten gallons of oil in buildings. Up to 4
o’clock yesterday afternoon no notice had
been received by the Portland underwriters
of any such action by the New
England
Board.

ESTABLISHED

E. B. Robinson &
novo

193
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JOHN

WELL AS IIE EVER

DID.

He has left off. the shade which he wore over his
I feel that if it had not been for
eyes so long.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla my child would have been
blind. 1 cannot find words to praise it enough.
My boy is now six years old, and in general
health Is now better than lie has ever been in his
me before. Every word here is true.” Mrs. A.
W. Leonard, Middlelioro, Mass.

Association was held at Lewis Hall last evening. There was a fair attendance of the
citizens and ladies. A. J. Chase, Esq., president, called the meeting to order. S. M.
Hood’s
atson, Esq., was elected a member of the [ Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
^
& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
executive council to fid the
Mass
vacancy made by
the removal of Mr. Isaac C. Atkinson to
IOO Doses One Dollar,
Portland.
The president reported 17 life
aprl-dly
members, who had paid 810 each. The
Horse Railroad Company bad contributed
820, and smaller sums received made up the
amount to 8200, which was at the disposal of
the association. Samples of improved street
lanterns were exhibited.
A committee was
t n
an U’nBit.ivpIy Cured by
appointed to draft a plan of the town, showI A DTCD Q UioBO liittle Fills.
the
localities
where
lanterns should be
ing
VfllY I Ll\0 They also redeye Dis
located.
The committee was instructed to
tress from Dyspepsia,
solicit funds to purchase 100 lanterns and
ITTI F
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Dating. A perU 'V'
keep them running until the time of the anil# IT D teot remedy lor Dlreinual town meeting.
Rev. Mr. Shinn ad■ (tn ness, Nausea, Drcnvsldressed the meeting. He was followed with
Dll I C
mss,Bari Taste In tin
remarks by L. B. Dennett, Esq., A. J. Chase
M rlfcbd. Month, Coated Tongue,
and others.
P a I n In tire Side, &c,
rM_Jf

Sarsaparilla

ticulars send for

catalogue.

L. SHAW. Principal.

F.

auglS
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JLESSOJNS !

ESTABLISHED

I,. A. OKAY, A, n. l-rmnpnl.

sepl8

eodtfm

GENTLEMEN !
WE SELL
llaml made, double sole, warterproof
—

—

ENGLISH

GRAIN HALS.

Walki ngfast style for

dU

Co., Agents,

STREET.

eodtjanl

I Catappo BASKETS !
The Ladies should all call at

Miss

Fairweather’s,
STREET,

NO. 8 ELM
And

see

the Elegant

Display

of

BROWN 9 Congress St.

■

^

■

J
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novO

OUR SPECIALS
initial Handkerchiefs, double row of
hem-stitching, 25 cts., worth 50 cts.
The best $1.00 Silk Plush in the counThe best assortment of
Wrapper
Blankets in New England.
Silk Seal Plush, best imported, perfect imitation of Seal For.
The best assortment Black and Colored Dress Goods in the city, plain and
with combination.
Fancy Velrets and Plnshes to match.

J.M.DYER&CO.,
511

nov®____eodlm
Trades’ Unions and Labor Organizations,
Co-operative and otherwise, of Portland ami
vicinity, are invited to send accredited delegates
to meet tlie Central Labor Committee of Portland.
NEXT SUNDAY AFTERNOON, Nov. 14, at 3
o’clock, at K. of L. Hall, No. 191 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
nov9d3t*
Ejr-Advertiser and Express eopy.

Now open, a full liue of P. D.
Corsets and ull the best Domestic

as

LKT-A

house, with

finished rooms,
with an
land for a garden, at Willard's Point Village, Cape Elizabeth. 15 minutes’
walk from Perry, on Cape Cottage road. Fourmore rooms to be llnlshed for another tenement.
Price (10.00. N. 8. OARDINKit. 40 Exchange
street.
9.1

TO

uud we

Boots & Shoes

new
acre of

KISH BETTE K l-I PN
W. WELLS. 270 Middle Street.

inspection.

<13t

ROBES.
Before buying Fur Robes or
Horse Blankets, don’t fail to
look at the Bargains Coe is

offering.

COE,

CHRYSANTHEMUM

SAC'CARAPPA.

Judge Shaw will announce bis decision today in the case of Pierre Furgeon and his
sou, who were charged with embezzling 810!)
from their employer, M. Blouin.
The judge
will find that there is not probable cause
to hold the respondents, and will order their
release.
K.
John Neal, Chandler Brooks and John
Matthews of Kittery, have received a payment of 82100 on their Alabama claims.

They regulate the Bow'in and prevent Constiand cawto take..
and
Piles.
The
tunaileet
potionone
Only
pill a done. 40 in a vial, Purely Vegetable. Price 25 cent*. 6 vlnls by inallforf l.OU.

CIDER BARRELS.

_

FINE lot of barrels Just received and for sale
by R. STANi.EY & SON, 410 Foro Street
ortland.
sepZOdtf

lilsrnt m» mi

A

I10V4

4tf

LOST AND FOUND.
A round ear ring, onyx with diamond
in the centre. The finder will be rewarded
leaking it at 160 SPRING ST.8-1

Haskell's fine hairdressing
parlor, umleoOhlou Mutual Kuildlug, where
you can get Hue hair cutting and shaving done by
nrst class artists; ladles and children hair cutting
a specialty.
C E. HASKELL, Proprietor; A. A.
Traves, K. II. 8. Morrill, Assistants.&-1

FOUND—Goto

3d, a Shepherd pup, black
with tan breast and feet. Five dollars retheparty ,llat leaves

Lost—October

THMOKFlol^

hl,!",at

LOST-Thirteen feet long, white Inside, top streak, drab bottom, copper bottom; boat nearly new. For particulars call on
J. U. BLAKE, Wldgery’s Wharl.
3-1

BOAT

VUMCELLANEOUM.

SALE-Millinery store 2 hours ride
rjtOB
from Boston, smart manufacturing city, do-

ing

Is

large business; old established store. This

a

splendid opportunity for one or two young
with capital. Address JOHN W. 8. RAYMOND A CO., 227 Washington 8t., Boston. 3-1
a

women

BOOHS.
WITH BOABD-At the ChrisROOTIN
tian Woman's Home, No. 20 Pleasant 8t.,

are

furnished at

coming

to

our

a

all young

low rate to

j

Have just purchased

Congress

$1.50 Plushes for
$1.25
$1.25 Colored Silks for $1.00
•

Torchon

Laces at about

half

in Black Laces

just

price.
New

Styles
opened.

Finest line of Centermeri Kids
in stock that we have ever received.
Centermeri’s Suede Gloves are
the best in the market.
Wrapper Blankets by the yard.
Headquarters for Seal Plush
now

Cloaks.
Deniorest

Machine
Sewing
to
ma$55.00
$19.50, equal
any
chine in the market. Can be seen
in the Pattern Department.

Good

WANTED-Two
three partly
488 k 490 CONGRESS ST.
Koons
furnished rooms, uptown, without board, bv
oct2»
Utf
of
W.
or

family

a

three adults.

Office.

Address

U..

Press
4-1

LET-Two nice furnished rooms with furnace heat, gas, water and closets, at No. 22
Wllmot St.; also two very line pianos at 117‘
Exchange 8t., at HASTINGS’ WAREKOOMS.
3-1

LET—Nice, pleasant rooms, furnished
unfurnished, with board at 92 FREE ST.

TO

or

__29-2
We will pay from *40 to *75 per
WANTEDmonth to
and
to represent
men

women

our

Interests in all unocupied territory. Apply to or
address with stamp, C. C. PARKER & CO., corner
Yorkand Park St., Portland

Maine,_H-l_

three pupils for private
lostructiun In Greek, Latlu. or the English
branches. CHAM. II. STETSON. A. M., 300
Spring Street.6-1

WANTED—Two

or

to know that at 553 ConWANTED—Ladles
gress, corner of Oak Street, they can buy a
nice

French kkl button boot for *3; also gents to
know that we have a few more pairs of the flannel
lined grain creedmoors that will keep their feet
dry and warm. J. W. TURNER.6-1

public to know that MRS.
WANTED—The
P. J. COLE has removed her dressmaking

rooms to 67 Brown Street; also, she will receive
callers eveulngs at her residence ou Lincoln St.,
Woodfords.
6-1

every lady to remember
pair of E. C. Burt's best
Freuch kid boots at my store tor *6.6<>; these
are regular goods such as I have sold foi 20 years
past at *7.00 per pair. M.U. PALMER.
4-1
want
WANTED—I
that she can buy

a

have
public to know that
WANTED—The
just received a very choiee lot of Vermout
we

New York dairy butter In tubs for family use,
which we are selling at a remarkable low price;
wholesale and retail; give us a call
t......
store 41 Free St. McCOBB & LORD.4-1

and

having such and desirous of selling them.
will please call at 304 Fore St, E. TRUE. 4-1

PIANOS !
BUROETTORGANS.
Please call and hear the matchless tunes ol these
beautilul Instruments.

TECHNICON.

STOOLS AVI) COVERS,
WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

octU_4M

HOW IS
THIS?

Real Scotch Cans,
girl compositors. Enquire
WANTED—Two
at
at EVENING EXPRESS Office,
Boys’ Winter Caps,
Exchange St.
4-1
Men’s Winter Caps,
buy a second hand express
WANTED—To
Fur Caps,
Boys’
wagon at once; also second hand harness.
M. 11.
TYLER & CO„ 604 Fore St.3-t

and Young Men to DecWANTED—Ladles
orate Holiday Novelties for fall and winter

trade; steady employment; *0.00 per week
earned; all materials furnished; work mailed free.
Address
607

NEW

ENGLAND

DECORATIVE

Special facilities for line I'liotos
of (.roups, Picnlt s and other parties. yachts, Island Cottages, Animals, Ac., by the Instantaneous

Hats, stylish,
Soft Hats, new,
And all other goods

with
No.
established
WANTED—Salesman
trade with dry goods and merchant tailoring

eodtf

when

Bax,

jwi

that to*

197

money by buying from

H0..5E & CARRIAGE

MART,

32 Plum Street.
oet!8-tf

nAAt'VAt'TI Hi ll. OF—
First Quality Custom and
itemly

Made

CLOTHINC.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be depended upon and fuit
prices ruurvntced.

Lancaster Building,
my22

470 Congress
St
^
dff

iu

proportion.

Middle

Street.

—_

V17ANTED—Horses

board; a few horses
board by the subscriber,
good care ami accommoB. 0. COBURN, Box 175, Gorham, Me.

dations.

MOW

to

vT
would be taken to
at reasonable rates, with

jj.

£. B. KOItl\NO> A CO.
1!2S EXCHANGE ST,
mvtsf

AT

517 Congress St., and 7 Casco St.

HOY

8_

oat

TABLE DAMASK.
at “i cent* per yd.
**
o
«'
35

“

“

«

**

*

m

41
5a

W

II

»«

h

COUNTERPANES.

>(■

brick-layers;

wages

$3.50.

lie sold before Christmas, at
30c. 45c., 5Or., 75c., Nlr., etc., up
to

and

»,-t

h- |

nt

no<8_

2t

A GOOD WATCH FOR $5,00!
K are prepared to furnish the bent watch for
YV
» v S little money ever offered. Thin In a Lever
Watch, with seven Jewels, medium size, stemwinding. solid Nickel hinge case, dust proof, open
face, good porcelain dial, with second hand and is
easily regulated. We have never seen a watch
that will compare with It fur price. In point of
looks, time-keeping qualities, and durability.
Every watch warranted to give entire satisfaction.
Wc have thoroughly tested them. Sent post naid
upon receipt of price. 95.00. or by express, C. O.
D. Privilege of exaudnlog before taktng.

»-l

IjVOR

Maine.

J. A. MERRILL &

t w menu stmbet.
J. A. Meruu.i..
A. Keith.

»Pl3

130R

RALE -Owner leaving the
country will
for *400, Boarding and
Lodging
House In nourishing city near Boston; furnished
complete, and paying *200 per month clear year
round; always full; low rent; good location, never
changed hands; investigate. Address J. W. EEll(lUKSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
13-12

Ii you want to save money, bay
Huts of Coe, he is reducing his
Fall stock at very lowr prices.

IjlOHsacrifice

No.

a

young lady

DRESSING WITH

[grilles,

a

Middle Street.

WM. 0. BELL A CO.’S

something entirely new,
WASTED
perfectly simple and easy, ladles and young
in
can earn
city or country
sent
distance no

197

THANKSGIVING

as

icamstrees or eharaber-inaid In a gentleman’s family; best ;of reference.
Address,
O, Press Office.__8-t
Tv

COE,

VXAVOR YOTTt

HELP.

TR7ANTKD—Situation by

_eedly

COLD.

Western~Prmu-

LSOR MAl.RC—House No. 127
X enade, occupied by the late William T. Small.
Ibe house Is new and In thorough repair and contains all modern conveniences. Its situation Is
unsurpassed by any In the cltv. For price and
terms Inquire at the bouse, ISABEL IL SMALL
15 4
RALK-New milk cows, at TEWKKSOcean
BURY FARM.
St., Deertng.
I2tf

CO.,

«r ewelers,

2_l

TSOR RALK— A
lodging I.. on I'rnuoni
X .street, Boston, Mass., IS rooms, all full;
funilture, lilaek
walnut
and painted sets;
carpets, tapestry and ingrain. Bent »71 a month.
Price $900. Cause of selling, sickness.
Call or
address MISS L. FOY, 342 Treiuont street. Bostoa. Mass.
UV4

(Bouton, MAm.)

Seasoning.

good salary,

work
ny mall,
objection, no canvassing. Address, All) SUPPLY CO., No. 43
Eliot St., Bostou, Mass.
30-3

FEMALE HELP.
engage now for coming seasou.
T T a few first class operators on Wilcox & Bibbs'
straw machine, for flue work on ladles' goods.

WANTED—To
Address

oct28d2w

$10.00,

RINES BROTHERS’.

01.

FRC.VIAR.R

WHITE BED SPKEADM
to

w.Al.K
At a bargain; furniture and fixtures of Beal s Hotel,
Eer
Norway,
particulars, apply to A. K. PAUL. Proprietor.

girls

OPEM

(|«W

tine
English female pug, 2 years, small; also 7 line
English piigpnps, male, and female. Address M.
H. KAN LETT. Rockland. Mr., Box 993.
8-1

IC1

_

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.’S,

Large
Variety
“
“

STEINWAY.

A V It

LADIES’

The public to know that J. D.
\V'"ANTED
”
CHENEY, Plano and Organ tuner has a
slate at Horse K. R. Station
opposite Preble
House. P. O. address Deerlng Maine. Keeappmg piano hammers a specialty.23 4

Mo. 197 middle Street.

DIFFERENT STYLES.

50c

•

RUCHINCS-

_26-4

Spring Street, west end, a
property for investment; Income
*4(10 per year, price 136IH1. For particulars, ap‘
ply to JOHN K. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

or

75c
•

new milk cow,
an
quality of
under 5 and not over « years old. Mall
full particulars and bottom price to M. C. TREMAINE, West Buxton, Me.
23-4

FOR
valuable

Trunk

$1.00

Stiff

milk, not

SALK- Oil

lhr Patent Wood Trunk*
*ol« agent for tlaine; also
other Bags of all kinds.

•

Men’s Fur Caps,

graded Jersey,
WANTED-A
must give
extra quantity and

ol

gNM>ta

•

S.___nov4eodgw

bath,
Sebago, furnace, etc., all In goo<l repair; garden
with Fruit trees; will be sold on easy terms, or
reasonable price.
Apply at 323
uisoviiuT

Maine.

50c
25c
40c
75c

once

a

Street.

TUNING TO OROER.

88

KAI.K-A line thoroughbred lemon
IjSOR
white female pointer, a beauty, ami

dlw

Portland,

large job

a

lot of Novelty Suiting which they
will offer THIS MORNING at 50
cents per yard, regular price $1.00.
These goods are All Silk and Wool
and a very great bargain*

women

city seeking employment.

BENNETT Si WHITE,
ttov3'13tLowell. Mass.

Photographer. TRUNKS.

ou can save

Turner Bros.

references are required.8-2

—AT—

noi

ults, Hoods, Etc.

dim

State street.

4KIK8T-CLAS8
Apply to

NO. 514 CONGRESS STREET,

Stoves Ranges and Furnaces, From 50 Cents to
$10 Eaeli.
No. 41 exchange street,

Air Furnace and the (jarlunil
Oil Stove.

on

Wanted.

Photography,

of them.

Agfuf for the ULEHWOOD B. and HEW
IAMW001), Ranges and (Jleinvood
1’arlor Stove; also Novelty Hot

store

_

FIFTY

1’UinXA.VD, 2ME.

81

3-t

immmoTia

500

HORSE BLANKETS. HASKELL &
JOAES,
thousands

—

one

{vri!;aL^pplyl'1u-M hWKg,itr
I.ET—House 29 Cushman street; newly
TOpapered
and paiuted, and In tlrst-class order.

THE LARGEST AND BEST

—BY—

eodtf

DEALER IN

work shops lu

also

Hlors

OF

505) CONGRESS ST.

—

■

ern

Process.
J'y1*

(successor toO. W. FULLAM,)

BENT—Offices and
1.SOB
for salesrooms, studios and

people of Portland to know
that MRS. SNOWL Magnetic Physician,
Test and Business Medium, has returned from
her vacation, and can again be found In her
In Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India,
ce hours, 3 to 12 a. in., 2 to 6 and 7 to 10
m.

A. M. WENTWORTH,

7

square to

a
but little
sale at a bargain by C. K. HAWES, 431
used;
Congress St._
3_1

OH TO I.IIT House In
FOB Nil,»■:
part of city containing 12 rooms,

“OUR OWN”

aPlG

TO

____sep2S-B

_

SICK HEADACHE

LET-Double tenement house with stable
and Harden on Oak Street, I leering, between
Leighton A Dollcy’s marble yards; price *m oo
each. Inquire of It. 8 DAVIS, 108 Exchange
Street, Portland.g-f
I.ET—Pianos both upright and
also
TOlet;
Hue Chlckerlng Plano
for

|

Express

Enquire at EVEN-

w4«"

WANTED—The

615

lam offering
special Inducements in Rogers &
Table Ware, as every one will be con^
nie a c&h* that my prices are the
lowest

Warranted.

* *■

Apl"y

heated
room, centrally located,
owned by u gentleman without family; would like
to Imard with teneut, retaining one
room; also
7 rooms in a house, Steam heat, furnished; owner
and wife to board with tenant. N.8. <■ A1U>1NEK. 40 Exchange Ht.
3-1

Inquire at

that place.
ING EXFKEStt OEEICE.

___12-tf

Bros. A 1

at the newly established prices.

SL

9-1

SPOONS, PORKS, k

Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired and

*

of six

YCTANTED—six thousand dollars at five per
jor live years on real estate in Portland. Gilt Edge security. For lurther particulars enquire orl>. D. RICE, 251 Commercial St.

»«*'•>eodtf

Clocks,

u

lovver tenement

517 Congress Street and 7 Casco Street.
nov8

Wyer Greene & Co. Portland and
Vicinity

Watches,

71

< WVIH

MILL EH. EVANS & HO..

uov8

Rogers and Bros.’A1 Table Ware.

**
W*,,'11
T T Woodford s. to deliver the Evenlnit
subscriber* at

to

FUR MALE.

the Shoe line, from the cheapest
to the best, and nil we want is for
you to see our goods and get our
prices, nud we shall surely sell
you if you wish to buy.

Also a full line of “my own” manniacture, which
style, quality and finish has few equals and no
superior lu the w o ld.

T®

4dF.xld,angc St

4

41H.

VIEWS

MAGE HELP.

TET—Nice house 6 rooms. In western see
tltY
Kl"‘"ir«r'»' WAI.DKUN.

an

FOB

without regard

lor

dollars

trades, to sell a stable hue of goods on commission. Address BOX 1113, Springfield. Mass.

BALE—Cabin Tickets for Sixty Dollars;
Forward Cabin Thirty Dollars, in mall steamer from New York, November
15th, to San Francis™“Kent, 22 Exchange St.

to cost.
We will not attempt to
enumerate prices, as our large
stock wou<d require too much
We have everything in
space.

KNIVES,

desirable rents in the
city; one twenty-five dola month.
Apply
to 11. S. PRIDE, Cahoou Block.
4-1
part

our

lowed acceptable party. Address U. T. CARLTON, P. O. Box 105, Newton Centre, Mass.
nov9d3t*

to

short lime

6-1

ami

Fall

a

Prices from 50 cts. to $4.

We invite

|>OAHDEKm WANTED.-A tew boarder*
" wanted at
Weltcoaie'*, 534 Vi Congreaa street,
opposite Casco. Nice table, larae pleasant room*
and central location.
6-1

Apply

once.

LET—Two very
T° western
ot the

gentleman with *000 call have
RELIABLE
sponsible position
PorW
manager of
Ufo. 197 Middle Street.
land branch; (1200 salary
portion profits ai-

the wstrni weather,
Goods are not moving
fast enough to satisfy us.
Now,
we wish to say that if low
prices

for

at

WORKS, 10 Pearl St., Boston. Mass., P. O. Box

re-

must go,

St.

_eodtf

WANTED.

they

Congress

CORSETS

EXCURSIONS

will do it,
shall sell

Possession given
Sf™?****!.
at 153 HprlugstfML

or

»ov4

HOARD.

office

second-hand Knights of
WANTED—Thirty
Pythias uniforms
parts of uniforms.
Parties

Leave Boston and Eastern Cities every month.
Low rates Address,
WARNER HKON. A CROMHI, VInunRera'AcH Waahiu(t.a Nl., Hoeloa. Wau.

Owing

SIGN OF GOLD BOOT.

oct3Q__wdtt

Utf

CALIFORNIA

our

LET—No. 181 Middle street,
Charles Perry, clothier. A
or retail trade. Show window

ALLEN
dtl

(I. W.

TO

s

1

BROWN,

421 CONGRESS STREET,

makes.

BASKETS.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

TO

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
E. O. HULL V.
marl 4

street.

1’°^ "V.'doed by

$5.00 per pair.

try.

1847.

E. B. Robinson &
EXCHANGE

(JTOKE

good stand lor

by

For Misses and Children in Kid and
Goat. Goods sent by mail without extra charge.

STEINWAY.
123

Exchange

Lost
t'oagrr— Wired, Opposite City Hull.
A practical school of business, having a National College ltauk. with a rash capital of $200,000
organized in 18C4. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed In each department. and thorough Instruction guaranteed. The
short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Rates very low. Catalogue free. Any further Information cheerfully furnished. Address,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

also several small
Office. Enquire ol

<rei

cod 1 in-

SPRING HEEL BOOTS

__

novo

No. 411 Green street;
houses to sell, one near Host
WIH'D"an. No. 1061

Mussey's Kow, Middle street ;

Sense, Opera nnd Walking
Boots, in French Kid, French Goat
and Dougola. Special attention
paid to tilting the foot properly.

ALL

SCROFULOUS HUMOR IN THE BLOOD

°
ME.
None but thorough and experienced teachRooms open for buelneea day
employed.
and evetdng aix days each week. For
full par-

er#

eodtjanl

E7PALMER.

days.

AS

°

We offer for this week 25 dozen-more of those line Felt Hats In all colors, nobby
shapes for Ladies and Children, at only 50 cents each. Sold everywhere for $1.00.
50 dozen Felt and Astrachan Hats, the leading style for winter, in all desirable
shapes and colors, at $1.25 each.
10 dozen Lady Cleveland and Clyde, two novelties introduced by ns, the original
and genuine shapes and the most popular hat of the season.
10 dozeu French Felt Bonnets at $1.00, reduced from $1.75.
50 dozen rich Fancy Feathers and Birds in new designs at very low prices.
Our Fine Goods Department is full to overflowing with elegant Goods and Novel*
ties that we can make to order in the most fashionable style.

I>'.tins city, Nov. 8, Amos W„ Infant child of
Walter H. and Clara E. lfawkes, aged 2 weeks

After a time he could dot open his eye at all; the
humor grew worse and his face became sore
Then his left eye began to be affected, and I
thought he would lie entirely blind. I bought a
bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla just for a trial.
W hat was my surpaise, before the bottle was all
gone, his face had all healed up, and he could
open his eye just a little bit, something ho had
not done for four months.
He continued to take
it, and 1 am happy to say can now

Shaw’s Business College 9
I’OnTLAND,

Co., Agents,

STREET.

MILLINERY.

DEATHS

Scorfula in the eyes Is one of the most terrible
afflictions imaginable. Life is a£continual torture
from which even death would be a relief, while
cure is welcomed with great
rejoicing, as in the
following statement from a happy mother:
“I take great pleasure in telling what Hood’s
Sarsaparilla has done for my little hoy. Six
months ago ulcers began to come on his right eve.
The doctors said the cause was

be acquir-

No. 17
DRUG

house
HANK'S

at

1847.

JOHN E. PALMER.

Portland.
In Chelsea, Oct. 14, Wm. A. Nolan of
Whitefield and Miss istella Marks of Boston.
In Portsinou.fi, Oct. 25. Moses E. Lowell of
Saco and Anbie A. Greenough of Biddeford.
Ill Vassalboo. Oct. 23. Edwiu L. Taylor of Sidney and Miss flattie E. ltobbius of Biverside.

A LittleBoy’s Narrow Escape from
Blindness.

can

Common

H. Wright, ArFowler, both of

Scrofula in the Eyes.

Keoded by ov ry young mail,
in a abort apace of time at

■

novo

wooden

»o.i«hwlte,"Mgpft"8
ul'n*sl
T® with steam,
bath

ed

AUCTION SALEM.

■nOltK, Junction Congress and Free Sts.
n-i
rilO LET—A lirst-class Lower Tenement at

I

RUBBERS, OVERSHOES, ARCTICS, &e.

MARRIAGES.

In Cape Elizabeth. Nov. 8. Franklin P. White,
aged 31 years 7 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at nis late residence. Ferry Village.
Ill Gorbam, Oct. 31, William
Strout, aged 82
years.
In North Buxton, Nov. 8, Tbos. T. Pennell, aged
64 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon. Nov loth.
Eelatives and friends are invited to attend.

at

41 Gray Mirrri by Frnn or l.eller.
Mr. Fox's terms will be moderate. This instruction is Intended to he so rudimentary as to
place it within easy umlcrstandint; and Interest of
all.
novtleodSt

New Rubber goods for Fall trade just
received. Latest Styles and Novelties in Ladies’ and Rent’s

The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of
New York, W. D. Little, Agent, paid the
large sum cf $220,500 during the past week
for death claims and endowments matured.
Among these was $8,350 on one of our old
citizens; the policies being $6000 only.

[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
at No. 55 Boyd street.
In this city. Nov. 8, Mary Ann, wife of James
Devine, ageu 27 years.
[Funeral oil Wednesday forenoon at 8.30 o’clk,
from lier late residence, No. 49 Summer street.
Iu Cape Elizabeth. Nov. 8, Betsey, widow of tile
late Cant. Daniel Plummer,
aged 93 years aud 3
months.
[Funeral tills Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at Her son’s residence, Cape Elizabeth.

apply

MR. A. E. MOORE

Just about now people are thinking seriously about Winter Underwear. In fact,
the old ones look a little thin aud a cold morning decides the
«|nestion. Very few
people buy until they actually need the article. Why should they! Good stocks
are to be found to select from almost
everywhere. The only thing to consider is
where the best cau be bought for the money. Most
people know better than to buy
the very low priced goods, for they hare learned that it “don’t
pay.” “Seconds”
subject to manufacturers’ imperfections are not profitable to buy. There will be
darned places, or the shape is not right, and an
Illshaped Undershirt or pair of
Drawers causes more discomfort than a tight boot. Then the
prices are not much
less, only a few cents on a garment at the most. We find It profitable and satisfactory to keep straight goods. Occasionally we buy a case that the boxes hare been
broken or that hare become a little soiled, and run them off
cheap, but no “Seconds” are to be found in our stock, nearly all onr underwear is made for us,
jnst
the styles aud shapes we want. When you get ready to
buy come in. Hare some
sent home to try. If they don’t suit send them back. We hare the stock to fit out
Men, Women, Boys and Girls. We own the goods a» low as any concern in the
United States and want to sell them. What more can we offer!

Large Payments.

4

PAINTING AND DRAWING
From Lite and Cast, with applied artistic anatomy
and sculpture, and for composition and historical
costumes, accordion' to the revised system of the
Ecole des Beaux Arts in Farts. For |iarticulars

octl3

Wednesday afternoon,

Maine Water Cas

a

STUDIO 34 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

Nov. 10, to receive applications for scholarship. Those wishing to join the school
should apply at once, as the number of pupils is limited and but few more can be admitted.

sufficient number ol pupils
Studio tor

Will take a limited number of pupils during the
Fall and Winter season. Instructions given in
Crayon Portraiture (rum the flat and from life;
also In Free Hand Academic Draw ing from casts,
still-life, and llie living model.

dit

SrhnAl

The committee in charge of the Art
School will he at the Society’s building,

a

ART

enjoyable

The Congregational Club.
The Portland Congregational Club met at
the Preble House last evening, and after a
bountiful repast enjoyed an excellent programme at the hands of Rev. S. L. Loomis,
Lecturer on Sociology at Andover Seminary,
and Rev. Smith Baker, of Lowell.
The growth of London was treated in a
most instructive manner by Mr. Loomis,who
showed us a city of 5,100,000 people, more
than the entire population of Sweden, or of
Ireland, or Holland, or Canada; seven Londons would fill France, and eleven would
hold all the inhabitants of the United States.
The causes of recent accelerations of
growth were found in the steam engine,
which has revolutionized work, and the production of wealth; the railways bringing a
city into close connection with a large productive area. And in the change in agricultural methods which have depopulated country’ districts, and everybody’ goes to the
cities, which are now’ growing twice as fast
as the country.
Our aim should be, not to
check the growth but to quench the iniquity
of cities.
Rev. Smith Baker then discussed in his
happiest vein Congregationalism and tlie
masses.
Congregationalism has culture,
wealth, polity, theology, and consecrated
men and women, but it has failed to reach
the masses,
now shall this be remedied ?
We must know neither rich people nor poor
people, but the people. We must be congregational ; be democratic.
We must change
our style of preaching.
No new departure;
stick to the old gospel; but we must
adapt
tlie hours of worship to the convenience of
the people, and then preach to the
average
man.
“Give him the best that’s in your
brain, and the hottest that’s in your heart.”
After brief addresses from Messrs. Holt of
Nebraska, Root of Auburn, and nowe of
Lewiston, the club adjourned.
Eight new members were nominated, and
it was voted that the next meeting be held on
the evening of Forefathers’ Day, and that it
be a ladies’ meeting. The club has never
been more prosperous than now.
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entertainment.
Tlie “Living Pictures” by the Annex, at
Congress Square vestry, tomorrow night,
should pack the house.
The St. Lawrence St. S. C. E. will give a
grand concert Friday evening. The Mendelssohn Male Quartette, Misses Hattie
Weeks and Mary I. Iiurgan, Mr. F. W.
Shaw, and Mr. Dennett of Lewiston, the
well-known reader, will assist.
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uni verbalist Church, Stevens' Plain, next
Friday, commencing precisely at H o’clock.
Those wlio have tlie matter in charge are
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Dill’S Oil!!..
Last night Miss Blanche Sherwood made
her appearance at Portland Theatre in
“Dad's Girl.” The play is well known here

by Bev. A.
No,'\.8,thur W. Beale and
Miss Annie S.
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THE BACK BAY

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

CATON BROS. & BfXBY,
Koxboro, Mass.
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“PNEUMONIA KILL MORE
THAN BULLETS,” but Baker’s
Great American Specific will always cure this dangerous enemy
or man. All druggists. 50 cents.
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